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Abstract
Advances in technology have led to increasing demand for more sophisticated electronic products,
which, in turn, induces demand for raw materials essential for product performance. A class of
such materials is mined in places in the world that are politically unstable – they are called Conflict
Minerals (CMs) because profits from their mining and trade support human rights violations in
their places of origin. They include Tantalum, Tin, Tungsten, and Gold (3TG). To reduce global
reliance on 3TG, government policies from local and international communities are the only works
in place, but what is still unclear is their efficacy towards achieving their intended goals - while
some of the policies have been impactful towards restricting CM use, the social risks tied to their
supply persists. Therefore, this thesis fills this gap in two ways; firstly, by assessing key CM
policies relevant to indicators to determine their efficacy towards limiting CM global demand and
secondly, investigate the comparative potential for three sustainability strategies – recycling,
alternative supply chains, and material substitution – which have been proposed to alleviate the
risk of CM use. Maturity Index (MI) tool, an assessment scale that indicates the degree of progress
made by an activity, was used to determine the efficacy of key CM policies, this method is termed
policy analysis. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), a multi-criteria decision-making tool, was
applied to determine the degree to which each sustainability strategy can reduce global demand on
CMs, this method is termed alternatives analysis. Results from the policy analysis indicate that
implementing policies only is inadequate to mitigate the social risks tied to CM global use. Using
tungsten as a case study, the results of our alternatives analysis show that recycling has the highest
potential for reduction in tungsten global use, followed by material substitution and thirdly,
alternative supply chains. This work aims to inform better decisions pertinent to creating more
effective CM policies and sustainable alternatives for reducing global reliance on CMs. Further,
our work proactively addresses similar social risks that may be associated with cobalt, a mineral
identified to possess similar qualities as a CM but, is not classified as one by law. The same
methods were applied in the cobalt case study and the results of our alternatives analysis show that
material substitution has the highest potential for reduction in global cobalt use, followed by
recycling and thirdly, alternative supply chains. Broadly, findings from this thesis can inform key
decisions needed to effectively address the social risks tied to expanding mineral demand now and
in the future.
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1. Introduction
Background
Advances in technology have led to increasing demand for more sophisticated electronic products,
which, in turn, induces demand for raw materials essential for product performance. However, the
conversion of these raw materials into finished products comes with its challenges. Not only are
the conversion processes energy-intensive, but they also release harmful gases to the atmosphere
which pose a threat to the environment. Research is on-going to address these adverse impacts
with a promising future in view. One of such research was done by Adisa Azapagic and co-authors,
who presented an integrated lifecycle methodology to track the sources and flows of pollutants in
the urban environment as a systematic approach to tackling the challenges of urban pollution and
its impact to the environment and human health (Azapagic, Pettit, & Sinclair, 2007). Another
research done was presented by Julian Allwood and co-authors, who presented options for
achieving a 50 percent reduction in industrial carbon emissions of five materials with projections
up to 2050 (Allwood, Cullen, & Milford, 2010). However, there is another downside to these
technological advancements that calls for additional study. Some of the materials needed for
product functionality are mined in places in the world that are politically unstable and perceived
as corrupt. The profits generated from their mining and trade support human rights violations in
their places of origin. These materials are known as Conflict Minerals (CMs) (defined further in
Section 1.2) and are essential materials for the manufacture of many high-tech products today
(Young & Dias, 2011) and (Jameson, Song, & Pecht, 2016). This thesis assesses the effectiveness
of existing policies and schemes put in place to reduce global reliance on CMs and their associated
impacts. We further investigate the comparative potential for three non-policy based sustainability
strategies to reduce global demand on CMs and address the social risks tied to their supply chain,
specifically in the consumer technologies (CT) industries.
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Definition And Fundamental Qualities of A CM
There is a class of minerals that provide unique functions to many present-day technologies but
are sourced from places in the world that are politically unstable. These minerals are mined using
forced labor and the profits obtained from mining and trading them in such places are used to
finance and support armed militia groups – they are called Conflict Minerals (CMs). By definition,
a CM is defined as:
a.

the element gold, columbite-tantalite, cassiterite, and wolframite and their derivatives, which
are limited to tantalum, tin, and tungsten (3TG) (Jameson et al., 2016).

b. any other mineral or its derivative determined by the United States (US) Secretary of State to
be directly or indirectly financing or benefiting armed groups in the “covered countries” which
are (the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and its border countries: Angola, Burundi, the
Central African Republic, the Republic of Congo, Rwanda, South Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda,
and Zambia) (Securities & Commission, 2012).
c. a mineral that “finances armed groups, fuel forced labor and other human rights abuses, and
support corruption and money laundering” (EU, 2017).
Although it is evident from the definitions of a CM that there is a link between CMs and the
covered countries, this study further highlights other fundamental qualities of a CM which indicate
that a CM is not associated with the covered countries only and may be defined more broadly. In
addition to the legally accepted definition of a CM, different stakeholder initiatives (locally and
internationally), non-governmental organizations and voluntary groups, etc. have identified other
qualities that are associated with a CM and conflict-affected or high-risk area where CMs are
mined. They are described below.
a. A CM is a mineral with a high market concentration (EU, 2017).
A CM is mined in:
b. the presence of armed conflict (armed conflict may take different forms including
international or global, which may involve at least two states, or may involve wars of
liberty, revolutions, or civil wars
c. the presence of widespread violence owing to criminal networks
2

d. fragile post-conflict areas
e. areas witnessing weak non-existent governance and security
f. areas witnessing widespread and systematic violence of international law, including human
rights abuses
g. areas witnessing systematic discrimination against certain parts of the population
h. areas with endemic corruption
i. areas witnessing sexual and gender-based violence
j. areas where their natural resources are in high demand.
Source: (CCCMC, 2016), (RMI, 2018).
Based on the fundamental qualities described above, we determine that a CM is not solely
connected to the covered countries. This study uses these fundamental qualities to further assess a
CM and suggest alternatives to reduce their global demand. Further, these qualities can identify
other minerals that possess the qualities described above but have not been categorized officially
as CMs, and therefore, inform the need to proactively address potential social risks that may be
linked to their demand and supply now and in the future.

Conflict Mineral Demand In The Electronics Sector
CMs have important uses across multiple industries such as jewelry, aerospace, and
manufacturing. However, the consumer electronics industry continues to be one of the leading
consumers of CMs worldwide and is one of the leading contributors to armed conflict in covered
countries (Barume, Naeher, Ruppen, & Schütte, 2016) and (Fitzpatrick, Olivetti, Miller, Roth, &
Kirchain, 2014). Hence, this work investigates alternatives to reduce the global use of CMs in the
consumer electronics sector. The main uses of CMs in electronics are summarized in Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1 Industrial Uses of Tantalum, Tin, Tungsten, and Gold
Mineral
Tantalum

Use in electronics
Electronic components such as
capacitors in portable phones, pagers,
PCs, and automotive electronics (70%)
Chemical equipment (10%)

Tin

Solders for electronics (47.4%) and
industrial applications (6.3%)
Tinplate (16.8%)
Chemicals (13.3%)
Bronze (5.3%)
Float glass (2.7%)

Tungsten

Superalloys, electron emitters, tungsten
wire in copiers and printers, electronic
circuit boards and heat sinks, and cell
phone vibration mechanisms (20%)

Gold

Electronic components (connectors,
switch and relay contacts, soldered
joints, surface finishes, wires, and
connection strips (7%)

Source
“Niobium (Columbium) and
Tantalum Statistics and
Information,” n.d.; “USGS
Minerals Information: Niobium
(Columbium) and Tantalum,”
2019)
(Kamili, Kimball, & Carlin, 2017;
“USGS Minerals Information:
Tin,” 2017)

“Tungsten Statistics and
Information,” n.d., “USGS
Minerals Information: Gold,” n.d.,
“USGS Minerals Information:
tungsten,” 2019)
(“Gold Statistics and Information,”
2019)

CM Supply Chain In The Electronics Sector
The supply chain of a CM is discussed below as reported by the Enough Project in 2009
(Prendergast & Lezhnev, 2009). In this study, the authors traveled to eastern Congo to understand
how the 3TG find their way from conflict-affected regions where they are mined (specifically in
North and South Kivu in DRC) and end up in our present-day consumer electronics. It is
noteworthy that the supply chain of CMs presented in this report is solely dependent on the
information provided by the Enough Project in 2009 and may not reflect the current statistics. We
identify a limitation in accessing more recent and accurate data on the CM supply chain. The
supply chain of CMs is discussed below
The first stage in the supply chain of a CM to the electronics industry is the extraction of minerals
in mines located in eastern DRC, many of which are controlled by armed groups. Afterward, the
4

extracted minerals are transported to the trading towns and are further grouped by trading houses
where they get processed. Thirdly, export companies buy the minerals from the trading houses,
process them via heavy-duty machines and sell them to foreign buyers. At the fourth stage of the
supply chain, the minerals are sent from the exporters to neighboring countries of Rwanda,
Uganda, and Burundi by road, boat or plane. While some minerals are legally exported, with taxes
paid to the Congolese government, others are smuggled across the borders of Congo. Wide
variations in mineral prices recorded by neighboring countries confirm the extent of the on-going
smuggling of the minerals. In the next stage, the minerals are converted into metals in the metal
processing facilities, which are mostly based in Eastern Asia. The minerals are smelted or
chemically processed along with minerals from other countries. After the mineral ore is refined
into metal, it becomes impossible to distinguish between what mineral originated in Congo and
those from other countries because the supplies from all over the world are mixed at this step of
the supply chain. Lastly, the refiners sell minerals originating from Congo to the electronics
companies - the single largest consumer of minerals from eastern Congo (Barume et al., 2016).
The processed metals, however, normally pass through sub-stages before it gets to the companies.
First, to circuit boards and computer chip manufacturers, then to mobile phones and other
electronics manufacturers, and finally, to the mainstream electronics companies such as Apple,
Intel, and Nokia, etc. These companies make gadgets that we all know and buy – cell phones,
portable music players, and laptop computers, etc.
Key findings from the study done by the Enough Project on CM supply chain are highlighted
below (Prendergast & Lezhnev, 2009).
a. 95% of the mines identified by IPS are controlled by armed groups. At the mines, soldiers
coordinating mining operations would “illegally tax miners, abuse the population—
particularly the women and girls—and pay mineworkers very poor wages.” the wages are
usually between one dollar and five dollars daily.
b. the armed groups acquire profits at the mines, earning up to 90% of the profits in some
regions.
c. while transporting minerals from the mines to the trading houses, the 3Ts are transported
in heavy sacks, while gold was transported in bags as small as backpacks or even concealed
in pockets due to its light-weight making it easier to smuggle gold than 3Ts.
5

d. based on estimates recorded by the Enough Project, the armed groups generated
approximately $75 million from transporting minerals in 2008, out of a total of $180
million acquired by armed groups from CM trade.
e. during mineral exportation, governing laws restricting exporters from buying minerals
from illegal sources were not strongly enforced, hence allowing smugglers and armed
fighters to penetrate easily into exporting companies.
f. in 2007, it was recorded that Uganda officially produced less than $600 worth of gold yet
exporting over $74 million worth of gold. Similar trends were observed in the 3Ts.
g. in 2008, the Congolese government sources identified that Congo exported only 270
pounds of gold out of approximately 11 thousand pounds that were produced that year
indicating that most of the profits from the gold sale benefited armed groups, which in turn,
increased the chain of violence in Congo.
The supply chain of a CM to the electronics industry is presented in a process flow diagram shown
in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1 CM Supply Chain To The Electronics Industry
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Challenges of CM Use
In identifying challenges associated with CM use, we share key findings from a study done on
Congo’s CMs reported by the Enough Project in 2009. Their findings show that armed groups
made approximately $185 million from CMs in 2008 (Enough Project Team, 2009). Also, a
mortality study was done by the International Rescue Committee (IRC) studying conflictassociated deaths estimated by over 5.4 million deaths that occurred between 1998 and 2007 as a
result of armed conflict in the DRC (Coghlan, Stewart, Lewis, & Brennan, 2007). The IRC further
stated that violence has continued to exist in the region, but no definitive study has been conducted
afterward to determine the mortality statistics. According to the report, the Congolese Senate
estimated that $1.2 billion in minerals were trafficked out of the country annually. The U.N. Group
of Experts on Congo determined that gold “provides the most significant financial benefit to armed
groups” and “is the most lucrative and easily smuggled of the natural resources in the eastern
DRC” (Yannick & Hoex, Lotte Matthysen, 2016). The U.N. experts, the Congolese civil society
and international NGOs reported that minerals funded armed rebels, the Congolese army, and
smugglers in some of the covered countries throughout the 2000s (UN, 2001).
Our discussions on the supply chain and challenges of CMs use highlight the supply risks tied to
CM demand, and with a steady rise in consumer electronics demand, there is no indication of a
decline in CM demand and their associated supply risks (IBSWorld, 2019). It is, therefore,
necessary to take proactive measures to address this global issue. To restrict the use of CMs and
their associated impacts, CM laws and policies are in place. It is noteworthy that the terms laws,
regulations, policies, standards, and initiatives are used interchangeably in this study. Details of
these policies are discussed in Chapter Two.
In this chapter, the concept of CMs was introduced. The legally accepted definition along with the
fundamental qualities of a CM was also discussed. We further discuss the importance of the legally
accepted CMs and their supply chain to the electronics industry – the leading industrial consumer
of CMs. Although we determine that the lifecycle of a CM begins in the DRC-conflict-affected
mines, the fundamental qualities of a CM further show that a CM is not linked to the DRC and
Covered Countries only as defined by law. Therefore, our study determines that there may be
minerals that are either conflict-related or may become one in the near or far future. As such, it is
7

necessary to identify such minerals and proactively address potential social risks that may arise
due to their global demand and supply. We discussed the challenges associated with CM usage as
reported by the Enough Project team in 2009. Based on these challenges, we identify the necessity
to address the issues tied to CM usage, particularly because of its increasing demand in consumer
electronics industries. To address the problem, CM laws, policies, and regulations have been put
in place by diverse organizations and communities at the local and international levels but, what
is still in question is how impactful these laws have been towards achieving their envisioned goals.
Despite the implementation of these laws, there persists the problems and social risks tied to the
use of CMs. More so, to date, the laws are the only existing efforts to restrict CM use globally and
no work has been done to accurately measure or assess the effectiveness of existing CM laws and
their impacts towards shifting our global reliance on CMs. Therefore, this thesis will fill this
knowledge gap by applying two distinct methods. First, the efficacy of existing CM laws will be
assessed to ascertain how effective they are in actualizing their intended goals. To do this, key CM
policies relevant to indicators will be analyzed to provide a better understanding of their potential
efficacy in limiting CM use. A policy analysis of this kind has never been done to my knowledge.
The policy analysis will be conducted by using a measurement or an assessment scale that indicates
the degree of progress made by an enterprise or activity concerning the issue or element the scale
is intended to address. This scale is called the Maturity Index (MI) Tool. The results from the
policy analysis will reflect accurate maturity scores for the assessed CM laws and therefore
determine their level of progress towards reducing global usage of CMs and their related impacts.
This will help answer the question and clarify the uncertainties surrounding the efficacy and
impacts of existing CM laws towards fulfilling their intended goals. Our results will inform a better
understanding of the CM laws and their potential efficiency towards restricting global use of CMs
and inform improved decision making for policyholders when implementing new CM policies or
upgrading existing ones.
Second, non-policy based, technical approaches that can lead to sustainable outcomes will be
investigated. These approaches include eliminating or substituting material, obtaining material
from alternative supply chains and sourcing material from recycled resources. We chose these
approaches because they have not been fully assessed as options for reducing CM demand.
Therefore, this thesis introduces its second novelty in alternatives analysis, which carefully
investigates each approach through a comparative analysis of the three approaches to determine
8

their effectiveness and relative potential to reduce global demand on CMs with minimal negative
impacts. To conduct the alternatives assessment, the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), a multicriteria decision-making tool used to organize, analyze and quantify elements of a decision based
on mathematics and psychology, will be used to determine the degree to which each sustainability
approach can reduce global demand on CMs. The results of the alternatives analysis will prioritize
the ability for each sustainable approach to achieve our goal of CM reduction with minimal
impacts. This work will show the importance of implementing technological strategies that can
yield more sustainable outcomes rather than depending on policies alone to solve the problem of
CM global usage. Our study will further inform decision making that efficiently addresses the
social risks tied to reducing CM global demand both now and in the near or far future.
This work will also proactively address similar social risks that may be associated with other
minerals that are not identified as CMs by law but share similar characteristics as one. One of such
minerals identified in this study is cobalt. According to the 2019 United States Geological Survey,
approximately 60% of cobalt global production originates from the DRC one of the major regions
that support the illicit mining and trade of CMs (Dodd-Frank, 2010), (USGS, 2019). Furthermore,
over 70% of cobalt global reserves are in states that are very fragile and perceived as corrupt
(Church & Crawford, 2018). Cobalt is in demand across diverse industries such as Lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs), hard materials/cutting tools, superalloys, and catalysts, etc. (K. B. Shedd,
McCullough, & Bleiwas, 2017). However, its highest end-use is in LIBs used in consumer
electronics and electric vehicles (EVs), which accounts for more than 50% of cobalt demand
globally (GCM, 2018). With the rapid adoption of EVs globally, additional demand for cobalt will
impact its overall global supply and demand. Therefore, this work seeks to address the issue by
using the same research methods, i.e. policy analysis and alternatives analysis, to proactively
address the social risks tied to cobalt global supply chain particularly, in its supply to the LIB
industry. In the policy analysis, the Maturity Index tool will be applied to determine the efficacy
of existing works done to mitigate cobalt social risks. Similarly, we will employ alternatives
analysis to investigate non-policy based options and compare their relative potential for cobalt
reduction using the AHP tool to determine how recycling, material substitution, and alternative
supply chain will compare in their potential for reduction in cobalt global usage.
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The results of the cobalt case study will clarify the uncertainties surrounding the efficacy of laws
and schemes put in place to support more ethical practices in the cobalt supply chain by
determining how effective they are in achieving their envisioned goals. This will further inform
better decisions in policy-making that will guide the creation of new, improved laws aimed at
more responsible mining practices and/or advance the implementation of already existing ones. In
addition, our work identifies more advanced technologies to reduce global demand on cobalt and
help mitigate the social impacts tied to its global consumption. These are technologies that have
been in existence but, have never been compared across a common baseline for cobalt global
reduction. Hence, this study will not only inform but, also compare the feasibility and potential
for these technological alternatives to yield more sustainable outcomes for reducing cobalt usage.

10

2. Policy Analysis
Background
As discussed in Chapter One, there are many undesirable consequences of using CMs, and with
an increasing need to satisfy societal demand for sophisticated electronics products, it is necessary
to take measures that will address this issue effectively. To limit the global demand on CMs,
regulations, and standards from local and international communities exist. Even though these laws
are created by organizations specific to a country or region, many of them are implemented across
diverse regions globally with a common goal to reduce the worldwide use of CMs. Despite the
implementation of CM laws, the problem of CM use persists globally which, consequently, puts
the efficacy of CM laws and regulations to question. To gain a better understanding of the work
done by CM laws, a summary of 10 CM laws and initiatives is described in the next section. Their
impacts towards reducing global reliance on CMs are also discussed which leads us to identify a
knowledge gap in this field and define our motivation of study and contribution towards filling
this knowledge gap. First, we discuss 10 CM laws and regulations relevant to indicators and their
impacts on limiting global demand on CMs.

Literature - CM Policies and Initiatives
To restrict the use of CMs, local and international standards and regulations are in place however,
the extent to which they are enforced varies. In this section, 10 internationally recognized CM
policies and initiatives are discussed. It is noteworthy that this study has no criteria or basis for the
choice of CM policies discussed however, they are key initiatives that have been established to
address the problem of CMs. They are summarized below.
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The OECD Due Diligence Guideline for Responsible Supply Chain
Minerals From Conflict-Affected And High-Risk Areas
The Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Guidance is the leading
international standard referenced by many CM regulations and initiatives. It offers comprehensive
recommendations to assist companies and businesses to respect human rights and avoid promoting
conflict through their minerals supply trade and operations including their choice of suppliers. This
guidance provides outlines for thorough due diligence as a baseline for responsible global supply
chain management of the 3TGs. The OECD defines due diligence as “an on-going, proactive and
reactive process through which companies can ensure that they respect human rights and do not
contribute to the conflict”. This guideline is open for use by any company sourcing minerals or
metals originating from conflict-affected and high-risk regions (OECD Due Diligence, 2013).

Section 1502 - Dodd-Frank Wall Street Consumer and Protection Act
In 2010, the US Senate passed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
(short: Dodd-Frank Act). Section 1502 of this act contained The CMs Statutory Provision and the
subsequent rule was endorsed by the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). This
landmark law requires publicly traded companies in the US-listed under the US Stock Exchange
to publicly disclose if their products contain one or more of the four CMs that originated from any
of the Covered Countries (Securities & Commission, 2012), (Dodd-Frank, 2010).

European Union (EU) CM Regulation
On March 5, 2014, the EU published a responsible trading proposal for minerals from conflict
regions. (Catherine, 2014). The objective of this proposal was to establish an EU system of selfcertification for 3TG importers who choose to import responsibly into the Union. However, this
proposal was received with mixed reviews as it was referred to as a “simpler alternative to the US
regulation” (Weekes Ian, 2014) or claiming that it could “fail to spark change”(Murry Nick, 2014).
On the 19th of May 2017, the European Parliament and Council adopted the legal text of the EU
CM Regulation which was published in the Official Journal of the EU. The regulation laid down
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a supply chain due diligence (based on OECD Guidelines) obligation for Union importer of 3T,
their ores, and gold originating from conflict-affected and high-risk areas, however, importers are
required to comply with the due diligence scheme only after 1st of January 2021 (EU, 2017).

The United Nations Guiding Principles for Business and Human Rights
The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) approved Resolutions 1493 and 1952 in 2003 and
2010 respectively. The former forced an arms embargo on all overseas and Congolese armed forces
operating in conflict regions in the DRC while the latter, extended the arms embargo and targeted
travel and financial sanctions until November 2011. It contains a call for U.N. member states to
encourage their importers, manufacturers, and consumers of Congolese minerals to exercise due
diligence by following the OECD guidelines (Jameson et al., 2016). Furthermore, in 2011, U.N.
members unanimously approved Guiding Principles for Business and Human Rights which
implemented the U.N. “Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework. The Guiding Principles state
that companies have a responsibility to ensure their activities do not contribute to harm and human
rights abuses. It recommends risk-based due diligence as a practical and effective way to meet this
responsibility (UN, 2011).

Chinese Due Diligence Guidelines for Responsible Mineral Supply Chains
The goal of the Chinese Due Diligence Guidelines for Responsible Mineral Supply Chains is to
activate and provide context to section 3.4.6 of the China Chamber of Commerce of Metals
Minerals and Chemical Importers & Exporters (CCCMC) Guidelines for Social Responsibility in
Outbound Mining Investments (CCCMC, 2018). These guidelines provide guidance and support
to companies that are extracting and/or using mineral resources and related products and are
involved at any point in the supply chain of minerals in the identification, prevention and
mitigation of risks directly or indirectly contributing to conflict, serious human rights abuses and
risks of serious misconduct. The Chinese Due Diligence Guidelines for Responsible Mineral
Supply Chains is based on the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and the
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OECD Due Diligence Guidance on Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from ConflictAffected and High-Risk Areas (CCCMC, 2016).

The iTRi Supply Chain Initiative (iTSCi)
The International Tin Research Institute (iTRi) established the iTRi Supply Chain Initiative
(iTSCi), a traceability program established to assist its member upstream industries (i.e. from
mines to smelters) with complying with the OECD due diligence. The traceability program enables
buyers to obtain information and trace mineral supply chains from mines to point of export. The
program involves two types of bar-coded bags – a mine tag and a trader/processor tag. A tag is
fixed to the bags of minerals at each stage of the supply chain. This system is also known as the
“bag-and-tag system” (IPIS, 2012). The purpose of iTSCi is to create responsible mineral supply
chains that avoid fueling conflict, human rights abuses, or other risks such as corruption in Central
Africa. In general, iTSCi comprises three elements which are (a) chain of custody data collection
(traceability), (b) risk assessment, and (c) third party audits (Manhart & Schleicher, 2013),(iTSCi,
2013). On February 1, 2018, the iTRi changed its name to the International Tin Association
(International Tin Association, 2018).

Responsible Minerals Initiative
The Responsible Minerals Initiative (RMI) was founded in 2008 by members of the Responsible
Alliance and Global e-Sustainability Initiative to provide companies and their suppliers with the
tools and resources needed to carry out an independent third-party audit. This audit assists
companies in identifying which smelters and refiners can be verified as having structures in place
to responsibly source minerals from conflict-affected and high-risk areas. The audits are in
accordance with international standards including the OECD Due Diligence and the U.S. DoddFrank Wall Street and Consumer Protection Act. The RMI offers a CMs Reporting Template,
which assists companies to publicly disclose information about the smelters in their supply chain
(RMI, 2019).
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The Conflict-Free Smelter Program
In 2008, the Electronics Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC) and Global e-Sustainability (GeSI)
launched the Conflict-Free Sourcing Initiative (CFSI), which birthed the Smelter Verification
Program (SVP) to audit smelters on the source of their minerals. A volunteer assessment program
called Conflict-Free Smelter Program (CFSP) was established in 2011, aimed at carrying out an
independent third party assessment to examine the smelter’s operations and resources to show that
the materials used by the smelter are from conflict-free sources. It is also aimed at assuring the
sources of strategic resources used in consumer electronics and is one of the industry responses to
the concerns surrounding CMs from the Great Lakes Region in Africa (CFSI, 2016), (Jameson et
al., 2016) and (Manhart & Schleicher, 2013).

Solutions for Hope
In July 2011, Motorola Solutions Inc. and AVX publicized the Solutions for Hope Project (SfH,
2015). The project focused on sourcing conflict-free Tantalum from the DRC and endorsing the
economic stability of the region. The pilot program was carried out from July 2011 to January
2012 and after being successful, was transitioned into a more permanent, full-scale project. This
project is supported by conflict-free mines in the DRC. The tantalum from these mines is
transported to the Minerals Mining Resources (MMR) depot in DRC, where AVX takes ownership
of the minerals. The minerals are then sent to the conflict-free tantalum smelter F&X ElectroMaterials Ltd in China where tantalum is processed into wire and powder. The wire and powder
are sent to AVX’s facility in the Czech Republic to be turned into capacitors for our electronics
(Jameson et al., 2016).
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Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance Standard for
Responsible Mining
The Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance Standards for Responsible Mining (IRMA) was
founded in 2006 by a coalition of NGOs, businesses that buy minerals and metals for the
manufacture and sale of their products, organized labor such as trade unions, impacted
communities, and mining companies. It describes a set of objectives and performance requirements
to promote environmentally and socially responsible practices. It serves as a basis of a voluntary
system of providing independent third-party audits and certification of environmental and social
performance measures at commercial-scale mine sites all around the world. Principle three
(Chapter 3.4) of the IRMA standard provides guidelines and requirements that prevent companies
from contributing to conflict or the penetration of serious human rights abuses in conflict-affected
and high-risk areas (IRMA, 2018).

Impacts of CM Policies and Initiatives
Based on the discussion of CM laws, we determine that even though many of the policies govern
different countries and regions, their guidelines and system of operations have a common basis –
the OECD Due Diligence Guidance and Principles. This shows that although there are many
different CM laws in existence, many of them “may simply be the same”. As a result, this study
investigates the impacts of CM laws and initiatives by examining the impacts of the Dodd-Frank
Act. The basis for choosing this law is that it is the first law of its kind i.e. it is the first policy to
legally define the term “conflict minerals” and develop a system that allows companies to source
their minerals more responsibly (Dodd-Frank, 2010). More so, subsequent CM laws have defined
a CM and modeled their regulations based on the definition and guidelines outlined in the DoddFrank Act. The impacts of the Dodd-Frank Act are discussed below.
Manhart and co-authors state that the direct and indirect impacts of the Dodd-Frank Act on the
DRC and Great Lakes Region can be difficult to assess (Manhart & Schleicher, 2013). This is
partly because of a presidential hold that was placed on artisanal mining activities in specific DRC
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regions. The six-month hold was a reaction to the then newly signed Dodd-Frank Act. However,
since the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act, previous conflict-affected areas in the DRC are
now involved in responsible mineral mining and trading. Miners are more conscious of their rights
and there is a more thorough inspection of the mines, and this has led to better monitoring of local
communities (Dodd-Frank, 2010). A study was done by the Enough Project to assess the progress
of the Dodd-Frank Act since its implementation. A few of their key findings are highlighted below:
a. In December 2017, 495 mines in eastern DRC had been validated conflict-free
b. In June 2018, 78% of 3TG smelters and refiners worldwide have passed third-party audits
by responsible minerals assurance process
c. Around 8,500 children left the armed groups between 2009 and 2015. This was a
significant improvement compared to pre-Dodd-Frank implementation when mines were
filled child laborers between the ages of 10 and 16.
d. Former miners who worked in conflict-affected mines have found other means of
livelihood. Most of those surveyed are now involved in farming and small businesses e.g.
sale of necessities such as sugar, salt and, petrol, etc.
e. In 2016, over 70% of 3T miners surveyed in eastern DRC were working in conflict-free
mines
f. Before the Dodd-Frank rule, there was no certification mechanism for distinguishing
conflict mines from conflict-free ones but, after the rule was put in place, for the first time
in Congo’s history, there is a validation process to differentiate conflict mines from
conflict-free zones.
Source: (EnoughProject, 2018).
Although the Dodd-Frank rule has recorded positive outcomes, its implementation has had its
challenges. The release of the law and the completion of the SEC rule has increased scrutiny and
regulatory uncertainty which resulted in a “crises of confidence” (Dodd-Frank, 2010). Also, many
companies that had profited from DRC mines for many years persuaded their suppliers to pull out
from the region, instead of sourcing minerals more responsibly. This affected Congo’s mineral
export market as well as the lives of many artisanal miners in eastern DRC. Further, the ruin of
artisanal mining left many youth unemployed who sought a means of livelihood through violence
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(Johnson, 2013). The demand and prices of minerals were equally lowered, which affected the
living standards of local communities (GlobalWitness, 2017).
As far as security is concerned, the UN Group of Experts (GoE) concluded that even though
security problems were alleviated in many of the larger mines, the problem persists in other mining
regions and insecurity is still prevalent in gold mining sites throughout the eastern DRC (UNGoE,
2012). However, Nanire and co-authors shared a different view stating that illicit mineral trade
and smuggling were on the decline before 2010, but increased significantly after the rule was
signed (Nanire, Bellinger & Harris, 2013). However, this view was argued by Mthembu-Salter
who claims that although the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act may be unable to stop the
smuggling of CMs, it has reduced their demand and price to some degree and consequently,
lowered profits to armed groups (Mthembu-Salter, 2013).
Further, gold has continued to fuel armed militia in the conflict regions despite the presence of the
Dodd-Frank Act. Studies done by the members of the Enough Project indicate that gold remains
the most smuggled CM showing the least improvements since the policies were implemented
(Bafilemba, Mueller, & Lezhnev, 2014). In the artisanal gold sector, 64% of gold miners are still
controlled by armed actors, compared to 67% recorded in 2009-2010, before the introduction of
the Dodd-Frank rule. This shows that only three percent of progress was made in six years. A
report on DRC mining activities presented by the International Peace Information Service in 2015
states that “overall armed presence at mining sites has persisted over the last years in eastern
DRC”, reporting an armed presence at 56% of the mines in the 2013-2015 dataset (Yannick &
Hoex, Lotte Matthysen, 2016).
Future projections show that negative impacts are likely to persist due to the implementation of
the Dodd-Frank Act because of the SEC rules specifying the requirements of the law (Nanire,
Bellinger & Harris, 2013). The authors argue that the rules demand significant compliance costs
for companies sourcing minerals from the Great Lakes Region. However, other authors and
stakeholders share different views. Even though they almost collectively agree that the six-month
ban on Artisanal and Small-Scale Mining (ASM) had negative consequences on the local
communities, they emphasize that these consequences are owed to a “chaotic” transition phase
(Manhart & Schleicher, 2013).
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Knowledge Gap And Motivation Of Study
From the discussion in Section 2.2, we determine that although CM laws and policies have made
positive contributions towards limiting the use of CMs, they are still inadequate to eradicate the
social risks associated with CM use. The US Dodd-Frank Act, for instance, does not mandate
companies to dissociate from mining in the DRC or source from conflict-free mines. Rather, the
law only requires companies to publicly report the country of origin for their minerals and follow
due diligence practices (Securities & Commission, 2012) and (Dodd-Frank, 2010). Also,
companies are not sanctioned if their products are labeled “DRC-Conflict free” or “not found to
be DRC Conflict-Free” – the choice is left for the consumer to decide what product to buy
(Jameson et al., 2016). Another con is that many of these policies are not strictly enforced among
companies. In most cases, a company will easily practice due diligence if it is a member of the
governing body that regulates the initiative. Steven Young and co-authors also concluded that it
is difficult and almost impossible to accurately track and trace the origin of minerals along a supply
chain (Young & Dias, 2011). A survey conducted by IHS Markit (a global leader in critical
information and solutions for major companies and markets that drive global economies) found
that over 35% of companies indicated their unpreparedness for CM regulations, only 7.5%
declared their readiness. IHS Markit further determines that following the requirements of these
laws can be time-consuming and expensive which, can become a financial strain on many
companies. (Carbone, 2013) Also, it is worth a note that the Dodd-Frank rule (and subsequent CM
laws) focus on tracing minerals originating from Covered Countries only, whereas a CM is not
characterized by the Covered Countries only. This highlights a probability that there may be
conflict (or conflict-prone) regions and minerals which, if are not given the right attention, may
pose a risk in the near or far future.
Following the above discussion, we identify that the Dodd-Frank Act and by extension, other CM
laws and policies may not be capable of fully restricting CM global use and alleviating their social
risks. Hence, we identify that the efficacy of these policies and their measure of progress towards
achieving their proposed goals is still unclear. It is, therefore, necessary to assess these to determine
how effective they are for reducing global demand on CMs – to my knowledge, a policy
assessment of this kind has not been done. To conduct this assessment, this study uses a Maturity
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Index (MI) tool. The MI tool is an assessment framework that has been used across multiple fields
and subject areas to measure the level of maturity i.e. the level of progress or success attained by
a system or an activity relative to a specified goal or objective. Once a system is assessed on the
MI tool, its maturity index is obtained, which is a measure of the system’s efficiency. Since this
study intends to conduct a policy assessment on existing CM polices to gain a better understanding
of their potential efficiency i.e. their impacts towards reducing global CM use, this study, therefore,
uses the MI tool to achieve this goal. By assessing the CM laws over the MI scale, their respective
maturity indices will be obtained which in turn, will inform the level of progress attained by these
laws in limiting global CM use and its associated impacts. Hence, the MI tool will be used as a
common baseline to systematically assess CM policies and clarify the uncertainties surrounding
their impacts for global CM reduction. In Section 2.4, the policy analysis of the 10 CM laws
discussed in Section 2.2 is conducted using the MI tool. The results of this analysis are discussed
in Section 2.5.

Methods
The Maturity Index Tool
A maturity index is a measurement or an assessment scale that shows the measure of progress
made by an activity relative to a defined goal. (GlobalM.I, 2018). Maturity Index assessment has
diverse applications across multiple fields and subject areas such as engineering, human resource
management, and ecological studies, etc. and can be applied differently depending on the field or
subject matter. In a recent study done by Hess and coauthors, a five-level maturity indicator
framework was used to evaluate the maturity and effectiveness of the automotive sector’s
Environmental Health Safety & Sustainability (EHS&S) management system (Hess, Dobie,
Mcguinness, Rodbourn, & Ball, 2018). Metrics or indicators were defined at each maturity level
to assess the system’s degree of maturity. Maturity levels were reached quantitatively as each level
within the framework was assigned a weighted score and each indicator, assigned an equal
weighting with each maturity level. This maturity indicator framework was based on a sustainable
production tool developed by the Lowell Center for Sustainable Production (LCSP, 2009).
According to Veleva and co-author, “the five levels of the framework represent the five main steps
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in moving toward more sophisticated indicators of sustainable production” (Veleva & Ellenbecker,
2001). Similarly, in this thesis, a five-level maturity indicator framework was developed and used
to assess the maturity of key CM laws, and each maturity level is a measure of the degree of
maturity for each CM law that is assessed. However, it is worth a note that a different set of
metrics/indicators are used in our work due to differences in the subject matter. In our study, each
CM law will be assessed at each maturity level and scored respectively. The individual scores will
be summed to obtain an overall maturity index for the assessed law. The overall maturity score
obtained for each CM law will reflect its level of maturity which, is an indication of how much
progress the law has made towards achieving its intended goal of restricting global reliance on
CMs. The five maturity levels of the MI tool are described in Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1 Maturity Levels of The Maturity Index Scale
Maturity
Level
1

Level Name

Description

Planning

•
•

2

Capability

•

3

Cross-Substituted
Functionality

4

Operational Success

5

Continuous
Improvement

least mature level on the maturity index scale.
at this level, we identify if there are existing written
plans to address the issue e.g. policies, rules, and
standards, etc. created specifically to address the
issue of concern

identifies if we understand the plans in the planning
level and have the capability to implement them –
we determine if any personnel/group is trained and
capable of implementing the plan
• identifies if there is a structure or system put in
place to ensure that plans are well understood,
implemented and followed. e.g. training,
workshops, and compliance specialists, etc. to train
key stakeholders on how to comply with an existing
plan
• it’s all about “can we function?” i.e. can we
implement the plan?
• this level identifies if existing plans can be
implemented in multiple ways – at least in more
than one way.
• at this level, we shift from “can we function?”
(capability) to “do the function” in multiple
ways/alternatives
• this level identifies the point where all the multiple
alternatives are integrated, and system success is
assessed holistically.
• typically measures the success level of plan or
initiative.
• most mature level on the maturity index scale
• identifies if there is a system/structure in place to
continuously modify and improve the holistic
system – i.e. to find what systems are in place to
ensure steady, continual improvement of the plan or
activity
N.B: an activity cannot attain a continuous improvement
maturity level without attaining the operational success
maturity level (level four)
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An activity is scored across all five maturity levels and each maturity score is summed to obtain
an overall maturity index for that activity, typically a score out of five. The overall maturity index
of an activity is an indication of the activity’s capability to address the issue it was planned to,
usually a defined objective. An overall maturity index of zero indicates that the activity shows no
evidence of maturity (undesirable) while an overall maturity index of five indicates that the activity
has extremely high maturity (desirable). Table 2-2 shows the interpretation of overall maturity
indices.
Table 2-2 Interpretation of Overall Maturity Scores
Overall Maturity Index
0
1
2
3
4
5

Interpretation
No evidence of maturity (undesirable)
Very low maturity
Low maturity
Medium maturity
High maturity
Very high maturity (desirable)

Procedure For Assigning Maturity Scores To CM Policies And Initiatives
To determine the overall maturity index of a CM law i.e. activity, each activity was assessed and
assigned a score between zero and one based on the author’s evaluations of available content,
including quoted texts and inferences drawn from Literature and other relevant online sources. For
instance, at the planning maturity level, a score of one is assigned to a CM law that shows proof
of having a structured plan in place to achieve its intended goal and a score of zero is assigned if
the same CM law does not show proof of having a plan in place. Similarly, at the capability
maturity level, a CM law is assigned a score of one if there is evidence that those who put the law
in place are capable of implementing the law i.e. if the personnel is trained to ensure that the laws
are accurately followed/implemented. A score of zero will be assigned if the reverse were the case.
In a situation where a compromise is reached, a maturity score of 0.5 is usually assigned. An
example of a compromise is if there is evidence that a plan is in place but is yet to be launched.
After each score at each maturity level was assigned, the overall maturity index for each activity
was computed by summing the individual scores at each maturity level. An illustration of how an
overall maturity score was assigned to the Dodd-Frank Act is described below.
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Let us consider the Dodd-Frank Act. The quoted text below was obtained from Literature and
relevant online sources.
“Section 1502 on CMs specifically deals with the exploitation and trade of minerals originating
in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) that is helping to finance conflict characterized by
extreme level of violence in the eastern DRC, particularly sexual and gender-based violence, and
contributing to an emergency humanitarian situation therein. In particular, Section 1502 requires
all companies traded and listed on the US American stock exchange market to disclose information
on the use of CMs, which are necessary to the functionality or production of a product”
Source: (Dodd-Frank, 2010).
Based on the details of the quoted text relative to the planning maturity level, we infer that the law
is an existing written plan that has been put in place by the US government to ensure that all
companies traded and listed on the US American stock exchange market to publicly disclose
information on the use of CMs, which are necessary to the functionality of their product. Therefore,
the law scores one at the planning maturity level. Moving to the second maturity level, capability,
based on the same quoted text above, we determine that The Securities Exchange Commission
(SEC) regulates the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act. The SEC is capable of implementing
the law. And therefore, a score of one is assigned at this level. At the third maturity level, i.e. crosssubstituted functionality, the law scores a zero. This is because there is no written document or
information stating any known substitute rule for the Dodd-Frank rule. Although there are similar
rules issued by other governing bodies, they are not aimed at replacing Dodd-Frank in any way.
Hence, we assign a score of zero at this maturity level. At the operational success maturity level,
a score of 0.5 is assigned because a compromise was reached. This is because, despite the decline
in the number of conflict mines since the implementation of the law, there exist mines experiencing
the presence of armed conflict. The quoted text below supports this statement.
“Dodd-Frank Act led to significant improvements in the transparency of corporate supply chains
and a significant decline in the number of conflict mines for the 3T minerals in eastern Congo.
0ver 75% of the world’s smelters and refiners for the 3TGs have now passed third party audits”
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“As of 2016, over 79% of 3T miners surveyed in eastern Congo were working in mines where no
armed groups are involved. However, based on “analysis of the interactive map of ASM”, 56% of
the DRC mines assessed are still experiencing armed presence”
“Despite all these improvements, gold mining still faces continued threats by armed groups and
the army still employs child labor” (see worse case below)
“In the artisanal gold sector, 64% of gold miners are still affected by the presence of armed actors,
not too far from 67% experienced in 2009/2010”
Source: (EnoughProject, 2018), (Yannick & Hoex, Lotte Matthysen, 2016).
From the quoted text above, the law shows some records of operational success however, this
success is not an absolute one. Therefore, the law scores neither one nor zero but scores 0.5 to
account for the balance in operational success. At the continuous improvement maturity level
(highest maturity level), the law scores a zero. This is because there is no system in place to
continually improve the Dodd-Frank Act. Also, Continuous improvement is unlikely because
progress has been slow and is currently being hampered. The quoted text highlighted below was
obtained from a relevant online source to support this statement.
“The number of companies that filed a CMs disclosure in 2018 (1098 filings) dropped by 5.1%,
which is higher than the average decrease of 4.5% per year since 2013 (1320 filings) according
to the Development International.”
Source: (McGrath, 2018).
Proof of a decline in the compliance rate of the Dodd-Frank as shown in the quoted text above
further indicates that the law is not continuously improved upon. Hence, a maturity score of zero
was assigned.
Therefore, the overall maturity score for the Dodd-Frank Law is computed:
Overall Maturity Score (Dodd-Frank Act) = Maturity Score (planning) + Maturity Score (capability) + Maturity
Score (cross-substituted functionality) + Maturity Score (operational success) + Maturity Score (continuous-improvements)
Overall Maturity Score (Dodd-Frank Act) = 1 + 1 + 0 + 0.5 + 0 = 2.5
This procedure was done for the 10 CM laws and initiatives assessed in this study.
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Results and Discussion
In our policy analysis, 10 CM laws relevant to key indicators were assessed over the Maturity
Index Scale. The rubric for assigning the maturity score for each law at each maturity level are
detailed in SI 1 in the supplementary information. Quoted texts from Literature/appropriate online
sources used in assigning maturity are detailed in SI 2 in the supplementary information. The
results of the policy analysis are shown in Table 2-3.
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Table 2-3 Maturity Indices for CM Policies And Initiatives
s/n CM Policy/
Initiative

Planning

Capability

Cross or
substitutedfunctionality

Operational success

Continuous
improvement

Overall
Maturity
Index

1

The OECD Due
Diligence
Guideline for
Responsible
Supply Chain of
Minerals From
ConflictAffected And
High-Risk
Areas

It is the leading
international
standard
referenced by
many CM
regulations and
initiatives to assist
companies to
fulfill their
compliance and
due diligence
requirements.

The OECD is
responsible for
providing
recommendations to
companies while
following due
diligence practices.

The OECD has not
established any
guidance or
regulation as a
substitute for the
Responsible Supply
Chain of Minerals
From ConflictAffected and HighRisk Areas.
Although there are
existing regulations
based on the OECD
guidelines, there are
similar existing
regulations but no
evidence/data is
indicating that these
regulations have
been created as
substitutes for this
guideline.

Although it has no
known substitutes,
the OECD guidance
records success as a
leading global
standard for
responsible mining
operations.

Currently, there is no
system/structure in
place for continuous
improvements.
However, annual
forums are held to
discuss
implementation
challenges and new
supply chain
approaches.

3

Maturity Level
Score

1

1

0

0.5

0.5
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2

Section 1502 –
Dodd-Frank
Wall Street
Consumer and
Protection Act

This law has been
put in place to
address mining
and trade of CMs
originating from
the DRC and
Covered
Countries.
Requires all
companies traded
and listed in the
US Stock
Exchange to
publicly disclose
information on
their use of CMs
annually.

The Securities
Exchange
Commission (SEC)
regulates the
implementation of
the Dodd-Frank Act.
The SEC is
responsible for
ensuring that
companies comply
with the rule.

There is no known
substitute rule for
the Dodd-Frank
rule. Although
there are similar
rules issued by
other governing
bodies, they are not
aimed at replacing
Dodd-Frank in any
way. They are
simply similar in
operation. It cannot
be carried out in
multiple ways, but
it is carried out by
following a series
of steps.
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Dodd-Frank Act led to
significant
improvements in the
transparency of
corporate supply
chains however, it is
not adequate to
completely eradicate
conflict/armed
presence in many
mines and regions.

There is no system in 2.5
place to continually
improve the DoddFrank Act.
Continuous
improvement is
unlikely because
progress has been
slow and is currently
being hampered. In
2017, a proposed
draft to suspend the
rule for 2 years was
published. In 2018,
there was a 5.1%
drop in the number of
companies that filed a
CM disclosure, which
is higher than the
average decrease of
4.5% since 2013.

3

Maturity Level 1
Score

1

The EU CM
Regulation

Each EU Member
State must check
whether EU
importers comply
with the regulation.
Member States’
authorities will
examine documents
and audit reports. As
needed, they can
execute on-the-spot
inspections of an
importer’s premises.

On January 1,
2021, a new law
will be
implemented
across the EU to
ensure that EU
importers of 3TG
meet responsible
mining standards,
set by the OECD)
to help break the
link between
conflict and the
illegal exploitation
of minerals, etc.

Maturity Level 1
Score

However, the
capability for
member states to
check for
compliance is in
question because the
regulation does not
operate till January
2021.

0

0

0.5

There is no
provision of a
substitute
rule/regulation for
the EU CM
Regulation.
Furthermore, the
rule cannot be done
in multiple ways –
it will only be
executed by
following the laid
down steps
contained in the
rule.

Since this law is yet
to be implemented, it
is impossible to
determine/measure its
success.

0

0
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0

Similarly, since this
law is yet to be
implemented, it is not
possible to determine
any continuous
improvement
measures.
Also, there is no data
indicating plans to
continually improve
the regulation
approach and
implementation.

0

1

4

The United
Nations

The UNSC
approved
Resolution 1493 to
place an embargo
on armed forces in
conflict regions
and Resolution
1952 extended the
arms embargo and
targeted travel and
financial sanctions.
Furthermore, the
UN’s Guiding
Principles for
Business and
Human Rights
which states that
companies have a
responsibility to
ensure their
activities do not
contribute to harm
& human rights
abuses.

All UN member
states encourage
their importers,
manufacturers, and
consumers of
Congolese minerals
to exercise due
diligence by
following the OECD
guidelines.

Resolutions 1493 &
1953 as well the
UN Guiding
Principles do not
have any known
substitute
regulations. There
are similar existing
regulations, but no
evidence/data is
indicating that these
regulations have
been created as
substitutes for these
regulations. More
so, the regulations
cannot be carried
put in multiple
ways.

Similarly, to the
OECD, the UN
Guiding Principles do
not have any
substitute regulations
or principles but, they
have successfully
served as a reference
for many CM laws
and initiatives.

There is no known
system/structure in
place to continually
improve the Guiding
Principles.
However, an annual
UN Forum on
business and human
rights is held to
discuss movements
and challenges in the
implementation of the
Guiding Principles.

Maturity Level
Score

1

0.5

0

0.5

0.5
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5

Chinese Due
Diligence
Guidelines for
Responsible
Mineral Supply
Chains

Maturity Level
Score

These guidelines
were established to
guide Chinese
companies in the
extraction and use
of mineral
resources while
mitigating risks
that contribute to
conflict and related
issues. The
guidelines are
based on the
OECD Due
Diligence
Guidelines.

The CCCMC
provides the
necessary guidelines
for Chinese-mining
companies to follow
this regulation.

1

0.5

However,
implementing the
guidelines is not a
substitute for
regulation
compliance, and the
companies are not
mandated to comply.

Currently, the
Chinese Due
Diligence
Guidelines for
Responsible
Mineral Supply
Chains is the only
known established
regulation guiding
the supply chain
management of
Chinese-mining
companies. There
are no known
substitute
regulations for the
regulation.

The due diligence has
resulted in Chinese
mineral-processing
companies to
demonstrate supply
chain checks through
audits to maintain a
healthy business
relationship with their
customer, especially
in the USA.
However, there are
many challenges
before the mineral
supply chain due
diligence becomes
mainstream in China.
These questions the
operational success of
the regulation and its
impacts on mitigating
risks that contribute
to conflict and
conflict-related
problems (Detailed in
the text analysis in
the supplementary
information section).

Since there have not
been significant
positive impacts of
the regulation, it is
hard to determine if it
can be continually
improved upon. More
so, there is no
evidence/data
indicating work done
towards its
continuous
improvements.

0

0.5

0
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The iTRi
Supply Chain
Initiative
(iTSCi)

The iTSCi is
comprehensive,
due diligence, risk
assessment, and
traceability
program created to
assist its member
upstream
industries with
complying with
national and
international CM
regulations.

The iTRi in
partnership with the
government of the
Great Lakes can
provide all
requirements and
necessary guidelines
companies need to
achieve complete
compliance. Key
stakeholders have
been put in place to
monitor the
operations of the
iTSCi program.

Although the
process involved is
carried out by
following a series
of due diligence
steps, the iTSCi
program cannot be
carried out in
multiple ways and
there are no known
substitutes for the
program.

Over 865 active mines
in Central Africa
operate free from any
presence of armed
group or human rights
abuses. Over 3,000
children were reached
as part of a campaign
to prevent child labor
in mining etc. and
more than 90% of all
3Ts from the Great
Lakes Region are now
in the iTSCi system.

40 pieces of training
on due diligence
were organized in
2015 for government
agents, companies,
and local NGO staff.

Maturity Level
Score

1

1

Although the program
successfully
contributed to reducing
risks associated with
CM use, it is binding
only to companies that
end up joining the
initiative. The success
of the program,
therefore, cannot be
described as holistic.
Some recorded
successes include:

0

0.5
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38 Multistakeholder forums
have been
established – they
meet regularly to
monitor the
implementation of
traceability and all
associated issues
such as security,
taxation, and human
rights. This,
however, does not
provide a
system/structure for
continuous
improvements for
the initiative.

0.5

3

7

Responsible
RMI is an
Minerals
initiative of the
Initiative (RMI) Responsible
Business Alliance
(RBA) put in place
for mining (and
other) industries to
support
responsible
mineral sourcing
in conflict-affected
and high-risk
areas.

Since its creation in
2008, members of the
Responsible Business
Alliance, formerly
the Electronic
Industry Citizenship
Coalition and the
Global eSustainability
Initiative, are
responsible for
providing the tools
and resources needed
for companies to
utilize and participate
in the RMI.

Other
initiatives/schemes
aimed at achieving
the same goals as
the RMIs exist, but
there is no
information
indicating that these
schemes are a
substitute for the
RMI.

Although the RMI
provides companies
with the tools and
resources needed to
improve their mining
and supply chain
management practices,
their success does not
address the issue in its
entirety because only
member-companies
can benefit from the
initiative. In other
words, non-member
companies are at risk
of not practicing
responsible mining
operations.

The RMI is
committed to regular
review and updates
of their guidelines this brings together
hundreds of
representatives from
industry,
government, and
civil society for
updates, in-depth
discussions, and
guidance on best
practices on
responsible mineral
sourcing.

Maturity Level
Score

1

0

0.5

1

1
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8

The
ConflictFree
Smelting
Program
(CFSP)

The CFSP is a
voluntary initiative of
the Conflict-Free
Sourcing Initiative
(CFSI) in which an
independent third
party validates
smelters/refiners
management
processes by auditing
their procurement and
processing activities
to verify that the
company has
implemented the
necessary due
diligence procedures
capable of producing
conflict-free products.

Maturity
Level Score

1

Using a risk-based
approach, the auditors
review enough
documentation to
conclude with
reasonable confidence
that the minerals
being processed
originate from
conflict-free sources,
including 3TG
containing minerals
that originate in the
DRC and the Covered
Countries. However,
the enforcement of
the CFSP is only
abiding with
interested
participants, all
companies are not
mandated to
participate in the
program.
0.5

The CFSP has no
known substitute
program and it is
not implemented in
multiple different
ways.

As a result of the
CFSP, some consumer
electronics companies
have terminated their
use of CMs in their
supply chains. By
August 2015, the CFSP
had produced 54
conflict-free gold
smelters, 40 for
tantalum, 41 for tin,
and 20 for tungsten.
Despite these
successes, it is
noteworthy that there
still exists, conflictaffected smelters and
refiners. Also, not all
companies participate
in this initiative
because the initiative is
voluntary.

There is no
structure/system in
place to
continuously
improve the CFSP.
No plan is set aside
to make sure it gets
better at achieving
its goals.

0

0.5

0
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9

Solutions for
Hope (SfH)

Score

Solution for Hope
was established in
2011 with the goal of
sourcing conflict-free
Tantalum from the
DRC and endorsing
the economic
stability of the
region.

According to Jameson
et. al, the SfH is
capable of achieving
its goal (Jameson et
al., 2016).

1

1

There is no legal
substitute
initiative/regulation
for the Solution for
the Hope project.

Some of the benefits
of the SfH program
include:

0

0.5

The SfH pilot program
was conducted from
July 2011 to January
2012 – an initial due
diligence audit of the
mines and transport
routes was also
conducted in June
2011. After the pilot
program was found
successful, it was
transitioned into a
long-term, full-scale
project.
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Fostering
opportunities for
dialogue and shared
learning across
geographies and
minerals. By building
shared knowledge, an
SfH platform helps to
identify those
challenges that are
consistent across
minerals,
geographies, and
political contexts.
SfH program also
offers opportunities
for increased
reporting efficiency
and streamlined
implementation of
due diligence policies
across minerals and
other commodities,
etc. however, its
success is not
absolute.

No known
system/structure is
set to ensure
continuous
improvements in the
SfH program.

0

2.5

10

Standard
for
Responsible
Mining The
Initiative
for
Responsible
Mining
Assurance
(IRMA) –
Principle 3
(Chapter
3.4)

Created in 2006,
IRMA is an initiative
that offers true
independent 3rd-party
verification and
certification against a
comprehensive
standard for all mined
materials that
provides “one-step
coverage” of the full
range of issues
related to the impacts
of industrial-scale
mines.

A steering committee
is in place to govern
the affairs /operations
of the initiative. The
committee has
members from the
mining industry,
downstream
purchasers, nongovernment
organizations, affected
communities, and
organized labor.

Maturity
Level Score

1

0.5

Many
initiatives/schemes
operate like IRMA
but there is no
record that they are
substitute’s
schemes for
IRMA.

Although this scheme
has been in existence
since 2006, there has
not been a record
measuring the success
of the IRMA. In 2019,
IRMA was at the
stage of testing the
Standard’s metrics,
increasing
connections through
the Responsible
Mining Map, seeking
additional
partnerships, and
expanding
membership. It is also
still at the stage of
launching its
independent auditing
program for mines.

Legally, there is no
system in place to
continuously improve
the IRMA.

0

0

0

The downside,
however, remains that
this is a voluntary
initiative – members
of the initiative join
only by choice.
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A summarized version of these scores is shown in Table 2-4
Table 2-4 Maturity Indices for CM Policies And Initiatives (Summarized)
s/n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CM Policy/Initiative
OECD Due diligence
Dodd-Frank
The EU CMR
The UN
CCCMC
iTSCi
RMI
CFSP
SfH

Overall Maturity Index
3
2.5
1
2.5
2
3
3.5
2
2.5

IRMA

1.5

Interpretation
Medium Maturity
Between Low & Medium Maturity
Very Low Maturity
Between Low & Medium Maturity
Low Maturity
Between Low & Medium Maturity
Between Medium & High Maturity
Low Maturity
Between Low & Medium Maturity
Between No Evidence of Maturity &
Very Low Maturity

As shown in Table 2-4, the overall maturity indices for CM laws range from 1 to 3.5 which
indicates low to medium maturity levels – none of the policies show a high maturity level. The
most mature laws are the RMI, OECD, and iTSCi with maturity indices of 3.5, 3, and 3
respectively. The Dodd-Frank Act, which is the most recognized CM law reflects a low maturity
with a score of 2.5 along with the regulations from the U.N. (2.5), SfH (1.5), CCCMC (2) and
CFSP (2). Regulations with the least maturity are the EU CMR and IRMA with very low maturity
scores of 1 and 1.5 respectively. Although some of them do impact progress, they are inadequate
to completely mitigate global CM use along with its associated social risks. Our results show that
70% of the laws assessed may be able to achieve their planned goals although they are barely
above a medium maturity level which, questions their effectiveness. Based on the analysis, we
determine that several factors are responsible for the low maturity indices of the CM laws. They
are described below:
i.

low-to-medium scores in capability - even though many of the laws and initiatives have
well-established goals to restrict CM use, many of them are not strictly enforced by policymakers. Owing to this, companies are at will to choose if they want to follow due diligence
and improve their supply chain management practices. The absence of strict compliance
with these policies shows that there is little capability for the policies to make any impacts
towards achieving their primary goals. Our findings are supported by an article released
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by China Programme Leader from Global Witness, Lizzie Parson, who reinforces the
downside of creating voluntary regulations. In her report on the status of responsible
mining in China, she states “standards in China are currently voluntary, which means
incentives for carrying out supply chain checks are weak and, where they do exist, are
often due to contractual obligations” (Parsons, 2017). From our results, we determine that
implementing policies that are voluntary (rather than enforced) may not provide companies
with the “push” that is required to diligently trace their supply chains and ensure it is free
from minerals originating from conflict-affected zones.

ii.

low scores in cross-substituted functionality – many of the laws cannot be carried out in
multiple/different ways. In most cases, they are executed by following a single process
comprising a series of steps, usually the 5-step framework established by the OECD
(OECD Due Diligence, 2013). Furthermore, many of the policies are location-specific i.e.
the Dodd-Frank applies to US-based companies, the EU CMR to EU companies and the
CCCMC to China-based companies, etc. and there are no known regulations that exist to
substitute them in their specific regions. So, if for a reason the law is suspended, it will
seize in its efforts to promote ethical mining practices in the supply chain of companies in
such regions. These factors can limit the overall effectiveness of the policy.

iii.

low-to-medium scores in operational success – although we find that some of the existing
laws have led to a decline in the percentage of arm-controlled mines, there is still the
presence of armed conflict and violence in many mines today (Bafilemba et al., 2014) and
(EnoughProject, 2018). As a result, the operational success of CM laws and initiatives is
not an absolute one.

iv.

low scores in continuous improvements – none of the assessed CM laws have a system in
place to continually improve their implementation. Out of the ten policies assessed, only
one (the Responsible Mining Initiative) was assigned a score of 1 at the continuous
improvement maturity level. This is because the RMI is committed to regular review and
updates for their guidelines. They achieve this by bringing together representatives from
industry, government, and civil society for relevant discussions aimed at promoting
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responsible mineral sourcing. RMI policy-holders also host workshops that promote
overall policy enhancements (RMI, 2019). Since the continuous improvements are the
highest maturity level, it is the most important factor to consider when determining the
overall maturity and success of the CM law and as such, must be given adequate attention.
If given the needed attention, overall policy efficiencies will be improved which in turn,
will increase the potential for policies to mitigate social risks and impacts tied to CM usage.
Results of the policy analysis reflect low maturity indices for most of the CM laws assessed. This
implies that existing CM laws and regulations have low effectiveness and potential for restricting
CM use. Hence, we identify that developing and implementing existing CM policies has not been
fully successful in restricting the global use of CMs and their related social impacts. The results
from a study done by the Global Witness on the Dodd-Frank Conflict Mineral Reporting supports
findings from our study. According to the Global Witness, many of the reports that companies
submitted to the SEC lack enough information which suggests companies have not followed due
diligence steps to accurately trace and determine their supply chains. As a result, it is impossible
to determine if the minerals were mined in conflict-affected regions or not (GlobalWitness, 2014).
There is, therefore, a possibility that the minerals have originated from conflict-affected regions
despite the implementation of the CM policy aimed to prevent this occurrence.
Furthermore, the low indices are attributed to the fact that many laws are based on the OECD and
U.N. guidelines for responsible mining process, many of which are voluntary and not enforced.
Manhart and co-authors state “while the guidance is voluntary in nature, companies supplying or
using tin, tantalum, tungsten and their ores or mineral derivates and gold are encouraged to
integrate this five-steps approach into corporate management systems” (Manhart & Schleicher,
2013). Hence, we determine that the benefits of the following of these guidelines are broadly
dependent on the choices made by companies to either follow the guidelines or not. As a result,
companies that choose not to follow these guidelines, stand the risk of contributing to global CM
use. Another reason for the low maturity scores is linked to the process involved in implementing
the laws. In addition to being based on the OECD and the U.N. guidelines, another similarity
between these laws is that they require companies to trace and publicly disclose the source of
materials/minerals in their supply chain to determine if they originate from conflict mines or
conflict regions. While many companies claim that fulfilling this requirement is time-consuming
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and expensive, some others say they are not quite prepared for it (Carbone, 2013). Steven Young
and co-authors further confirm that tracking and tracing of metals are difficult because of two
reasons – firstly, due to issues surrounding supply chain management such as confidentiality of
information and complexity of the supply chain and secondly, due to physical aspects of the metal
in the supply chain (Young, 2008; Young & Dias, 2011).
Results from the policy analysis show that selected CM policies are yet to reach full “maturation”
in their efforts to curb global CM demand. This means that even though many of these policies
were created to address the problems associated with CM use, they can only go so far in effective
implementation. Based on their current maturity levels, this work identifies that the assessed
policies still need to fully comprehend the problem to successfully implement better and more
sustainable solutions. It is noteworthy that the structure in which these policies are written is
informed by how the policies are really carried out. This thesis, therefore, acknowledges that the
progress of policies was evaluated based on limited available data. Therefore, the author highlights
a limitation of the study of having minimal knowledge of genuine policy operations. This work
recognizes that the actual underlying processes involved in policy applications were not considered
in our policy analysis. In other words, details provided (and assessed) for each policy, is simply a
reflection of how the policies are done. We also identify that the overall operational success of
policies was not assessed in the ways that they are implemented and therefore, identify a need to
better understand how these regulations are really applied.
Consequently, a loophole is identified in CM policy applications. This is because policyholders
are yet to set conditions that drive firm adherence to policies. The voluntary “nature” of policies
does not create the right opportunities for policy users to follow due diligence practices which
further demeans the capability of policyholders to use these regulations as effective tools for
limiting global CM demand as well as its associated risks. For instance, we recall that policies
encourage companies to trace their supply chain and publicly disclose the source of the minerals
in their products. However, studies have shown that this process is close to impossible because at
the most critical point of mineral traceability, which is the smelting point, (where minerals from
different mines are mixed) there is not enough manpower to accurately trace the source of a
mineral. Therefore, if policies focused on addressing this root cause more critically and firmly,
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perhaps fulfilling policy requirements may be less difficult. This, in turn, would improve current
policy efforts to restrict global CM use.
To address the challenge of relying solely on CM laws for a reduction in global CM demand, this
study investigates technological strategies that may bring more sustainable outcomes such as
substituting material (either fully or partially), getting material from alternate supply chains and
thirdly, from recycled resources which, are yet to be assessed as options for reducing CM demand.
Therefore, our study brings a novel method to investigate these technical approaches through a
comparative analysis to determine their effectiveness and relative potential for reducing global
demand on CMs with minimal negative impacts – this method is called alternatives analysis. In
our alternatives analysis, the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), a multi-criteria decisionmaking tool used to organize, analyze and quantify elements of a decision based on mathematics
and psychology was applied to determine the degree to which each sustainability approach (which
is considered an alternative in the AHP) can reduce global demand on CMs (which is considered
the primary goal in the AHP). The results of our analysis will prioritize the potential for each
sustainable approach to achieve our goal of CM reduction. This work will inform the importance
of implementing non-policy based and technological strategies that can yield more sustainable
outcomes than policies to address the problem of CM global usage. Further, our results will help
inform optimum decision making that efficiently addresses the social risks tied to reducing CM
global demand both now and in the near or far future as well as proactively address similar social
risks that may be associated with other conflict-prone minerals specifically in their supply to
consumer technology industries. The alternatives analysis is discussed in Chapter Three.
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3. Alternatives Analysis
Background
In Chapter Two, a policy analysis was conducted to analyze 10 key CM policies relevant to
indicators that could help us understand their potential efficacy towards achieving their proposed
goals. The maturity index tool utilized to conduct the policy analysis and results of this analysis
reflect low maturity indices for most of the CM laws assessed. The low maturity scores for the CM
laws indicate their low potential efficacy to restrict global demand on CMs and their associated
impacts. In other words, implementing CM policies only is an inadequate strategy to successfully
restrict global use of CMs and their related social impacts. Although they excel in creating wellestablished systems and structures to guide companies in tracing CMs along their supply chain,
many of the regulations are not effective because they are not strictly adhered to. More so, many
of these laws have no plans (or forecasted plan) to continually improve in their implementation
procedures. This can pose a problem in the near or far future considering the steady rising need to
satisfy customers’ desires for high-performing products. If the regulations intended to trace and
limit CMs use along the supply chain of these products are not strictly implemented, then, it may
be difficult to successfully mitigate dependence on CMs and their associated impacts. As a result,
this study determines that a policy-only system of operation is inadequate for a significant
reduction in CM use.
Therefore, the aim here is to investigate other technical and non-policy based approaches that can
lead to sustainable outcomes, such as eliminating or substituting material, obtaining material from
alternative supply chains, and getting material from recycled resources. Therefore, our study will
investigate these approaches through a comparative analysis to determine their effectiveness and
relative potential to reduce global demand on CMs with minimal negative impacts – this method
is termed alternatives analysis. Before the alternatives analysis, the basis for choosing these three
sustainability strategies as sustainable alternatives to limit CM global demand is discussed in the
following Literature section. Afterward, we re-iterate the knowledge gap and the contribution of
this research work to filling the gap, hence, our motivation of study. The proposed sustainability
strategies for CM reduction are discussed below.
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Literature
In this section, we obtain data from Literature to discuss the basis for choosing recycling,
alternative supply chains, and material substitution as sustainability strategies to reduce global
demand on CMs.

Recycling
Recycling is a progressively significant alternative to virgin material extraction which remains an
important contribution to a sustainable economy (Barume et al., 2016). However, depending on
the material being recycled, recycling can sometimes end up as downcycling i.e. reduction in
product quality as a result of recycled material content (Means, Heath, Barth, Monlux, & Solare,
1991). According to Andreas Bartl, recycling can help reduce the consumption of primary sources,
but it does not address the root causes but only symptoms. In principle, recycling processes demand
energy and will contribute to the generation of waste (Bartl, 2014). According to a study done by
T. Graedel, the recycling efficiency of a mineral at end-of-life (EOL) is determined by a few factors
(Graedel et al., 2011). In this study, three of these factors have been selected as recycling metrics
to determine the recycling capability of CMs. They include the end-of-life recycling rates (EOLRR), recycled content (RC), and the old scrap ratio (OSR). The EOL-RR was selected because
according to a past study done on metals recycling, the EOL-RR is the most important metric for
assessing the overall efficiency of a recycling system (Graedel et al., 2011). This metric does not
include the non-functional recycling flows of discarded materials but depends on the efficiency of
the individual stages of the recycling chain i.e. collection, separation, sorting, and material
recovery. It refers to functional recycling and includes recycling at a pure state. The second metric,
RC which refers to the recycling input rate indicates the portion of recycled metal (both new and
old scrap) in the total metal input. In addition to being considered an important metric for recycling
efficacy, this factor considers the fraction of materials that the EOL-RR does not cover i.e. the
portion of materials used in a product that has been diverted from the solid waste stream. The OSR
has been selected as the third recycling metric because it is an important metric considered during
metal production. This metric was chosen because it describes the fraction of old scrap in the
recycling flow. In conjunction with the RC, the OSR provides more context on the amount of metal
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from EOL products that are re-used for metal production and product manufacturing purposes. It
advances understanding of the rate at which old scrap generated at the individual lifecycle stages
of a metal is used in product manufacturing. Based on their definitions, we recognize that these
three metrics provide details about the recycling chain of metal and the fraction of recycled
material (old and new) that feeds the overall input stream. Therefore, this thesis identifies these
three metrics as important indicators to determine the overall recycling efficiency of CMs. Table
3-1 highlights current recycling metrics for the 3TGs.
Table 3-1 Recycling Metrics for CMs
Conflict
Mineral

End-of-Life
Recycling Rates
(EOL RR)

Recycled Content
(RC)

Old Scrap
Ratio (OSR)

Recycling Rates
In Electronics

Tin
Tantalum
Tungsten
Gold

> 50%
< 1%
> 10 – 25%
> 50%

> 10 - 25%
> 10 - 25%
> 25 - 50%
> 25 – 50%

> 25 – 50%
1 – 10%
> 50%
> 50%

TBD
TBD
TBD
10 – 15%

Source (Graedel, 2011)
TBD: data not yet found or analyzed.
It is worth a note that values shown in Table 3-1 are global average estimates and may not reflect
current measures. Also, estimates are shown for several industries including electronics.
Based on the recycling efficiencies highlighted in Table 3-1, we determine that CM recycling may
be feasible. It is noteworthy that recycling efficiencies vary from metal to metal. For example,
tantalum reflects a significantly low EOL-RR because of its relatively low efficiency at the
individual stages of its recycling chain but, when it does get recycled, a higher amount of old and
new scrap is present in the recycling flow hence, the scores indicated by its RC and OSR (Graedel
et al., 2011). Further, these metrics can never attain 100% owing to several limiting factors (Castro,
Remmerswaal, Reuter, & Boin, 2004). Based on the findings in Table 3-1, we determine that
recycling CMs may contribute to reducing virgin mineral ore extraction from conflict-affected
mines. This study, therefore, suggests that another means of reducing global demand on CMs is
through metal recycling.
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Alternative Supply Chains
In our introductory chapter, we identified that the definition and qualities of a CM are not limited
to the Democratic Republic of Congo and its bordering countries only (i.e. covered countries), but
could be mined in countries that are politically unstable and experiencing some form of violence
(CCCMC, 2016), (CCCMC, 2018) and (EU, 2017). Therefore, there may be a possibility that
shifting extraction/mining processes from a conflict or politically unstable region to one that is
conflict-free and politically secure, could be an option for reducing CM global use. To investigate
this, the global production of CMs in the DRC is initially determined. The role of this production
in terms of percentage and global rank is also identified. To identify regions that are safe for mining
and those that are not, the top three countries producing CMs are categorized into covered countries
and non-covered countries as stated in the official definition of a CM (Securities & Commission,
2012). This is done by indicating a “Yes” if it is a covered country or “No” if otherwise. In addition,
the countries are further assessed using the WGI-PSAV metric which is the “World Governance
Indicator of Political Stability and Absence of Violence”. This metric measures perceptions of the
likelihood of political instability and violence, including terrorism (PSAV, 2014). The WGI-PSAV
index for each country was obtained from the dataset reported by the WGI project, which reports
cumulative and individual governance indicators for more than 200 countries (WGI, 2019). The
WGI-PSAV metric can be positive or negative (with negative indicating less stability and more
violence and positive, the reverse). Therefore, any high negative values are very undesirable, low
negative values are still undesirable, high positive values are very desirable (although not
common) and low positive values are desirable.
Table 3-2 summarizes the assessment of the leading countries of origin for CMs in 2018.
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Table 3-2 Leading Producers of CMs

Conflict
Mineral

Tin

Production in Role of DRC
DRC
Global
(metric tons) Production
% (and rank)
5,800
2% (8th)

Tantalum

370

28% (2nd)

Tungsten

< 860

< 1% (TBD)

Gold

44.4

1% (20th)

Leading
country of
origin

Global
Production %
(and rank)

China
Indonesia
Burma
Rwanda
Nigeria
Brazil
China
Vietnam
Russia
China
Australia
Russia

35% (1st)
17.5% (2nd)
17.5% (2nd)
30% (1st)
15% (3rd)
8% (4th)
83% (1st)
8% (2nd)
3% (3rd)
14% (1st)
9% (2nd)
8% (3rd)

Conflict
Region by
Law
(Yes or No)
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

WGIPSAV for
country of
origin
-0.56
-0.60
TBD
-0.08
-2.07
-0.38
-0.56
0.01
-1.05
-0.56
0.90
-1.05

Source(USGS, 2019), World Bank World Governance Indicator (WGI, 2019)
TBD: data not yet found or analyzed.

From Table 3-2, it is identified that the DRC is not the highest 3TG producer globally. Further, we
identify that the percentage produced in the DRC is relatively low, ranging from less than 1% to
2% (asides from tantalum which reflects 28%). Also, many of the leading producers are noncovered countries with varying WGI-PSAV indices. Therefore, there is an option of getting these
minerals from countries that are conflict-free by law or countries experiencing little or no form of
violence or conflict (i.e. countries with more desirable WGI-PSAV scores). Hence this study
proposes that one way to shift reliance on conflict mines is by alternating their supply chain from
conflict regions to those that are less prone or completely free of conflict and violence.
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Material Substitution
The third sustainable strategy this study investigates is the partial or complete material substitution
of CMs with non-CMs. As with the case of recycling, there are limitations with substituting CMs
by any degree. One of the main challenges is that many substitute minerals do not provide the
same functionality as the CMs and as such, may impact product quality (BU, 2015) and (Alves
Dias, Blagoeva, Pavel, & Arvanitidis, 2018). Table 3-3 shows potential substitute materials for
CMs, but it is noteworthy that substitute materials are given based on similarities in physical
properties with CMs (USGS, 2019). We assess the potential for these substitutes to reduce CM
global demand by determining if their leading countries of origin are conflict regions (or not) by
law. The leading countries of origin are further assessed based on their WGI-PSAV indices to
determine the level of political instability. The findings are summarized in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3 Potential Substitute Materials for CMs
Conflict
Mineral
Tin

Tantalum

Tungsten

Gold

Potential
Substitutes

Country of
origin ranked by
production
Aluminum
China
Russia
Canada
Copper
Chile
Peru
China
Niobium
Brazil
Canada
Aluminum
China
Russia
Canada
Platinum
South Africa
Russia
Zimbabwe
Molybdenum China
Chile
USA
Niobium
Brazil
Canada
Titanium
South Africa
Australia
China
Palladium
Russia
South Africa
Canada
Silver
Mexico
Peru
China
Platinum
South Africa
Russia,
Zimbabwe

Conflict
Region by law
(Yes or No)
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

WGI-PSAV for
country of
origin
-0.56
-1.05
1.24
0.40
-0.51
-0.56
-0.38
1.24
-0.56
-1.05
1.24
-0.18
-1.05
-0.58
-0.56
0.40
0.70
-0.38
1.24
-0.18
0.90
-0.56
-1.05
-0.18
1.24
-0.87
-0.51
-0.56
-0.18
-1.05
-0.58

Source: (USGS, 2019), (WGI, 2019)
From Table 3-3, we determine that potential substitute minerals do not originate from conflict
regions by law. More so, some of these regions have desirable WGI-PSAV scores indicating that
they are politically stable and free from corruption. This gives them an advantage over CMs since
it will imply shifting reliance on conflict regions without compromising the choice of material
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used. It is noteworthy that the substitute materials are not of high desirability in the consumer
electronics industry owing to their inability to provide the desired product functionality (Graedel,
Harper, Nassar, & Reck, 2015). However, in some cases, some of these anticipated substitutes are
more expensive than the CM which, could also drive material choice. Therefore, material
substitution is proposed as an alternative for reducing CM demand.

Knowledge Gap and Motivation
We recall from Chapter Two that efforts to limit global CM use are heavily based on laws and
policies aimed at promoting more responsible mining practices. However, from the results of our
policy analysis, we determine that implementing CM laws and regulations only is not efficient
enough to successfully limit our global reliance on CMs and alleviate their associated impacts. It
is, therefore, necessary to further investigate other options that can create more desirable and
sustainable outcomes. To achieve this, this thesis proposes three alternatives which, include
obtaining materials from conflict-free sources, recycling materials at end of life, and replacing
materials (fully or partially) with conflict-free or less-conflict prone ones. As discussed in Section
3.2, we identify that these alternatives show potential for limiting global CM use but, there is a
likelihood for each of them to have varying sustainability benefits and trade-offs and such, it is
necessary to use a consistent approach to compare them fairly and determine each of their
capability to reduce global CM use with minimal impacts. To make this comparison, this work
uses a multi-criteria decision-making process called the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). The
AHP has been used as a support tool to solve many complex decision-making problems and as a
result, has wide acceptance across multiple fields of study such as industrial manufacturing,
engineering, and social sciences, etc. It is a systematic approach to reach a decision or goal by
integrating and comparing the criteria, sub-criteria (in some cases), and alternatives pertinent to
making the decision. In this study, this tool will be used to fairly assess the three proposed
sustainability alternatives and compare their relative potential to achieve a fundamental goal –
reduce global demand on CMs. The results of this comparative analysis will show the importance
of technological strategies with more desirable results than implementing policies that only limit
CM use. Further, this thesis will inform optimal decision making that efficiently addresses the
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social risks tied to global CM supply chains. Results from the comparative analysis will proactively
address similar social risks that may be associated with other conflict-prone minerals (yet to be
identified as CMs) specifically in their supply to consumer electronics industries. The AHP
framework along with its general methodology is described in Section 3.4.

Methods
The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a multi-criteria decision (MCDM) making tool used
to organize, analyze, and quantify elements of a decision based on mathematics and psychology.
It was developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1980s to enhance multicriteria decision making,
where “analytic” states that the problem is decomposed into its constitutive components while
“hierarchy” states that a hierarchy of the constitutive components is modeled concerning the main
objective (R. W. Saaty, 1987), (Madaan & Mangla, 2015). It is a basic approach to decision making
intended to manage both the rational and intuitive to select from a set of alternatives evaluated
concerning a set of criteria. It supports the comparison of system based options and/or outcomes
of a system or process through pairwise comparisons and depends on the decisions of experts to
derive priority scales however, it is noteworthy that the AHP done in this work was carried out by
only one participant which, is identified as a potential limitation of the study. The AHP has been
used to solve multiple complex decision-making problems and is identified as an MCDM tool that
can merge both quantitative and qualitative subject matters efficiently during the analysis and
ranking of alternatives (T. L. Saaty & Vargas, 2012).

3.4.1.1. AHP Framework
The AHP application usually starts with the determination of relations/comparisons between the
elements of the problem, then the problem is modeled into a hierarchy (comprising the goal,
criteria, and alternatives) and lastly, consistency checks are done to know if a feasible solution for
the decision making has been realized or not. The comparisons are made using a scale of absolute
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judgments that represents, how much more, one element dominates another concerning a given
attribute or feature. The judgments must be made through a consistent scale set that looks for gates
or outputs of the process else, it will be inconsistent. The derived priority scales are fused by
multiplying them by the priority of their parent nodes and adding for all such nodes. An advantage
of the AHP over other MCDM techniques is that it is designed to incorporate both tangible and
intangible criteria of the decision process (T. Saaty & Vargas, 2012).
In this chapter, we model our AHP analysis after a past work done that used this tool as a decision
modeling approach for eco-driven flexible green supply chains (Madaan & Mangla, 2015). To
achieve this objective, certain elements were considered under environmental pressures and
regulations. The elements were grouped into four criteria – domestic environmental regulations,
the role of government and various agencies, international environmental agreements, and external
stakeholders such as suppliers and customers. The authors used the AHP to rank these elements
and determine their relative importance towards creating a flexible green supply chain. Results
provided the rank for each element which informed a qualitative way of achieving flexibility and
green perspective in supply chains capable of bearing numerous environmental interferences and
deliver on-time responses to demand (Madaan & Mangla, 2015). From the work described, we
find similarities between the work done and our study. Although each study is unique to its subject
matter, what is common to both is the presence of a goal and a set of criteria/elements whose
relative performance with respect to the goal was in question. In the past work, the AHP was used
to prioritize certain elements relevant to flexible green supply chains. Similarly, in our study, we
have a fundamental goal to reduce global demand on CMs and have identified
elements/alternatives that are relevant to achieving the same goal. Therefore, this study seeks to
use the AHP tool as a decision-making tool to fairly compare the relative potential for our three
alternatives – recycling, alternative supply chain, and material substitution to achieve a
fundamental goal of reducing global demand on CMs. Similarly, from our AHP analysis, we will
identify aspects that should be improved upon to ensure that our goal is maintained.
A step-by-step breakdown of how the AHP is used for decision making is described in steps one
to five. The steps are presented as described in the past work done earlier discussed (Madaan &
Mangla, 2015).
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Step 1:

Model the problem as a hierarchy: Build the hierarchy containing the decision goal,
(first level), criteria (second level), and the alternatives (third level) as illustrated in
Figure 3-1. Each element in the hierarchy is called a node. Each node may be
removed, added, or modified depending on relevance towards achieving the
decision goal.

Figure 3-1 The AHP Hierarchy

Step 2:

Assign weights/priorities to the elements in the hierarchy through pairwise
comparison judgments: The elements are arranged into a matrix and judgments are
elicited from the decision-maker concerning the overall goal. Pairwise comparisons
are obtained through a nine-point Saaty’s scale (R. W. Saaty, 1987). Saaty’s scale
has been authenticated for its effectiveness across a diverse range of applications.
When making the pairwise comparison, the question to ask is of the two elements
being compared, which is considered more important concerning the overall goal.
When making the comparison, a value of one is assigned if two criteria are of equal
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importance, while a value of nine, when one criterion has absolute importance over
the other. The Fundamental scale of the AHP is illustrated in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4 Saaty’s Fundamental Scale of AHP
Intensity of importance on
an absolute scale
1

Definition

Explanation

Equal importance

3

Moderate importance
of one over another
Essential or strong
importance
Very strong
importance
Extreme importance

Two activities contribute equally to the
objective
Experience and judgment slightly favor
one activity over another
Experience and judgment strongly favor
one activity
An activity is strongly favored, and its
dominance demonstrated in practice
The evidence favoring one activity over
another is of the highest possible order
of affirmation
When a compromise is needed

5
7
9

2, 4, 6, 8

Rationals

Reciprocals

Intermediate values
between the two
adjacent judgments
Ratios arising from the If consistency were to be forced by
scale
obtaining n numerical values to span the
matrix
If activity i has one of the above numbers assigned to it when
compares with activity j, then j has the reciprocal value when
compared with i.

Source: (R. W. Saaty, 1987).

3.4.1.2. Interpretive Ranking Process (IRP)
The IRP is an important process used when making a pairwise comparison. As earlier stated, when
making the pairwise comparison, the goal is to determine which of the two elements being
compared is of more importance relative to the goal. In this process, the expert makes a judgment
about the importance of one element over the other but the basis and interpretation of the same are
oftentimes not spelled out, thereby making the interpretative logic behind every decision unclear.
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In the IRP, the decision-maker is required to spell out the interpretative logic for giving an element
more importance over the other pair for each paired comparison that is done. The IRP uses the
advantage of the analytical reasoning of the rational choice process and combines it with the
strengths of the intuitive process at the elemental level (Sushil, 2009). The application of the IRP
in conjunction with the AHP makes the decision-making process more logical and easier for the
reader to interpret. In our work, we utilize the IRP to formulate an interpretive matrix for the
elements that are pairwise compared in our AHP analysis.
Step 3:

Computation of the eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and relative priority weights: The
pairwise comparisons matrix is operated to determine the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, which are further analyzed to calculate the relative importance
weights of the factors. These judgments are then synthesized to yield a set of overall
priorities for the hierarchy. Pairwise comparisons are made among all elements, n
in each level which can be written in an (n X n) evaluation matrix A in which every
𝑤𝑖

element 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 𝑤𝑗 is the quotient of weights of the criteria.
Let 𝐶 = {𝐶𝑗𝑗 = 1, 2, … . . n}, be the set of criteria. The relative priorities may be
described as the right eigenvector (W) relative to the maximum eigenvector given
by:
AW = max*W – (1)

(1)

(2)
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It is stated that the matrix A has rank = 1 and max = n when the pair-wise comparisons are
completely consistent. In these cases, the weights can be obtained by normalizing any of the rows
or columns of matrix A. The procedure is repeated for all the levels in the AHP hierarchy (Madaan
& Mangla, 2015).
Step 4:

Check the consistency of the judgments i.e. evaluation of the consistency ratio: On
completing the pairwise comparison, the consistency of the judgments is checked.
Saaty described the maximum eigenvalue,  of a reciprocal matrix A is always
equal to or greater than n. (where n is the number of elements selected) (R. W.
Saaty, 1987), (Madaan & Mangla, 2015). The consistency ratio (CR) is computed
to ensure the consistency of pairwise comparisons. Furthermore, if  = n, then the
pairwise comparisons are said to be consistent. The closer the value of  is to n, the
more consistent the written maximum pair of comparisons. The measure of
inconsistency can be used to successively improve the consistency of judgments.
The consistency index which is an indication of inconsistencies in the pairwise
comparisons is computed as:
𝐶𝐼 =

λmax − n
𝑛−1

Where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue and n is the number of elements - rows (or columns) in a
single square matrix obtained from the pairwise comparison. The final consistency ratio (CR), is
a measure to determine if the evaluations are sufficiently consistent and can be defined as the ratio
of the consistency index (CI) to the random CI i.e. (RI). The value of RI used during the AHP
analysis is dependent on the value of n as shown in Table 3-5. If the CR < 0.10, then the system
is consistent enough, which, implies that the AHP method was capable of producing meaningful
results. On the other hand, a value CR > 0.10 implies that the tool was unable to yield correct,
meaningful results and therefore, will require a repeat of the entire process to improve the system’s
consistency. It can be inferred that the measurement of consistency is directly linked with the
decision maker’s judgments and the consistency of the hierarchy (Jitendra Madaan & Mangla,
2015), (T. L. Saaty & Vargas, 2012).
The used mathematical expression for computing the CR is given as,
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𝐶𝑅 =

𝐶𝐼
𝑅𝐼

The value of the random CI (RI) depends upon the value of (n) as shown in Table 3-5 Average
Random Consistency Index (RI)Table 3-5.
Table 3-5 Average Random Consistency Index (RI)
n
Random consistency index (RI)

1
0

2
0

3
0.52

4
0.89

5
1.11

6
1.25

7
1.35

8
1.40

9
1.45

10
1.49

Source: (R. W. Saaty, 1987).

Step 5:

Come to a final decision based on the results of this process: This is the final step
of the AHP. Once the consistency ratio is checked and found consistent, the
pairwise comparison and resulting priority weights are considered meaningful
hence, achieving the overall goal of the hierarchy and the decision-maker.

The AHP Procedure Using Tungsten As A Case Study
In this research study, the AHP is applied using tungsten mineral as a case study. This is because
the AHP cannot have more than one goal in the hierarchy (R. W. Saaty, 1987). Applying the AHP
on all four CMs within a single process would imply that there will be four distinct goals.
Moreover, each CM has its unique features and feasibility in terms of recyclability, alternative
supply chain, and material substitution. For instance, the EOL RR, country of origin, and potential
substitute materials for tantalum may not be the same as that of gold even though they are both
CMs by law. If two minerals are synthesized in the AHP hierarchy, each mineral will have its own
unique set of priority weights which may introduce ambiguity during pairwise comparisons and
unclarity within the hierarchy. It is, therefore, necessary to apply the AHP only on a mineral by
mineral basis. Hence, tungsten is used in our AHP analysis. As earlier discussed, we have modeled
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the AHP procedure after the work done by J. Madaan and co-author (Madaan & Mangla, 2015).
The step-by-step AHP procedure using tungsten as the CM is described below.

Step 1: Model the AHP Hierarchy
In this study, the decision goal is to reduce global demand on tungsten, the alternatives are the
three sustainable strategies – recycling, alternative supply chain and, material substitution. The
criteria were selected based on the fundamental qualities of a CM and its supply chain from the
mines to the electronics industries. The criteria were selected based on an assumption that one way
to “measure” the global demand on CMs is to know the presence of CMs across the individual
stages of a CM supply chain. It is therefore assumed that an increase (or decrease) in conflict
presence across each criterion is a corresponding indicator of CM use. The criteria have been
classified into four - fragility, economics, market concentration, and demand in consumer
electronics (CE). As previously discussed, the consumer electronics companies are the largest CM
end-users globally hence, the reason for including demand in CE as a criterion. The rationale for
their selection is explained below.
a. fragility: based on the definition and qualities of a CM, we identify that they are mined
in regions that operate under a politically fragile system of government. This study,
therefore, defines fragility as a criterion to indicate or measure of the level of CM use.
b. economics: by definition, the sale of a CM takes place in conflict-regions – politically
unstable regions. Therefore, determining the level of trade of CMs in conflict regions
is an important criterion needed to monitor the level of CM use. We define this criterion
as economics.
c. Demand in consumer electronics (CE) – We recall that the consumer electronics
industry is one of the largest consumers of CMs (Barume et al., 2016). Therefore, we
assume that an indicator of the CM consumed globally is a measure of CMs supplied
to consumer electronics industries. This criterion is defined as demand in consumer
electronics.
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d. market concentration – According to the EU, a CM has a high or competing market
demand (EU, 2017). Therefore, to measure the level of CM use on a global scale, it is
necessary to determine its level of demand in the global market. Therefore, we define
the criterion as market concentration.

The modeled AHP hierarchy for reducing global demand on tungsten is shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2 The AHP Hierarchy To Reduce Global Demand On Tungsten

Step 2: Assign weights/priorities to the elements in the hierarchy through pairwise comparison:
Priority weights were initially obtained for the criteria after which the same was obtained for the
alternatives.
1. Prioritizing The Criteria
This step involves mathematical calculations as per the steps listed in the AHP Procedure. A pair
of criteria was pairwise-compared using the interpretive ranking process (IRP) and Saaty’s
Fundamental scale (Table 3-4). The IRP was used as a tool to rank the importance of one criterion
over the other criterion that it is being compared to. The ranking was done based on the author’s
reasoning which is detailed in the interpretive logic table. The author’s reasoning, however, was
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based on the relative importance for each criterion to reduce global CM use which is detailed in
the interpretive logic. This reasoning was used because the four criteria reflect the journey of a
CM from the point of mines until when it ends up in an electronics product. In other words, when
comparing a pair of criteria, the criterion which indicates a higher chance of reducing CM use will
be ranked higher while the one with the lower potential for CM reduction will be ranked lower.
After the more important criterion between the pair was determined, the Saaty’s scale was used to
indicate the intensity of importance. Hence, the assigned score is an indication of the intensity of
the importance of one criterion over the other. For each pairwise comparison, the corresponding
scores obtained after assessing Saaty’s fundamental scale are shown in the interpretive logic. Since
there are four criteria, a total number of 16 pairwise comparisons were done. Details of the pairwise
comparison, assigned scores, and author’s rationale for assigning the scores are shown in the
interpretive logic in Table 3-6.

Paired Comparison
Fragility versus Fragility

Score
1

Fragility versus
Economics

2

Fragility versus Market
Concentration

9

Interpretive logic
A score of 1 is assigned when the same elements are
pair-wise compared
For CMs to end up in our CT products, they need to
pass through the trading houses (Figure 1). Without the
sale in trading houses, the mined minerals end up
valueless. On the other hand, trading houses cannot
operate if there are no minerals to sell. There is,
therefore, a possibility that these two criteria may be of
equal importance but from a holistic view, mining is a
primary/fundamental process that needs to take place
before any other process along the supply chain can take
effect. Without mining, there will be no trade and
subsequently, no conversion of these minerals into
useful materials for our consumer electronics.
Therefore, there is a slight comprise in making this
judgment. We, therefore, assign a score of 2 which
slightly favors mining over trade.
If the minerals are not mined, they cannot pass through
trading houses and eventually, supply the different
markets/industries. As previously discussed, addressing
the issue from the source (i.e. mining stage) is one of the
most important factors needed to reduce the use of CMs
on a global scale. If the on-going conflict/fragility
existing in the mining countries persist, there will be a
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corresponding flow of these CMs to satisfy the everincreasing demand in CT industries. Without mining,
there will be no trade and without trade, there will be no
supply of minerals to the industries. We, therefore,
assign a score of 9 indicating that Fragility is extremely
more important than market concentration as far as
reducing global demand on CMs is concerned.
Table 3-6 Interpretive Logic for Criteria

Fragility versus Demand
in CE

9

Economics versus
Fragility
Economics versus
Economics
Economics versus
Market Concentration

1/2
1
7

In this case, the same rule of thought applies to compare
fragility and market concentration. Asides from the fact
that mining is the first and arguably, the most important
step in the supply chain, the term CM is so-called
primary because of where it is mined and traded - the
political stability of the regions where they are mined
plays a vital role in determining the extent to which we
can reduce global demand on CMs. Without this mining
process, there would not be a need to address the
problem of CM use in CT products in the first place.
We, therefore, assign a score of 9 to this comparison
indicating that fragility is extremely more important
than market concentration as far as reducing global
demand on CM is concerned.
Reciprocal of Fragility versus Economics
A score of 1 is assigned when the same elements are
pair-wise compared
The definition and qualities of CM center not only on
their mining but also on their trade/sale. The smuggling
of these minerals across countries gives room for the
illicit trade surrounding them. They are so-called
because they are traded illegally and further transported
to meet the demands of various markets. Therefore,
before a CM can have a high market concentration or
demand (or have any market demand), it must first be
sold out of the trading houses which indicates that trade
is a more important factor than the market
concentration. A high market concentration implies that
a mineral is in demand across different industrial
sectors. However, the ability of this mineral to satisfy
any of these industries is dependent on if they get
transported from their places of origin and point of sale
(trading houses). There would be no concern about
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reducing CM demand in the market if they were not
smuggled and sold illegally. Therefore, to achieve our
goal of reducing global demand on CM, it is necessary
to address the issue at the trading houses (politically
unstable regions) where the minerals are traded than to
address the same issue at “the end-of-pipe” i.e. after it
reaches the market. We, therefore, assign a score of 7 to
this comparison indicating that economics is extremely
important than market concentration.

Economics versus
Demand in CE

7

Demand in CE versus
Fragility
Demand in CE versus
Economics
Demand in CE versus
Demand in CE
Demand in CE versus
Market Concentration

1/9

The same thought process is applied when comparing
Economics and Market Concentration. Please refer to
the comparison in “Economics versus market
concentration” above.
Reciprocal of Fragility versus Demand in CE

1/7

Reciprocal of Economics versus Demand in CE

1

A score of 1 is assigned when the same elements are
pair-wise compared
It is easy to conclude that both elements are of equal
importance since they are industries – i.e. comparing a
group of many industries with a certain type of industry.
However, since the objective of this study is to find
more sustainable alternatives to reduce CM demand in
CT specifically, we assign a score of 3 implying that
demand on CE is moderately more important than
market concentration.

Market Concentration
versus Fragility
Market Concentration
versus Economics
Market Concentration
versus Demand in CE
Market Concentration
versus Market
Concentration

1/9

Reciprocal of Fragility versus Market concentration

1/7

Reciprocal of Economics versus market concentration

1/3

Reciprocal of Demand in CE versus Market
concentration
A score of 1 is assigned when the same elements are
pair-wise compared

3

1

From Table 3-6 above, 16 pairwise comparisons were done, hence, 16 scores unique to each pair
were obtained. The assigned score generated from each pair was sorted accordingly (i.e. according
to its respective pair) to make up a 4 X 4 matrix (matrix A1) below.
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The elements of Matrix A1 were entered on the excel spreadsheet and their sum per column was
computed as shown in Table 3-7

Table 3-7 Pairwise Comparison Matrix for Criteria
matrix A1
criteria
fragility
economics
demand in CE
market concentration

fragility
1.00
0.50
0.11
0.11

economics
2.00
1.00
0.14
0.14

demand in CE
9.00
7.00
1.00
0.33

market concentration
9.00
7.00
3.00
1.00

The assigned scores in matrix A1 were obtained by:
i) the IRP – comparing a pair of criteria and ranking them based on the author’s reasoning. The
author’s reasonings are based on the relative importance for each criterion to limit global CM
use.
ii) Saaty’s fundamental scale – used to determine the intensity of the more important alternative
over the other

All computation was done on the MS Excel application software, however, to better understand
the process, we illustrate the computation for prioritizing each criterion and in turn, their relative
potential for reducing global demand on tungsten.

Step 3: Computation of the eigenvalue, eigenvectors, and relative priority weights:
To obtain the relative priority weights i.e. the relative potential for each criterion to reduce global
demand on tungsten, the following steps (a & b) were computed.
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a. ∑(A*B*C*D) ^1/n was computed for each row in matrix A1 where:
A, B, C & D are assigned scores (based on pair-wise comparison) on each row of matrix
A1 and n is equal to the number of rows (or columns) in matrix A1.
For matrix A1, n = 4. Hence for each row in matrix A1, the following was computed:

1) Fragility - ((1 * 2 * 9 * 9) ^1/4) = 3.57
2) Economics - ((0.5 * 1 * 1 * 7)^1/4) = 2.22
3) Demand in CE - ((0.11 * 0.14 * 1 * 3)^1/4) = 0.47
4) Market Concentration - ((0.11 * 0.14 * 0.33 * 1)^1/4) = 0.27
∑((A*B*C*D) ^1/n) = 3.57 + 2.22 + 0.47 + 0.27 = 6.53

b. Relative potential for each criterion to reduce global demand on tungsten was computed
by the equation:
1

(A ∗ B ∗ C ∗ D)n
1

∑((A ∗ B ∗ C ∗ D)n )

Hence, the relative potential for each criterion to reduce tungsten global demand is computed:
For fragility: 3.57/6.53 = 0.55
For economics: 2.22/6.53 = 0.34
For demand in CE: 0.47/56.53 = 0.07
For market concentration: 0.27/6.53 = 0.04

The relative potential values (i.e. priority weights) for each criterion obtained above constitute a
4 X 1 matrix (matrix A2) below.
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To obtain the eigenvectors and maximum eigenvalue λmax, steps c – e was followed.

c. Matrix A3 was computed where matrix A3 = matrix A1 * matrix A2:
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d. Matrix A4 which constitutes the eigenvectors was computed where matrix A4 = matrix A3
divided by matrix A2:

e.

λ max equals the average value of the eigenvectors (i.e. elements in matrix A4).
λ max was computed:
 max =

4.10 + 4.12 + 4.26 + 4.23
= 4.18
4

Step 4: Check the consistency of the judgments: evaluation of the consistency ratio:
The consistency of the judgments was checked by computing the CI and CR.
𝐶𝐼 =

λmax − n
4.18 − 4
=
= 0.06
𝑛−1
4−1

From Table 10, RI = 0.9 since n = 4. Hence, CR was computed:
𝐶𝑅 =

CI
0.06
=
= 0.07
𝑅𝐼
0.89
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Since the CR = 0.07 < 0.1, we determine that the AHP analyses are consistent enough i.e. the AHP
tool has been used to produce meaningful results. The CR score obtained also validates the quality
of the author’s rationale for assigning scores during the pairwise comparison.

Step 5: Come to a final decision based on the results of this process: The results of the final
priorities of each criterion are discussed in the results and discussions section.

2. Prioritizing The Alternatives
As previously discussed, recycling, alternative supply chain, and material substitution are the three
alternatives proposed for CM reduction. The alternatives will be prioritized via the AHP analysis
to determine their relative potential for tungsten reduction. The procedure is described below.
Step 1: Construct the AHP Hierarchy: The AHP hierarchy was constructed when prioritizing the
criteria.) The goal, criteria, and alternatives remain the same (see Figure 3-2).
Step 2: Assign weights/priorities to the elements in the hierarchy through pairwise comparison
Before prioritizing the alternatives through pairwise comparison, a set of sustainability metrics
were defined to parameterize each alternative. We recall from Section 3.2 that some of these
sustainability metrics were introduced with reasons for their choice. In this section, additional
metrics are introduced and in combination with the previous metrics, they will be used to evaluate
the performance of each alternative during the pairwise comparison. The data that informs these
metrics are tungsten-specific data gotten from Literature and relevant online sources. A pair of
alternatives will be compared by evaluating their respective data/metrics. By applying the
Interpretive Ranking Process and the AHP Fundamental scale, the alternative with a higher
perception for tungsten reduction will be ranked higher while the second pair with a lower potential
for reducing tungsten demand will be ranked lower. This procedure is detailed in Section 3.4.2.1.
Below, selected metrics for each sustainability alternative are defined and explained along with
the rationale for their choice. Their methods of calculation, evaluation, and relevant data sources
are also included. Lastly, all data obtained from Literature are provided in their respective
supplementary information.
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Alternative 1 - Recycling
As previously discussed, the recycling metrics that will be considered are the EOL-RR, RC, and
the OSR. A previous study identified these metrics as important indicators of an effective recycling
system (Graedel, 2011). In the study, the recycling efficiency of 60 metals was investigated
including tungsten. Tungsten recycling efficiency will be assessed relative to the remaining metals
analyzed in this study. Furthermore, since this work focuses on reducing CM demand in the
consumer electronics sector, an additional metric is introduced which is the feasibility of using old
scrap/recycled content in electronics. The metrics are detailed below.

Metric 1: End-of-life recycling rate (EOL-RR)
•

Definition: The EOL-RR is the functional recycling flow of discarded products and is
dependent on the efficiency of the individual stages in the recycling chain i.e. collection,
separation, sorting, and final material recovery.

•

Calculation: No calculation required; metric was obtained from the data source.

•

Evaluation: The EOL-RR of tungsten was obtained and evaluated relative to the EOL-RRs
of the other metals analyzed in the study.

•

Source: (Graedel, 2011)

•

Supplementary Information: SI 3

Metric 2: Old scrap ratio (OSR)
•

Definition: The OSR is the fraction of old scrap in the recycling flow. Old scrap is the
material recovered from products that often comprise mixtures of elements, alloys, plastics,
and other components that require further processing to obtain recyclates i.e. raw materials
used for re-manufacturing.

•

Calculation: No calculation required; metric was obtained from the data source.
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•

Evaluation: The OSR of tungsten was evaluated based on how it compares to the OSR of
the other metals considered in the study.

•

Source: : (Graedel, 2011)

•

Supplementary Information: SI 3

Metric 3: Recycled content (RC)
•

Definition: This metric (otherwise termed recycling input rate), is the ratio of recycled
material (from new and old scrap) relative to total material input.

•

Calculation: No calculation required; metric was obtained from the data source.

•

Evaluation: The RC of tungsten was evaluated relative to the RC of the other metals
investigated in the study.

•

Source: : (Graedel, 2011)

•

Supplementary Information: SI 3

Metric 4: Feasibility of using old scrap/recycled content in electronics
•

Definition: This metric assesses the feasibility of using scrap and recycled material in
consumer electronics. This work identifies that although old scrap and recycled content can
serve as raw materials for re-manufacturing processes, an equally important feature is their
feasibility of use in re-manufacturing in electronics. The electronics have been chosen
because they are considered the highest consumers of CMs and the leading contributors to
armed conflict in covered countries (Barume et al., 2016). Hence, a knowledge of this
feasibility will help inform the potential for recycling to restrict tungsten use.

•

Calculation: No calculation required, the feasibility of using tungsten old scrap/recycled
content was obtained from the data source.

•

Evaluation: Information obtained was further analyzed to determine the feasibility.

•

Source: : (Graedel, 2011), (Zeiler, Schubert, Bartl, & Wien, 2018), (USGS, 2019)

•

Supplementary Information: SI 3

Alternative 2 - Alternative Supply Chain
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To determine the feasibility of alternating tungsten supply chain, the following metrics were
considered.

Metric 1: Leading countries of origin
•

Definition: This metric shows the leading countries of origin for a mineral. Since it has
been identified that shifting mineral supply chains may be a possible option for reducing
reliance on conflict-regions, the top leading producers of tungsten will be identified to gain
a better understanding of what countries are responsible for maximum mineral production.

•

Calculation: No calculation required, the leading countries of origin, and their respective
global mine production (in metric tons) were obtained from the data source. Using this
data, the global mine productions (in percentage) were calculated.

•

Evaluation: Firstly, the countries were ranked based on mine production and were qualified
as either covered countries or non-covered countries based on the CM legal definition.
Having this knowledge will inform the feasibility of changing tungsten supply chain from
conflict-affected regions to conflict-free ones.

•

Source: (USGS, 2019), (Securities and Exchange Commission, 2012)

•

Supplementary Information: SI 4

Metric 2: WGI-PSAV score for leading countries of origin
•

Definition: As previously described, the World Governance Indicator of Political Stability
and Absence of Violence (WGI-PSAV) is the metric that measures perceptions of the
likelihood of political instability and violence, including terrorism.

•

Calculation: No calculation required, the index for each country was obtained from the
dataset reported by WGI project, which reports cumulative and individual governance
indicators for more than 200 countries.

•

Evaluation: Countries of origin were evaluated based on their WGI-PSAV indices.
Countries with negative indices indicate less stability and more violence while those with
positive indices, the reverse. Countries with high negative values are very undesirable,
those with low negative values are still undesirable, and high positive values are desirable
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(but not common) while low positive values are desirable. This metric will suggest the
feasibility of shifting the mineral supply chain from politically unstable regions to
politically stable regions.
•

Source: (WGI, 2019)

•

Supplementary Information: SI 4

Alternative 3 - Material substitution
In this alternative, data obtained and assessed for each metric are specific to tungsten and the top
three substitute minerals identified by the USGS. The substitutes identified are molybdenum,
niobium, and titanium (USGS, 2019). The metrics are defined and evaluated below.

Metric 1: Leading countries of origin
•

Definition: This metric shows the leading countries of origin for a mineral.

•

Calculation: No calculation required, metric was obtained from the data source

•

Evaluation: The top 3 leading countries of origin for tungsten and its substitutes were
identified and further assessed to determine if they are covered countries by law (or not).
Assessing this metric informs substitute material choices that promote more ethical supply
chain practices compared to tungsten.

•

Source: (USGS, 2019), (Securities & Commission, 2012), (Dodd-Frank, 2010)

•

Supplementary Information: SI 5

Metric 2: Substitution feasibility in electronics products
•

Definition: This metric assesses the feasibility of material substitution in consumer
electronics. Once again, consumer electronics is of particular interest because of their high
reliance on CMs. To substitute a material, there are many factors to consider however, their
importance varies depending on end-use. As previously discussed in Section 3.2.3, the top
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three substitute materials considered (i.e. molybdenum, niobium &titanium) are given
based on similarities in physical properties with tungsten and may not be desirable for
material replacement. However, to determine substitution desirability, it is important to
understand how feasible it is for substitute minerals to fully replace or partially reduce
tungsten content in electronics products
•

Calculation: No calculation required, the feasibility of tungsten substitution in electronics
was obtained from the data source.

•

Evaluation: Based on data obtained, the impact of substitution feasibility on product quality
was evaluated and the feasibility of using substitute materials in consumer electronics was
determined. Based on this feasibility, their potential for tungsten reduction was was known.

•

Source: (USGS, 2019), (Zeiler et al., 2018)

•

Supplementary Information: SI 5

Metric 3: Price
•

Definition: Material prices are an important factor to consider when choosing substitute
materials irrespective of the kind of application (E.Tilton, 1983), (Beukers, 2001). Also,
there is a likelihood for a higher affinity to use less-expensive materials that can provide
the same or similar functionality. Therefore, the material price was used to inform the
potential for material substitution to reduce tungsten demand.

•

Calculation: No calculation required; data were obtained from the data source.

•

Evaluation: Prices of tungsten and its substitute minerals ($/kg) were obtained and
compared to gain a better understanding of how prices of substitutes relate to the price of
tungsten.

•

Source: (USGS, 2019).

•

Supplementary Information: SI 5

Metric 4: Density
•

Definition: Density is the ratio of mass (weight) to volume. Material weight is an equally
important metric used for material selection purposes. In addition to consumer desirability
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for lightweight gadgets e.g. mobile phones, laptops, and television sets, etc. there is also
much emphasis on vehicle weight reduction, and this can draw more attention to other
lightweight materials for automobiles manufacture in future (Beukers, 2001).
•

Calculation: No calculation required, metric was obtained from the data source

•

Evaluation: In this metric, the density of tungsten and its substitutes were evaluated and
compared to gain knowledge of how substitutes densities compare to the density of
tungsten. This knowledge may guide material choice during substitution

•

Source: (READE, 2020) – Density And Specific Gravity Table For Metals, Minerals &
Ceramics.

•

Supplementary Information: SI 5

Metric 5: Static index of depletion:
•

Definition: This metric shows the time until the material is used up if a constant use rate is
maintained. It provides a timeline for how long a material will be available and reflects the
level of material scarcity. The static index of depletion metric is important for assessing
material substitution because it will compare long-term material availability for between
tungsten and its substitute materials and therefore, guide decision on the choice of
substitutes for future applications.

•

Calculation: The Static Index of Depletion is based on a calculation from available
reserves (which can be resource base, resources, or reserves) and constant consumption
rate (discovery and recycling often considered insignificant). Static Index of Depletion is
computed below.

Where; ds – static index of depletion,
R – the reserve (can be resource base, resource or reserve)
C present – the current rate of use; in this work, total global mine production was used.

Based on the above formula, the static index of depletion for tungsten and substitute materials
were computed using MS Excel software.
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•

Evaluation: The computed static index of depletion for tungsten and substitute materials
were assessed. Substitutes with lower indices of depletion than tungsten were considered
less desirable for tungsten substitution while those with higher indices of depletion were
considered more desirable for tungsten reduction.

•

Source: (USGS, 2019)

•

Supplementary Information: SI 5

Metric 6: The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI)
•

Definition: This is a commonly adopted statistical measure of market concentration. It is
used as a metric in this study because one of the qualities that describes a CM is its high
market concentration (EU, 2017). Therefore, to reduce global demand for CMs, it is
necessary to use minerals with lower market concentrations. This metric is specifically
relevant to material substitution because it can help identify which substitute materials have
lower market concentrations which are, the desired criterion for reducing demand on CM
use. The HHI value is always positive with higher values indicating a more concentrated
market (undesirable).

•

Calculation: The HHI for a given material is computed:

Where; N – number of producing countries,
Xi – the quantity of a given material produced by each country
X – total world production of that material

The HHI values for tungsten and its substitute minerals were computed using MS Excel software.
•

Evaluation: Computed HHI metrics for tungsten and its substitute minerals further
analyzed. Minerals with higher values indicated a more concentrated market (undesirable)
while those with lower values show a less concentrated market (desirable). Based on this
assessment, it is possible to determine what substitute materials excel over tungsten in
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terms of their global material concentration i.e. and turn, have greater potential for
reduction in tungsten use.
•

Source: (USGS, 2019)

•

Supplementary Information: SI 5

Metric 7: Socio-political weighted HH or PSAV-weighted HHI
•

Definition: This metric builds on the HHI previously described by adding weighting with
the WGI-PSAV metric. In addition to considering how concentrated the market for a given
material is, this metric further considers how stable the countries producing the material
are. We recall that the WGI-PSAV weighting metric, however, can be positive or negative
(with negative indicating less stability and more violence). This metric is relevant for
material substitution because it is an indicator of political instability and the presence of
violence in regions producing these materials. Therefore, identifying the degree of stability
of these countries can help direct the choice of material substitutes for tungsten.

•

Calculation: The metric is calculated by multiplying each country’s HHI value for a given
material by the WGI-PSAV score for that country. Mathematically, it is defined as follows:

Where; N – number of producing countries
Xi – the quantity of a given material produced by each country
X – total world production of that material
Si – WGI-PSAV score for each country

Using the formula above, the PSAV-weighted HHI for tungsten and substitute materials were
calculated using MS Excel software.
•

Evaluation: The results of the computed data were assessed. The PSAV weighted HHI
values for tungsten were compared to those of its substitutes to determine if the latter
excelled over the former i.e. if substitute materials had more desirables values than
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tungsten. A good understanding of the presence of conflict in countries producing these
materials can guide material selection for replacing tungsten.
•

Source: (USGS, 2019), The World Bank Database On World Governance Indicators

(WGI, 2019)
•

Supplementary Information: SI 5

3.4.2.1. Synthesizing Assessed Metrics And Alternatives Into The AHP
Now that the metrics under each alternative have been defined, calculated and evaluated based on
Literature and related online sources, the next step is to integrate all three alternatives into the AHP
analyses and compare their relative potential for tungsten reduction, which is based on the results
obtained from their respective metrics assessments. In other words, the evaluated metrics per
alternative, are used as a basis for comparing the same alternative during pairwise comparisons.
This is the stage where the alternatives, along with their multi-metric, are fairly compared using a
common reference, which is the AHP tool. To conduct the pairwise comparison, the interpretive
ranking process (IRP) of the AHP is first used to rank a pair of alternatives and identify which one
of the pair is more important. To determine the more important pair between a pair of alternatives
in the IRP, the assessed metrics unique to each alternative were compared and the alternative with
metrics that showed greater potential for tungsten reduction was ranked higher. The metrics that
showed greater potential were obtained based on the results of the individual metrics evaluations.
For example, details describing how tungsten recycling metrics compare to tungsten alternative
supply chain metrics are described below. After using the IRP to identify the more important
alternative, Saaty’s fundamental scale of the AHP (Table 3-4) was used to determine the intensity
of the more important alternative over the other. An illustration of how the IRP and Saaty’s
Fundamental scale was used in the pairwise comparison is illustrated in the example below.
Using tungsten, let us assume we want to compare recycling to the alternative supply chain. The
pairwise comparison will be termed “recycling versus alternative supply chain”. The results of the
evaluated metrics for tungsten recycling and alternative supply chain are shown below.
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For tungsten recycling, the following metrics were assessed:
Tungsten recycling metrics
EOL recycling rates (RR)
Global average old scrap ratio (OSR)
Global average recycled content (RC)
Feasibility of using old scrap/recycled content in
electronics

Value
>10 - 25% a , 30% b
> 50% a
> 25 - 50% a, 35% b
Medium b

Source: a - (Graedel, 2011), b - (Zeiler et al., 2018).

For tungsten alternative supply chain, the following data were obtained, and metrics were assessed
tungsten alternative supply chain metrics
Leading
countries of
origin
Austria
Bolivia
China
Portugal
Russia
Rwanda
Spain
United
Kingdom
United States
Vietnam
Others
World Total
(Rounded)

Global mine
production
(metric tons) a
980
1000
67000
770
2100
830
750
900
6000
1400
82000

Global mine
production (%)
1.2
1.2
82.0
1.0
2.6
1.0
1.0

Global
rank
5
4
1
8
3
7
9

1.1
7.3
1.7

6
2

100

Source: a - (USGS, 2019)
b - (Securities and Exchange Commission, 2012)
c - (WGI, 2019)
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Covered County?
(Yes/No) b
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

2019
WGI-PSAV c
1.19
-0.28
-0.56
0.87
-1.05
-0.08
0.29
0.56
0.7
0.01

The IRP was done by comparing the assessed metrics for recycling with the assessed metrics for
the alternative supply chain. To determine between the two sets of metrics, which one showed
higher potential for reducing tungsten, the author’s reasoning/logic (based on the evaluated
metrics) was used:
“Based on metrics assessed, this work identifies that tungsten recycling has a higher potential for
reduction in tungsten use compared to alternating tungsten supply chain. This is because more
impactful work has been done in global tungsten recycling than alternating tungsten supply chain
from conflict regions to conflict-free regions., We recall that the EOL -RR, OSR & RC of tungsten
are >10-25%, >50% and >25-50% respectively. It is important to note that these values were
obtained from a study done in 2011 and may not reflect current statistics. Notwithstanding,
according to a UNEP report, these values are comparatively higher than the recycling metrics for
many of the metals analyzed within the same study (Reuter, Christian Hudson, Schaik, Heiskanen,
& Christina Meskers, 2013). Approximately 60% of the total metals analyzed have low EOL-RRs
ranging from less than 1% to 10%. More so, only 2 metals reflect similar EOL-RRs as tungsten.
Further, an OSR of more than 50% indicates that a substantial amount of old, discarded materials
are sent to the tungsten recycling flow which feeds metal production as well as product
manufacturing. These scores show that tungsten recycling efficiency is relatively high, and as a
result, can contribute to reducing reliance on virgin mineral extraction”
“On the other hand, the alternating tungsten supply chain may not have a significant impact
because out of the 10 leading countries of origin assed, only one country (Rwanda) is a covered
country by law, accounting for only 1% of tungsten global production. When the same countries
were further assessed based on their WGI-PSAV indices, it was found that China, the global
leading producer of tungsten, reflects an undesirable political instability index of -0.56. By
assessing tungsten's leading producer based on the WGI-PSAV, we determine that over 80% of
the leading producers are experiencing some level of political instability. Therefore, efforts to
switch the tungsten mineral supply chain may not have enough capability for limiting mining in
politically unstable countries. Therefore, recycling stands a better chance of reducing the global
use of tungsten than alternating its supply chain”
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Based on the author’s reasoning, recycling is ranked higher than the alternative supply chain. The
next step is to determine the intensity of recycling’s importance over alternative supply chains
using Saaty’s Fundamental scale. Inferring from the same author’s logic above, it was concluded
that recycling has stronger importance for restricting tungsten use than the alternative supply chain.
On the Saaty’s scale, the score that directly reflects strong importance is five. Therefore, a score
of five was assigned indicating that recycling is strongly more important than alternative supply
chain.

This process was repeated for eight additional pairs of alternatives and a total of nine pairwise
comparisons was done as shown in the interpretive logic table in Table 3-8. We recall that a score
of 1 is usually assigned when comparing the same alternatives. Also, if alternative a has a score of
x assigned to it when compares with alternative b, then b has the reciprocal value when compared
with a. and an inverse score 1⁄𝑥 is assigned when comparing. The rationale for ranking the
alternatives and assigning their corresponding scores are detailed in Table 3-8.
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Table 3-8 Interpretive Logic for Tungsten Alternatives
Pairwise
Comparison
Recycling versus
Recycling
Recycling versus
Alternative Supply
Chain

Score

Interpretive logic

1

A score of 1 is assigned when the same elements are pair-wise
compared
Based on metrics assessed, this work identifies that tungsten
recycling has a higher potential for reduction in tungsten use
compared to alternating tungsten supply chain. This is because
more impactful work has been done in global tungsten
recycling than alternating tungsten supply chain from conflict
regions to conflict-free regions., We recall that the EOL -RR,
OSR & RC of tungsten are >10-25%, >50% and >25-50%
respectively. It is important to note that these values were
obtained from a study done in 2011 and may not reflect current
statistics. Notwithstanding, according to a UNEP report, these
values are comparatively higher than the recycling metrics for
many of the metals analyzed within the same study (Reuter et
al., 2013). Approximately 60% of the total metals analyzed
have low EOL-RRs ranging from less than 1% to 10%. More
so, only 2 metals reflect similar EOL-RRs as tungsten. Further,
an OSR of more than 50% indicates that a substantial amount
of old, discarded materials are sent to the tungsten recycling
flow which feeds metal production as well as product
manufacturing. These scores show that tungsten recycling
efficiency is relatively high, and as a result, can contribute to
reducing reliance on virgin mineral extraction.

5

On the other hand, the alternating tungsten supply chain may
not have a significant impact because out of the 10 leading
countries of origin assed, only one country (Rwanda) is a
covered country by law, accounting for only 1% of tungsten
global production. When the same countries were further
assessed based on their WGI-PSAV indices, it was found that
China, the global leading producer of tungsten, reflects an
undesirable political instability index of -0.56. By assessing
tungsten's leading producer based on the WGI-PSAV, we
determine that over 80% of the leading producers are
experiencing some level of political instability. Therefore,
efforts to switch the tungsten mineral supply chain may not
have enough capability for limiting mining in politically
unstable countries. Therefore, recycling stands a better chance
of reducing the global use of tungsten than alternating its
supply chain.
A score of 5 was assigned indicating that recycling is strongly
more important than the alternate supply chain.
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Recycling versus
Material Substitution

3

This study determines that tungsten recycling will
significantly reduce tungsten global demand compared to
tungsten substitution. After assessing tungsten substitution
metrics, we find that leading countries of origin for tungsten
and its substitutes are produced mainly in China which, has an
undesirable WGI-PSAV score. This indicates that substituting
tungsten with other conflict-free metals may not necessarily
cause a decline in mining from regions perceived as
politically unstable. In addition, substitute materials excel
over tungsten in terms of price, weight, index of depletion and
market concentration (detailed in table SI 5), one important
factor remains uncertain – which is the ability for these
substitutes to successfully replace tungsten without affecting
product performance/quality. In many cases, substitutes are
yet to replace tungsten content in many applications as they
can affect product functionality. This, therefore, makes
material substitution a less likely option for reducing tungsten
content and overall demand. Meanwhile, recycling tungsten
reflects a relatively high potential for reducing virgin mineral
extraction as discussed above while comparing recycling and
alternative supply chain. Therefore, a score of 3 is assigned
indicating that recycling is moderately more important than
material substitution.

Alternative Supply
Chain versus
Recycling

1/5

Reciprocal of Recycling versus Alternative Supply Chain

Alternative Supply
1
Chain versus
Alternative Supply
Chain
Alternative Supply
1/4
Chain versus Material
Substitution

A score of 1 is assigned when the same elements are pair-wise
compared

Material Substitution
versus Recycling

Reciprocal of Recycling versus Functional substitution

1/3

Reciprocal of Functional Substitution versus Alternative
Supply Chain
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Material Substitution
versus Alternative
Supply Chain

4

As earlier discussed, alternating tungsten supply chain may
not be impactful in achieving our overall goal of reducing
mineral demand because approximately eighty percent of the
leading producing countries are currently experiencing some
level of political instability. On the other hand, replacing
tungsten with substitute minerals may be more feasible for
tungsten reduction knowing that there exist potential
substitute minerals, however, there remains a concern of
reducing product We also recall that tungsten along with its
substitutes is produced mainly in China, a country with an
undesirable political security index. This evaluation further
shows that changing the supply chain may not be effective in
dropping global tungsten usage. Therefore, we determine that
neither of these alternatives excels over the other in terms of
their potential for mineral reduction and as a result, a score of
4 is assigned indicating that a compromise is reached when
determining the more important alternative.

Material substitution
versus material
substitution

1

A score of 1 is assigned when the same elements are pair-wise
compared

From Table 3-8 above, nine pairwise comparisons were done, hence, nine scores unique to each
pair were obtained. The assigned score generated from each pair was sorted accordingly (i.e.
according to its respective pair) to make up a 3 X 3 matrix (matrix A5) below.

The elements of Matrix A5 were entered on the excel spreadsheet and their sum per column was
computed as shown in Table 3-9.
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Table 3-9 Pairwise Comparison Matrix for Alternatives – Tungsten
alternatives
recycling
alternate supply chain
material substitution
sum

recycling
1.00
0.20
0.33
1.53

matrix A5
alternate supply chain
5.00
1.00
4.00
10.00

material substitution
3.00
0.25
1.00
4.25

The assigned scores in matrix A5 were obtained from:
i) the IRP – based on evaluated metrics per alternative. The alternative possessing metrics with
greater potential for tungsten reduction was ranked higher
ii) Saaty’s fundamental scale – used to determine the intensity of the more important alternative
over the other.

Step 3: Computation of the eigenvalue, eigenvectors, and relative priority weights:
To obtain the priority weights i.e. the relative potential for each alternative to reduce global
tungsten use, the following steps were carried out in the MS Excel spreadsheet:
a. Compute ∑(A*B*C*) ^1/n for each row where:
A, B, & C are assigned scores (based on pair-wise comparison) on each row of matrix
A5 and n is equal to the number of rows (or columns) in matrix A. For matrix A5,
n = 3.

b. Priority weights of each criterion are calculated by the equation:
1

(A ∗ B ∗ C)n
1

∑((A ∗ B ∗ C)n )

The priority weights obtained constitute matrix A6. The results of the priority weights obtained
for each alternative are discussed in the Results section of this report
To obtain the average eigenvalues λmax, the following steps were carried out:
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c. Matrix A7 was computed where A7 = A5 * A6
d. Matrix A8 which constitutes the eigenvectors was computed where A8 = A7/A6
e.

λmax equals the average value of the eigenvectors (i.e. elements in matrix A8)

Step 4: Check the consistency of the judgments i.e. evaluation of the consistency ratio:
The consistency of the judgments was checked by computing the CI and CR values on the excel
spreadsheet. Resulting values are discussed in the Results section.
Step 5: Come to a final decision based on the results of this process: The alternatives were
prioritized and based on the results; we determined their relative potential to achieve the overall
goal. Final decisions and inferences drawn from the process are discussed in the Results section.
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Results And Discussions
Ranking the Criteria
The results of the priority weights and ranks for each criterion are shown in Table 3-10. The
eigenvectors of the criteria are shown in Table 3-11
Table 3-10 Priority Weights And Ranks for Criteria
matrix A1

criteria
fragility
economics
demand in CE
market conc.
sum

fragility
1.00
0.50
0.11
0.11
1.72

economics
2.00
1.00
0.14
0.14
3.29

demand in CE
9.00
7.00
1.00
0.33
17.33

matrix A2

market conc.
9.00
7.00
3.00
1.00
20.00

(A*B*C*D) ^1/4
3.57
2.22
0.4
0.2
6.53

priority weights
0.55
0.34
0.07
0.04
1.00

rank
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

market conc. – market concentration
In Table 3-10, priority weights reflect the relative potential for each criterion to reduce global
demand on tungsten. From our results, fragility, economics, demand in CE, and market
concentration rank 1st, 2nd, 3rd & 4th respectively in their potential for global tungsten reduction.
Table 3-11 Eigenvectors for Criteria
matrix
A2

matrix A1

criteria
fragility
economics
demand in
CE
market
conc.
sum

A3
=A1*A2

A4 = A3/A2

demand
fragility economics in CE
1.00
2.00
9.00
0.50
1.00
7.00

market
priority
conc.
(A*B*C*D)^1/4 weights rank
9.00
3.57
0.55
1st
2.24
7.00
2.22
0.34
2nd 1.40

eigenvectors
4.11
4.12

0.11

0.14

1.00

3.00

0.47

0.07

3rd

0.31

4.26

0.11
1.72

0.14
3.29

0.33
17.33

1.00
20.00

0.27
6.53

0.04
1.00

4th

0.18

4.23

λ max = 4.18, CI = 0.06, CR = 0.07
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From Table 3-10 & Table 3-11, fragility has the highest priority weight of 0.5 followed by
economics, demand in CE & market concentration with priority weights 0.3, 0.07 & 0.04
respectively. This implies that fragility is the most important criterion for measuring the level of
CM use. We determine that mining in regions with a weak or fragile system of government is the
most important indicator of CM use along its supply chain to industry. Therefore, to successfully
determine the level of CM present in a supply chain, knowledge of its country of origin is most
important. This is not entirely surprising because mining is the first and arguably, the most
important step in the supply chain of CMs to the industry. Fragility is closely followed by
importance by economics with a priority weight of 0.3. This implies that the illicit sale of CMs in
politically unstable regions is also an important factor for determining the level of CM reliance or
the use of CMs along a company’s supply chain. If these minerals are not smuggled and sold
illicitly, they would not be supplied to meet increasing market demands. Although Demand in CE
and Market concentration show much lower priorities compared to Fragility and Economics, the
minerals supply to industries cannot take place except they pass through the mining and trading
processes as illustrated in Figure 1-1. However, both demands in CE and market concentration
remain important indicators of the level of CM use in present-day technologies. It is also observed
that demand in CE is slightly more prioritized over market concentration. This is because even
though a CM is demanded across diverse industries, the consumer electronics industry remains its
leading global end-user. Thus, to determine CM use in the industrial sector, a knowledge of its
demand in the CE industry will be an important criterion.
Also, the average eigenvalue and consistency ratio obtained was 4.18 and 0.07 respectively. We
recall that according to the AHP, the quality of decisions taken during pairwise comparison is
acceptable only if the consistency ratio (CR) is less than 0.1. Another way to check if the pairwise
comparison is acceptable is if the average eigenvalue (λmax) approximately equates the value of
n. Thus, with a CR of 0.07 and λmax of 4.18, the quality of the author’s decision making is
acceptable. However, we recognize that the results of this consistency check are owed to the fact
that only one decision-maker was involved when conducting the AHP analysis. In a situation
involving two or more decision-makers, there is a high probability for variances in scores assigned
during pairwise comparison which would ultimately impact the overall consistency of the system.
More often than not, an inconsistent system is created i.e. a CR that is greater than 0.1. To address
variabilities as these, the pairwise comparison process will need to be repeated as many times as
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possible until a CR value that is less than 0.1 is attained. This is one of the limitations associated
with the AHP analysis conducted in this study. The same limitation is applicable when ranking
the three sustainability alternatives using the AHP.
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Ranking the Alternatives
The results of the priority weights and ranks for each alternative are shown in Table 3-12. The
eigenvectors for the alternative are illustrated in Table 3-13.

Table 3-12 Priority Weights And Ranks for Alternatives - Tungsten
matrix A5
alternatives
recycling
alternative supply chain
material substitution
sum

recycling
1.00
0.20
0.33
1.53

alternative supply
chain
5.00
1.00
4.00
10.00

matrix A6
material
priority
substitution (A*B*C)^1/3 weights
3.00
2.47
0.63
0.25
0.37
0.09
1.00
1.10
0.28
4.25
3.94
1.00

rank
1st
3rd
2nd

In Table 3-12, priority weights reflect the relative potential for each alternative to reduce global
demand on tungsten. From our results, recycling, material substitution, and alternative supply
chain rank 1st, 2nd& 3rd respectively in their potential for global tungsten reduction

Table 3-13 Eigenvectors for Alternatives – Tungsten

alternatives
recycling
alternative
supply chain
material
substitution
sum

matrix
matrix A5
A6
alternative
supply
material
priority
recycling chain
substitution (A*B*C)^1/3 weights rank
1.00
5.00
3.00
2.47
0.63
1st

A7 =
A5*A6

A8 =
A7/A6

1.93

eigenvectors
3.09

0.20

1.00

0.25

0.37

0.09

3rd

0.29

3.09

0.33
1.53

4.00
10.00

1.00
4.25

1.10
3.94

0.28
1.000

2nd

0.86
0.863

3.09

λ max = 3.09, CI = 0.04,

CR = 0.08
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Results shown in Table 3-12 and Table 3-13 indicate that recycling, alternative supply chain, and
material substitution have approximate priority weights of 0.63, 0.09, and 0.28 respectively. This
implies that recycling shows the highest potential for reduction in global tungsten usage followed
by material substitution and thirdly, alternative supply chain. The results are an indication of the
capability and work done by each sustainability alternative to limit the use of tungsten while
minimizing its associated negative impacts. Our findings show that although each of the
alternatives can limit tungsten demand from conflict mines, their relative potential to do the same
and minimize impacts varies. The highest potential for tungsten reduction shown by recycling is
owed to several factors. We recall, the EOL-RR, the OSR global average RC for tungsten are 10
– 25%, >50%, and 25 - 50% respectively. We observe that tungsten OSR is much higher than its
EOL-RR and RC values. This is based on the assumption that tungsten is used with minimal losses
during production processes and is collected at EOL at comparatively high efficiency (Graedel et
al., 2011). Furthermore, tungsten recycled content, RC (25 – 50%) shows efficient use of old and
new scrap in the overall input stream as well as and improved average EOL recycling. However,
this thesis recognizes that the recycling metrics evaluated are old estimates of a set of globalaverage metal recycling statistics which have gradually changed from year to year. Another
limitation with depending on these values is that they are not unique to the electronics industries
only but, include other industrial end-users which may not be a fair basis for prioritizing recycling
over the other two options. On a brighter note, a more recent study suggests that the global EOLRR and the recycling input rate or recycled content, RC for tungsten is 30% and 35% respectively
(Zeiler et al., 2018). Similarly, these values are comparatively higher than many minerals today
(Graedel, 2011) and (Reuter et al., 2013). In the study done by Graedel and co-authors, tungsten
EOL-RR was found to be higher than 60% of the metals that were investigated. In comparison to
other metals, this score shows that there is functional recycling occurring at every stage of the
tungsten recycling chain. It informs a relatively high recycling efficiency for tungsten in terms of
collection, separation, categorization, and finally, valuable metal recovery. Similarly, a relatively
high OSR of more than 50% means that substantial tungsten content can be obtained after the
useful life of products and re-used for product re-manufacturing purposes. Also, when compared
to other minerals in the same study, tungsten RC was much higher than 70% of the materials
investigated (Graedel, 2011). This score implies that a significant fraction of old and new scrap is
fed back into the production line or input stream for further processing. Although we identify that
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the values reflected by these metrics do not reflect current estimates, they inform the possibility of
depending on recycled tungsten quantities for further metal processing and/or re-productionprocesses. They are considered as indicators of a moderately high recycling efficiency for tungsten
therefore, increasing the potential for this sustainability strategy to reduce global reliance on
tungsten.
Moreover, numerous technologies have been put in place to collect many tungsten products at the
end of their useful lives and convert them into raw materials and new products (Kb Shedd, 2005),
(Ishida, Itakura, Moriguchi, & Ikegaya, 2012), (Hayashi, Sato, Sasaya, & Ikegaya, 2016) and
(Zeiler et al., 2018). These technologies inform the relatively high recycling metrics for tungsten.
Another reason recycling is ranked highest is that the indirect recycling of tungsten can recover
tungsten the metal without any loss of performance. tungsten products made from 100% scrap by
indirect recycling have exact properties and performance as those made from 100% mineral
concentrate (i.e. primary raw material) (Zeiler et al., 2018). Based on these findings, we determine
that the comparably high recycling efficiency for tungsten can significantly reduce reliance on
virgin mineral extraction from conflict-mines which makes recycling show a higher capability for
limiting tungsten use compared to material substitution and alternative supply chain.
Following recycling by a significant difference in priority weights is material substitution with a
priority weight of 0.28. The reason for this low ranking is owed to a few reasons. In our analysis,
the potential substitute materials assessed include molybdenum, niobium & titanium. None of
these materials are CMs and so relying on them for product manufacture would help reduce
dependence on tungsten consumption. We further assess the substitutes based on their leading
producers and identified their top three mine producers as conflict-free regions by law (Securities
and Exchange Commission, 2012). However, the same trend was observed with tungsten’s leading
countries of origin (USGS, 2019). Owing to this, the minerals were further assessed using the
WGI-PSAV metric and it was identified that the top three leading producers for the substitutes are
more politically steady countries experiencing less violence compared to the leading producers of
tungsten. This gives them an advantage over tungsten since their supply chain will involve more
ethical practices. By further evaluations, we observe that these substitutes excel over tungsten in
terms of price, weight, static index of depletion and market concentration, etc. but, despite these
advantages, their potential for substitution is low due to low desirability in many of their
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applications. Our results are reinforced by a past study which, suggests that tungsten carbide has
unique properties that cannot be met by the anticipated substitutes. They conclude that tungsten is
indispensable for certain applications today (Amato et al., 2018). These results impact the potential
for material substitution to significantly reduce tungsten demand.
In third place, and with the least potential to reduce tungsten use is alternative supply chain with a
low priority weight of 0.09. From the metrics analysis, the global mine production of tungsten
shows that only 1% of tungsten global mine production originates from a conflict region - Rwanda
(USGS, 2019). Meanwhile, China, a conflict-free region by law has remained the global leader in
tungsten production for many years, currently accounting for more than 80% of tungsten produced
globally (K. B. Shedd et al., 2017). The same leading global producers were further assessed using
the WGI-PSAV metric and we determine that more than 80% of tungsten the countries reflect
undesirable WGI-PSAV scores which imply that they are experiencing some form of political
instability and violence (WGI, 2019). Therefore, we conclude that alternating the tungsten supply
chain may have little to no impact on reducing global reliance on tungsten usage since it will only
imply alternating across regions that are perceived as politically insecure and experiencing some
form of violence/conflict. This confirms the lowest priority weight reflected by alternative supply
chain in our AHP analysis.
In addition, the average eigenvalue and consistency ratio obtained were 3.09 and 0.08 respectively.
We recall that according to the AHP, the quality of decisions taken during pairwise comparison is
acceptable only if the consistency ratio (CR) is less than 0.1. Another way to check if the pairwise
comparison is acceptable is if the average eigenvalue (λ max) approximately equates the value of
n. Thus, with a CR of 0.08 and λ max of 3.09, the quality of the author’s decision making is
acceptable. However, as earlier discussed, there is still the limitation of having only one decisionmaker in this process. A process with multiple participants will likely introduce irregularities in
decision making which, will lead to multiple iterations until a consistent and meaningful system
is attained.
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Extensions
Now that we have concluded that implementing policies only is insufficient to successfully address
the social risks tied to tungsten and by extension, CM usage and have also determined the relative
potential for non-policy based and technical alternatives to address the same concerns, this study
draws inferences from our findings and uses the same methods to proactively assess other minerals
pertinent to current-day and future technologies that although are not defined as CMs by law, they
share similar fundamental qualities as one. If we recall in our introductory chapter, we discussed
the fundamental properties that qualify a CM. In this work, we have identified a mineral that
although is not legally defined as a CM, possesses many of the fundamental qualities of a CM.
This mineral of concern is cobalt. cobalt is in demand across diverse industries such as LithiumIon Batteries (LIBs), hard materials/cutting tools, superalloys, and catalysts, etc. (K. B. Shedd et
al., 2017). Its highest end-use is in the LIB used in consumer electronics and the electric vehicles
(EVs), accounting for more than 50% of cobalt global demand (GCM, 2018). Recent studies have
identified various risk factors tied to the adoption of EVs such as cost, differences in policy
implementation across governments, environmental impacts and scalability of the product, etc.
(Pelegov & Pontes, 2018). However, this thesis brings to attention, another downside to the
increasing demand for EVs. We identify that cobalt, one of the essential materials for LIBs that
power these EVs is mined in parts of the world that are socio-politically unstable and currently
experiencing a high level of corruption. Hence, this work identifies the necessity to proactively
address the social concerns tied to the global demand for cobalt.
In our next chapter, a cobalt case study is done. In this study, we first establish the similarities
between cobalt and the legally defined CMs. Then, the alternatives analysis is conducted to
examine the potential for recycling, material substitution, and alternative supply chain to reduce
cobalt global demand. The results of this study will inform more accurate inferences about the
efficacy of cobalt laws and regulations. Good knowledge of the effectiveness of cobalt policies
will open up areas of improvement for existing ones and the creation of more successful policies
in the future. Also, our work will inform innovative technologies that can reduce global demand
on cobalt and help alleviate the social risks tied to its expanding global demand. This thesis will
compare the capability of these technological innovations to create more desirable outcomes for
cobalt global reduction.
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4. Cobalt Case Study
Background
In Chapter Two, the MI tool was used to conduct a policy analysis on CM laws relevant to
indicators to determine their efficacy in restricting global demand on CMs. Based on our results,
we conclude that the implementation of policies and regulations as the only means for curbing the
demand on CMs will not be adequate to achieve their proposed goals. Further, in Chapter Three,
we address the challenge of relying on a policy-only system by investigating other technical
alternatives that show potential for CM reduction. This was achieved using the AHP tool. Our
work showed the feasibility and relative potential for these sustainable approaches to reduce global
consumption of CMs with the least impacts and therefore, inform better decisions that would lead
to more sustainable solutions to this global issue. In this chapter, the same research methods are
used to proactively assess another essential mineral that shares similarities with CMs but is not
categorized as one by law. Like CMs, cobalt is essential for present and future technologies and
so, we identify the need to proactively address similar social risks that surround its usage. Cobalt
is an essential material widely used in the cathode of LIBs used in consumer electronics and EVs.
LIBs represent the largest end-users of cobalt, representing more than 50% of cobalt global
demand (GCM, 2018), (Alves Dias et al., 2018) and (USGS, 2019). In 2018, China was found to
be the global leading consumer of Co, with more than 80% of its consumption being used by the
rechargeable battery industry (USGS, 2019). Studies have forecasted that LIB demand,
specifically in EVs will increase by over 300% through the next 10 years (Fu et al., 2020). These
increases indicate a consequential rise in global demand for cobalt which may significantly impact
its global supply to the LIB industry. Valero and co-authors conclude that cobalt demand will
likely overshoot production between 2030 and 2050 with EVs being the largest focus of future
potential bottlenecks (Valero, Valero, Calvo, & Ortego, 2018). In addition to the probable stress
on cobalt availability, we further identify another problem that is linked to cobalt supply and
demand. We identify that although cobalt may not be defined as a CM by law, it shares the same
fundamental qualities as one, and with a steady rise in its global demand, it is necessary to
proactively address the social impacts tied to its global consumption.
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One of the fundamental properties is that qualifies a CM is one that is mined in areas with endemic
corruption and fragility. According to a past study, over 70% of cobalt global reserves are in states
that are very fragile and perceived as corrupt (Church & Crawford, 2018). Other fundamental
qualities describe a CM as one that is mined in areas that are politically unstable and are witnessing
weak, non-existing governance. According to the World Governance Indicators developed by
members of the World Bank Group, the DRC has constantly ranked in the bottom 10 among
countries it investigates in terms of their level of political stability, government effectiveness, rule
of law and control of corruption (Kaufmann, Kraay, & Mastruzzi, 2010) and (Thomas, 2010). Due
to the similarities identified between cobalt and the legally defined CMs, this study seeks to assess
the successes of current works done to restrict reliance on cobalt from politically unstable regions
and further investigate sustainable alternatives that could yield better outcomes to achieve the same
goal. Hence, a similar knowledge gap as in CMs is identified i.e. we assume that existing cobalt
laws and regulations are currently the only known efforts put in place to help address the social
risks tied to the consumption of cobalt globally and the efficacy of these laws is still in question.
To fill the knowledge gap, the same research methods as in our previous methods were utilized
but it is noteworthy that a policy analysis was not repeated in the cobalt case. This is because this
study assumes that the efficacy and potential for both cobalt laws and CM laws to realize their
intended goals are similar owing to the similarities identified between a CM and cobalt. In other
words, we assume that by only implementing laws and regulations created to restrict global
demand on cobalt is insufficient to successfully mitigate the problem. Therefore, we identify the
need to investigate other non-policy based and more technological alternatives that would yield
more sustainable outcomes – hence, the alternative analysis is used. The alternatives analysis will
be conducted using the AHP tool by following the same procedure as done in the tungsten case
but with data unique to cobalt only. In the AHP hierarchy, the same goal, criteria, and alternatives
will be considered as with the tungsten case, but the metrics assessed for each alternative will be
cobalt-based only. The results from our alternatives analysis will prioritize the potential for each
alternative to restricting global reliance on cobalt with minimal impacts. The work done in this
chapter will inform better decision making that proactively mitigates the social risks tied to cobalt
global demand. In the next section, the similarities between cobalt and CMs are discussed.
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Similarities between Cobalt and CMs.
Although cobalt is not considered a CM by law, this study identifies similar characteristics between
cobalt and the legally defined CMs. These similarities show reasons why cobalt, although not
classified as a CM, maybe a mineral of concern. The similarities are discussed below:

i.

various studies have shown that the largest mine production and reserves for cobalt come
to the DRC, one of the major regions closely associated with CMs and viewed as politically
insecure (WGI, 2019). The DRC has continued to be the leading global producer of cobalt
with approximately 60% of the total global production. Similarly, approximately 50% of
cobalt global reserves come from the DRC only, making the region by far the largest
reserves base for cobalt (USGS, 2019).

ii.

as shown in Table 4-1, the global mine production of cobalt in the DRC (a legally defined
conflict region) is much higher than the mine production of legally defined CMs within the
same region.

Table 4-1 Fraction of global mine production of CMs and Cobalt in the DRC
Mineral/Metal
Fraction of global mine
production in the DRC (%)

Tin
2

Tantalum
28

Tungsten
<1

Gold
1

Cobalt
64

Source: (USGS, 2019).

iii.

furthermore, we recall that the DRC reflects an undesirable WGI-PSAV index of -2.17,
indicating that a significant amount of cobalt produced globally comes from a region
experiencing political instability and violence. Following the DRC in mine production in
Russia with an undesirable WGI-PSAV index of –1.05 which also shows the presence of
political imbalance and violence in the region (WGI, 2019).

iv.

a past study also qualified cobalt as an “associated metal” with the legally defined CMs.
The mineral is mined outside the eastern DRC conflict region and is associated with human
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rights issues and conflicts between small and large-scale mining industries (Young,
Fonseca, & Dias, 2010) and (Young & Dias, 2011).

v.

we recall that one of the fundamental qualities of a CM as defined by the proposed EU CM
law is its high market concentration i.e. be in demand across many industries (EU, 2017).
We identify cobalt to possess the same quality as it is demanded across diverse industries
such as LIBs, superalloys, hard materials/cutting tools, and catalyst, etc. (K. B. Shedd et
al., 2017), (Alves Dias et al., 2018), (USGS, 2019) and (Fu et al., 2020).

From the above discussion, we recognize that cobalt shares similar social risks and fundamental
qualities that qualify a CM. As a result, this study assumes cobalt is a CM and therefore seeks to
take proactive measures to address or mitigate the social risks associated with its global demand
and supply. As earlier stated, the same research methods used in addressing the CMs will be used
in our cobalt case study. We recall, that this work assumes that the effectiveness of existing policies
to restrict cobalt and CM global demand is the same due to similarities identified between both
minerals. As a result, a policy analysis is not conducted in the cobalt case study. An alternatives
analysis is however conducted to determine how the proposed technology alternatives compare in
their respective capability to limit cobalt and contribute to mitigating its associated social risks. In
the next section, the alternatives analysis is conducted.
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Methods
Alternatives Analysis
As previously discussed, this study identifies that specific cobalt policies that exist do not yet go
far enough to significantly address the social concerns tied to cobalt use. As a result, finding other
technological solutions that can support the efforts of existing policies is a necessary step. One of
the ways this study tries to take this step is by exploring specific sustainability strategies for
mitigating the risks tied to cobalt use. Strategies such as eliminating or substituting material,
obtaining material from alternative supply chains, and getting material from recycled resources.
These approaches are compared using the AHP tool to determine their relative potential to reduce
global demand on cobalt with the least impacts. The goal, criteria, and alternatives in the AHP
hierarchy remain the same but, with cobalt specific data. However, it is worth a note that a different
set of criteria and alternatives may be obtained while assessing a different mineral. It really
depends on the nature of the risks tied to mineral demand and supply. Since in this work, we have
assumed similarities between the “nature” of cobalt and a CM, the same criteria and alternatives
are used. The AHP hierarchy for reducing cobalt global demand is shown in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1The AHP Hierarchy To Reduce Global Demand On Cobalt
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a. Prioritizing the Criteria.
Since the same criteria are used, no further analysis was conducted to obtain criteria weights
and ranks. The criteria which include fragility, economics, demand in consumer electronics,
and market concentration, maintained the same ranking as 1st, 2nd, 3rd & 4th respectively in their
potential to reduce global demand on cobalt.

b. Prioritizing the Alternatives.
In prioritizing the alternatives, the metrics considered under each alternative remained the same as
in the tungsten case, but all data collected for each metric are cobalt specific. However, we
introduce a different approach to determine the feasibility of cobalt substitution. If we recall from
one of the alternatives, material substitution, one of the metrics defined was “substitution
feasibility in electronics”. For the cobalt case, the data collection process for this metric was done
differently from the tungsten case. While data on the material substitution metrics for tungsten
were obtained from Literature, the same data specific to cobalt was obtained from Literature and
an analysis we term “functional substitution analysis”. The concept of functional substitution
analysis is described:

i.

Functional Substitution Analysis

Substitution options can be informed by on-going research on battery chemistries. Most of this
research is happening for EVs, because that is where the biggest market share is projected to be,
however, the lessons learned there can be adapted by the manufacturers of electronics batteries
since typically, both types of batteries have the same manufacturers – e.g. Panasonic, Samsung,
and Toshiba. Also, being a product that is heavily reliant on cobalt, an EV battery was selected for
the functional substitution analysis. The battery also provides the option of carrying out a
comparative analysis across different cell chemistries. To conduct the analysis, the BatPac model
was used. The BatPac model, developed by the Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago, USA, is
designed on a Microsoft Excel workbook to model the cost and performance of LIB in electricdrive vehicles. For this study, a hypothetical EV battery was used and we focus on material
requirements of the battery cathode chemistries only because most of the critical metals found in
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a typical LIB are contained within its cathode (Wang et al., 2014). A step-by-step breakdown of
the procedure and computations carried out in the functional substitution analysis is described in
SI 6 and SI 7 in the supplementary information section. The results from the analysis shown in
Table 4-2, along with data gathered on the other metrics (see SI 8), were used as a basis for ranking
material substitution as an alternative for cobalt reduction. These results provide information on
the importance of cobalt and futuristic and/or potential substitute materials for EV battery
production which, are not linked to the supply risks associated with cobalt. We also discuss tradeoffs associated with using these materials for battery manufacture which helped inform the
feasibility for cobalt substitution while conducting the AHP analysis.

Table 4-2 Functional Substitution Analysis (BatPac Model)
Battery Material Requirement Across Different Cathode Chemistries for a 39.5 KWh
Lithium-Ion EV Battery
Cathode
Chemistry
NMC 622
NMC 333
NCA
LFP
LMO

Mass of Cathode
Active Material (g)
306.10
363.16
280.75
421.71
521.99

Mass of material (kg)/battery pack
Li
4.91
5.03
4.48
3.73
4.09

Ni
21.93
14.53
26.34
-

Co
7.34
14.59
4.96
-

Mn
6.84
13.60
62.55

Al
0.75
-

Fe
28.65
-

P
15.87
-

Li – Lithium, Ni – Nickel, Co – Cobalt, Mn – Manganese, Al – Aluminum, Fe – Iron,
P – Phosphorus.
NMC – Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (numbers denote the ratio of Ni, Mn, and Co on
a mole fraction basis)
NCA – Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Oxide
LFP – Lithium Iron Phosphate
LMO – Lithium Manganese Oxide
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From Table 4-2, we determine that cathode chemistries NMC 622, NMC 333, and NCA require
7.34 kg, 14.59 kg, and 4.96 kg of cobalt per battery pack respectively. Meanwhile, chemistries
LFP and LMO require no cobalt to achieve the same desired function. This implies that depending
on the choice of cathode chemistry, cobalt quantity can be minimized to provide the same battery
function. The changes in the mass of material are because different amounts of cathode active
materials are needed to provide the specific battery capacity required – this is owed to the fact that
different moles of each element (i.e. determined by stoichiometry) are needed to make up the
amount of cathode active material. Cobalt substitution, however, comes with trade-offs that may
impact battery efficiency. Many studies have also shown that cobalt substitution in EV battery
comes with its limitations (Graedel et al., 2015), (Coles, 2015), (Valero et al., 2018), (Alves Dias
et al., 2018), (USGS, 2019) and (Fu et al., 2020). While chemistries NMC 622, NMC 333, and
NCA offer higher specific energy, power, and a long life span, they are typically more expensive
due to the commodity price of cobalt. On the other hand, lower internal cell resistance allows fast
charging and high current discharging with improved current handling for the LMO cathode
chemistry, it has high thermal stability and safety, however, it experiences heat build-up and has a
limited cycle and calendar life (BU, 2015). In addition to its good thermal stability, improved
safety, and tolerance, the LFP chemistry has a high current rating and long life cycle. As a tradeoff, its lower nominal voltage (typically 3.2 V/cell) reduces the specific energy compared to
chemistries containing Co. Compared to other chemistries, the LFP has higher self-discharge rates
which can impact battery age (BU, 2015).

Our discussion above informs the feasibility of cobalt substitution in EV battery production. We
determine that based on the choice of cathode chemistry used in battery design, it is possible to
minimize cobalt content in batteries but, there are associated trade-offs such as battery life span &
performance, cost, and safety, etc. As a result, this work qualifies cobalt-substitution feasibility as
“medium” which means the feasibility for substituting cobalt with another is neither high nor low.
High substitution feasibility would imply that cobalt can be partially or fully substituted by any of
the above-discussed battery materials with no negative impacts on battery performance, cost, and
safety, etc. On the other hand, low substitution feasibility would mean that replacing cobalt
(partially or fully) with other battery materials, will negatively impact battery quality, cost, and
safety, etc. thereby causing the produced battery to fall below desirable standards and
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specifications. So, medium feasibility indicates that depending on cathode chemistry choice, cobalt
content can be minimized while maintaining battery function, but there will be both positive and
negative impacts on battery efficiency, cost, and safety, etc. amongst other essential features. In
other words, this scenario is considered to strike a “balance” between achieving desirability in
battery performance and non-desirability that may come along with minimizing cobalt in battery
design and manufacture. The medium feasibility for cobalt substitution feeds the metric
“substitution feasibility in electronics” under material substitution alternative. This metric, along
with others as shown in SI 8 is used as the basis for scoring material substitution during the pairwise
comparison. We recall from the tungsten case, that before doing a pairwise comparison of the
alternatives, a set of sustainability metrics were defined under each alternative. This also holds for
the cobalt case. The same metrics were defined and the procedure for assessing the metrics per
alternative remained the same. Since the data collected are cobalt specific, the resulting metric
assessments are equally unique to cobalt. All data and data sources used to evaluate each metrics
are detailed in the supplementary information - shown HHI & PSAV weighted HHI.xlsx
SI 9 & SI 10 for recycling and alternative supply chain respectively. Based on data collected for
each metric, the metrics were further analyzed. On completing the metric evaluation, the three
alternatives were integrated into the AHP and pairwise compared based on their respective
evaluated metrics. As usual, the pairwise comparison was done using two key tools of the AHP –
first, the interpretive ranking process (IRP) that was used to rank the alternative with a stronger
potential for reducing cobalt use i.e. the alternative possessing metrics that reflect a greater
potential for limiting reliance on cobalt and second, Saaty’s nine-point fundamental AHP scale
which, further informs the degree of importance of the higher-ranked alternative of the lowerranked one. Once again, the AHP tool has been used as an effective tool to justly compare elements
with inherently different metrics and criteria from a mutual standpoint. The thought process behind
the interpretive ranking (i.e. interpretive logic) and corresponding scores obtained from pairwise
comparison are detailed in Table 4-3.
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Table 4-3 Interpretive Logic for Cobalt Alternatives
Pairwise
Comparison
Recycling versus
Recycling
Recycling versus
Alternative Supply
Chain

Score

Interpretive Logic

1

A score of 1 is assigned when the same elements are pair-wise
compared.
Although the recycling metrics for cobalt are impressive
compared to many other metals/minerals, an important note is
that the estimated recycling rate for cobalt in the electronics
sector is 0% (Wang et al., 2014). Although this relatively low
potential can be scaled up to meet the expanding adoption in
EVs. Currently, there are no known/established recycling
facilities targeted at recovering cobalt (alongside other battery
materials) from a used LIB. Also, LIBs are not designed for
easy disassembly. This can increase resources such as time,
labor and cost, etc. required for battery disassembly and
further sorting. This limits the potential for recycling to
significantly reduce global demand, but the limitation can be
addressed through the introduction of battery recycling
facilities, infrastructures, and incentives, etc. which can help
increase material recycling rates in the electronics sector.
Moreover, there is a possibility for this option to thrive due to
the current recycling efficiency for Co. In terms of the
alternating supply chain, the DRC remains the world’s
leading mine producer of cobalt accounting for over 60% of
cobalt mine production. The DRC also accounts for over 50%
of cobalt global reserves. Moreover, Russia, the 2nd global
leader in cobalt mine production reflects an undesirable WGIPSAV score of –1.05 which indicates that the country is
experiencing some level of political instability. Like the case
of recycling, these reasons make the option of alternating the
cobalt supply chain to a less-conflict prone region somewhat
difficult to achieve. We determine that neither of the
alternatives excels over each other of limiting cobalt use
however, recycling may thrive in the future owing to the
possibility of EV battery recycling systems.

2

Therefore, we assign a score of 2 indicating that a
compromise is reached when choosing the preferred
alternative.
Recycling versus
Material Substitution

1/5

Reciprocal of Material substitution versus recycling.
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Alternative Supply
Chain versus
Recycling

1/2

Reciprocal of Recycling versus alternate supply chain.

Alternative Supply
Chain versus
Alternative Supply
Chain

1

A score of 1 is assigned when the same elements are pair-wise
compared.

Alternative Supply
Chain versus
Material Substitution

1/5

Reciprocal of material substitution versus alternate supply
chain.

Material Substitution
versus Recycling

5

Based on our functional analysis Table 4-2), we determine
that depending on the choice of cathode chemistry, cobalt
content can be minimized in an EV battery to produce the
same function, however, trade-offs are owing to material cost,
safety and battery performance, etc. while some of the
substitute materials are cheaper, lighter and have a lower
market concentration than Co, there is a concern of their
impacts on battery functionality. Owing to this, the substitutes
are more likely to reduce cobalt content rather than eliminate
it. Also, many of the substitutes are mined from regions that
are less prone to conflict and political instability than the
DRC where over 60% of cobalt is mined globally. Recycling,
on the other hand, may not excel as much in terms of limiting
demand on Co. This is due to our discussion on cobalt
recycling detailed. (Please see “recycling versus alternate
supply chain” comparison above).
Therefore, we assign a score of 5 indicating that material
substitution is strongly more important than recycling in
reducing cobalt global use.
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Material Substitution
versus Alternative
Supply Chain

5

As previously discussed, material substitution has the potential
for reducing cobalt use to a certain degree but with trade-offs.
On the other hand, the alternating cobalt supply chain may be
a difficult task to achieve because a large percentage of cobalt
mined globally comes from the DRC - a conflict region that is
experiencing political instability and a weak system of
government. Furthermore, Russia, the 2nd global leader in
cobalt mine production reflects an undesirable WGI-PSAV
score of – 1.05 which indicates that the country is experiencing
some level of political instability even though it is not a conflict
region by law. These reasons make the option of alternating
cobalt supply chain a less likely alternative to reducing cobalt
demand compared to material substitution.
As a result, a score of 5 is assigned to show that material
substitution excels over the alternate supply chain and is the
strongly more important alternative for reducing cobalt global
use.

Material Substitution
versus Material
Substitution

1

A score of 1 is assigned when the same elements are pair-wise
compared.

From Table 4-3 above, nine pairwise comparisons were done, hence, nine scores representing the
nine pairs of alternatives were obtained. The assigned score generated from each pair was sorted
accordingly (i.e. according to its respective pair) to make up a 3 X 3 matrix (matrix A9) below.

The elements of matrix A9 were entered on the excel spreadsheet and their sum per column was
computed as shown in Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4 Pairwise Comparison Matrix for Alternatives – Cobalt

alternatives
recycling
alternative supply chain
material substitution
sum

recycling
1.00
0.50
5.00
6.50

matrix A9
alternative supply chain
2.00
1.00
5.00
8.00

material substitution
0.20
0.20
1.00
1.40

The assigned scores in matrix A9 were obtained from:
i) the Interpretive Ranking Process – based on evaluated metrics per alternative. The alternative
possessing metrics with greater potential for cobalt reduction was ranked higher
ii) Saaty’s fundamental scale – used to determine the intensity of the more important alternative
over the other.

The eigenvalue, eigenvectors, and relative priority weights were computed as usual. The
consistency of the author’s judgments was checked and based on the results; a final decision was
made i.e. we identify the alternative with the highest potential for reduction in cobalt global use.
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Results And Discussions
Ranking the Alternatives
The results of the priority weights and ranks for each alternative are shown in Table 4-5. The
eigenvectors for the alternative are illustrated in Table 4-6.

Table 4-5 Priority Weights And Ranks for Alternatives - Cobalt

alternatives
recycling
alternate supply chain
material substitution
sum

matrix A9
alternative
recycling supply chain
1.00
2.00
0.50
1.00
5.00
5.00
6.50
8.00

material
substitution
0.20
0.20
1.00
1.40

(A*B*C)
^1/3
0.74
0.46
2.92
4.12

matrix A10
priority
weights
0.18
0.11
0.71
1.00

rank
2nd
3rd
1st

In Table 4-5, priority weights reflect the relative potential for each alternative to reduce global
demand on cobalt. From our results, material substitution, recycling, and alternative supply chain
rank 1st, 2nd & 3rd respectively in their potential for global cobalt reduction.

Table 4-6 Eigenvectors for Alternatives - Cobalt
matrix A9
alternative
material
(A*B*C)
alternatives recycling supply chain substitution ^1/3
recycling
1.00
2.00
0.20
0.74
alternative
supply chain 0.50
1.00
0.20
0.46
material
substitution 5.00
5.00
1.00
2.92
sum
6.50
8.00
1.40
4.12
λ max = 3.05,CI = 0.03,

CR = 0.05
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matrix
A10
priority
weights rank
0.18
2nd

A11 =
A12 =
A9*A10 A11/A10

0.55

eigenvectors
3.05

0.11

3rd

0.34

3.05

0.71
1.00

1st

2.16

3.05

Our results shown in Table 4-5 & Table 4-6 indicate that recycling, alternative supply chain, and
material substitution have approximate priority weights of 0.18, 0.11, and 0.71 respectively. This
informs us that material substitution of cobalt in present-day applications has the highest potential
to minimize cobalt usage with the least impacts compared to recycling and alternative supply chain
which are ranked 2nd and 3rd respectively. Our results reflect the current work done by each
sustainability alternative to restrict cobalt use and mitigate its associated social risks. According
to the United States Geological Survey (USGS), the cobalt requirements for LIBs are expected to
reduce while the content of nickel (USGS, 2019). In addition, a past study qualified the feasibility
for cobalt substitution in batteries as “good” owing to potential substitution with manganese and
nickel although this has not been identified as the preferred option (Alves Dias et al., 2018). Other
studies have also identified that LFP and LMO cathode chemistries (cobalt-free) can be used
instead of LCO, NMC, and NCA chemistries (cobalt-containing) for Li-ion batteries (Coles, 2015;
& USGS, 2019). A decline in cobalt demand in these applications can contribute to significant
reductions in mining from conflict mines where over 60% of cobalt originates hence, reducing our
global reliance on cobalt and its negative social impacts. Despite its promising future, cobalt
substitution for battery technologies may not be a near term goal. According to Darton
Commodities, there is an increasing poll in the number of automakers who are shifting to NMC
chemistries for higher energy densities and longer autonomy ranges compared to cobalt-free
chemistries in the Li-ion battery technologies (Commodities, 2016). Another work reinforces this
point by giving prevailing importance to cobalt-containing NMC and NCA chemistries
(Benchmark Minerals, 2016). On the other hand, some studies conclude that in 2025 and 2030,
other chemistries that require less cobalt and higher nickel and aluminum contents, are more likely
to be adapted (European Commission, 2018).
Furthermore, material substitution excels over the other two alternatives because from our
analysis, we find that potential substitutes for cobalt are cheaper and, lighter weight (USGS, 2019),
(READE, 2020). Based on the calculated HHI values, we find that anticipated substitutes also have
less market concentration than cobalt which, may address a concern for material availability in the
near or far future (see SI 8 for HHI values). Our assessment also indicates that the top three global
producers of cobalt-substitute materials are conflict-free regions by law (Securities &
Commission, 2012), (USGS, 2019). The countries are further assessed based on their WGI-PSAV
scores and we determine that these regions have more desirable WGI-PSAV scores compared to
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cobalt’s principal mining regions. This implies a more socially responsible supply chain for
substitutes compared to cobalt. However, there are still concerns about product efficiency, life
span, and safety tied to cobalt substitution specifically in the EV battery technologies (Alves Dias
et al., 2018), (BU, 2015).
Recycling cobalt is ranked second in its potential to reduce cobalt demand with a priority weight
of 0.18. We observe the significant margin between the priority weights of material substitution
(0.71) and recycling (0.18). The low score reflected by recycling is not surprising as it is owed to
the relatively low potential to recycle cobalt in the electronics industry (Graedel, 2011). The US
2010 recycling rates (low value) from USGS indicate a 0% recycling rate for cobalt in the EV
battery (Wang et al., 2014), (Wilburn, 2008). Although potential could rise if the system can scale
up in parallel with increasing EV adoption. Other research studies confirm this stating that
although the efficiency of recovering cobalt from rechargeable batteries may be high, the overall
efficiency is limited due to poor collection rates that typically do not exceed 9% (Alves Dias et al.,
2018). We recall from the work done by T. Graedel and co-authors that the recycling efficiency of
a mineral is determined by three fundamental quantities – its End-Of-Life Recycling Rate (EOLRR), Old Scrap Ratio (OSR), and Recycled Content (RC). For cobalt, these values are estimated
at 68%, 50%, and 32% respectively (Graedel, 2011). Typically, these values indicate that cobalt,
compared to many other metals, excels in terms of its recycling efficiency but, during pairwise
comparison, a lower score was assigned its recycling feasibility to limit cobalt consumption
because of the extremely low cobalt-recycling efficiencies in the rechargeable batteries earlier
discussed. Low recycling potential for LIBs indicates a likely impending problem of waste LIBs generating tons of cobalt as waste at product EOL which would ultimately lead to undesirable
environmental impacts (Gaines & Nelson, 2009; Gruber et al., 2011). To support the concerns
about low cobalt recycling efficiencies, a more recent study suggests that to meet the rising demand
for cobalt globally, attention should be given to continuous investments targeted at refined cobalt
supply and secondary material recovery (Fu et al., 2020). However, we do not ignore that the fact
that disposal bans of Li-ion batteries are gaining more attention with regulations implemented in
California, New York, and the EU which, will largely impact future recycling efficiencies
(CACode, 2006; EC, 2006; York & Recycling, 2010). Eradicating landfill as a disposal option for
LIBs means other EOL management alternatives need to be developed, however, the success of
these alternatives will largely depend on the existence of adequate infrastructure, appropriate
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incentives, and potential economic drivers to promote effective recycling systems (Wang et. al.,
2014), (Alves Dias et al., 2018).
Alternative supply chain showed the least potential to reduce the social risks tied to cobalt global
use with a low priority weight of 0.11. The low score reflected is as a result of a few factors. Firstly,
the DRC, one of the Covered Countries experiencing a high level of conflict and political
instability, currently accounts for approximately 90,000 (64%) metric tons of cobalt mine
production globally. Also, the same region is home to an estimated 3,400,000 metric tons of cobalt
global reserves, accounting for more than 50% of the total reserves (USGS, 2019), (WGI, 2019).
For many years, the DRC has remained the global leader in cobalt mine production – within 16
years (2000 – 2015), cobalt mine production in the DRC increased by more than 470% and has
continued to maintain exponential growth (K. B. Shedd et al., 2017). Secondly, as a result of the
high production in the DRC, many cobalt-producing countries experienced a decrease in their
share of world production. For instance, in Russia, cobalt mine production increased by 55 percent,
but its fraction of the world decreased by 10% within the same 16-year period. Similarly, the mine
production in Cuba rose by 51% by 2015 but, its portion of global production dropped by 4% the
same year. Similar trends were observed in the global share of Australia and Canada (K. B. Shedd
et al., 2017). However, in contrast to these findings, a more recent study on the perspectives of
cobalt supply through 2030has suggested that future cobalt supply will expand more
geographically and will be mined more as a byproduct of nickel over this period (Fu et al., 2020).
This indicates a greater potential for sourcing cobalt from more politically stable regions and in
turn, mitigating related social risks. Despite this promising future, shifting cobalt mine production
from the DRC to Russia or any of the other producing countries may be challenging due to
currently low production rates. Moreover, the cobalt-production indices reflected by these regions
are most likely to be incapable of meeting the rising demand for cobalt, especially in the LIB
industry (USGS, 2019). Furthermore, another study suggests that any shift in the supply of cobalt
from the DRC to China will cause a major disruption in the cobalt global market (Hamilton, 2017).
Thirdly, by further assessing the top leading producers of cobalt globally, we determine that over
80% of these regions have undesirable WGI-PSAV indices (WGI, 2019). These further highlights
that although many of these countries may not be identified as conflict regions by law, they still
undergo some form of violence and political instability. We identify that findings from these past
works done support our findings from the AHP analysis. Therefore, we identify that alternating
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the cobalt supply chain from the DRC to a less conflict or conflict-free region may be challenging
at this time and would have the least impacts towards promoting more responsible cobalt mining
operations. We further conclude that compared to recycling and material substitution, alternative
cobalt supply chain has the least potential for mitigating the associated risks tied to cobalt global
use.
In addition, the average eigenvalue and consistency ratio obtained was 3.05 and 0.05 respectively.
We recall that according to the AHP, the quality of decisions taken during pairwise comparison is
acceptable only if the consistency ratio (CR) is less than 0.1. (T. Saaty & Vargas, 2012; Vargas,
2011). Another way to check if the pairwise comparison is acceptable is if the average Eigenvalue
(λ max) approximately equates the value of n (T. Saaty & Vargas, 2012; Vargas, 2011) which
equals three in this case. Thus, with a CR of 0.05 and λ max of 3.05, the quality of the author’s
decision made in this analysis is acceptable. Similarly, we do not rule out the fact that only one
decision-maker was involved in this process and as a result, there is less likelihood for
inconsistencies and variabilities in the results.
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5. Conclusions
This study investigates conflict minerals (CMs) - specific groups of minerals that have been
identified by the United States Secretary of State to be financing human rights violations in their
countries of origin. They include tin, tantalum, tungsten, and gold, which play a vital role in the
functionality of many high-tech products today. Owing to the rising global demand for these
products, it is important to give adequate attention to CMs and by extension, other minerals that
may possess similar characteristics. To reduce current global reliance on CMs, CM laws and
policies have been put in place. Policy-holders have created guidelines that companies, especially
those in high demand for CMs, can follow to promote more ethical practices within their supply
chain. It is also recognized that policies have made progress to support less reliance on global CM
use however, despite the contributions of these regulations, the problems associated with CMs
continue. To my knowledge, regulations and policies aimed at restricting CM global use are
currently, the only works that have been done. This thesis, therefore, fills this gap using two
methods – first, to further investigate current works done by evaluating policies to determine how
much progress they have made towards achieving the goals they were created for and secondly,
investigate other options that could bring about more impactful solutions to the issues tied to using
CMs. In the first method, specific CM laws pertinent to key drivers were assessed using a scale
that measures the degree of progress made by a system relative to its intended goal. This tool
called the Maturity Index tool was used to analyze the maturity level which, is the level of success
attained by the CM laws with respect to achieving their proposed goals. In this study, this method
was termed policy analysis. In the second method, three technological alternatives for a reduction
in global CM use were proposed. The alternatives which include eliminating or substituting
material, obtaining material from alternative supply chains, and getting material from recycled
resources are yet to be investigated for limiting the use of CMs globally. As a result, this work
varied the relative potential of the proposed alternatives to the same goal. To do this, the Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) was used as a tool to synthesize all three alternatives and compare them
fairly to determine their capability for restricting CM use. This method was termed alternatives
analysis. Results from the policy analysis reflected low maturity levels for the assessed CM laws.
This implies that although specific policies do contribute to mitigating the risks tied to CMs, they
have not gone far enough to change the issues and such, require more improvement strategies to
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better understand these issues and address them more effectively. Therefore, depending on policy
approaches only, may not give us the desirable outcomes. These inferences further necessitate the
importance of finding other options that could complement the current efforts from policies. In
the alternatives analysis, tungsten was used as a case study and the results show that recycling has
the highest potential for reduction in tungsten usage with minimal impacts, followed by material
substitution and then, alternative supply chain. Therefore, the AHP provided a systematic
approach of equally comparing technological solutions with varying inherent properties using a
common reference. The results of this analysis further suggest the role that technical options can
play in supporting or increasing the current potential and opportunities for policies to address the
problem. For instance, identifying that recycling mostly excels for tungsten reduction can lead to
the creation of policies that will guide and improve recycling efficiencies for tungsten and by
extension other conflict minerals. In other words, technological solutions can help policies
“mature” more and thereby, realizing their intended goals more significantly.
Based on the inferences drawn from this work, the same research methods were applied to
proactively assess cobalt, a mineral that we identify to possess similar qualities as a CM but is not
legally defined as one. The similarities between the fundamental qualities of a CM and cobalt were
identified and based on these similarities, we identify that although cobalt may not be classified as
a CM by law, it possesses the characteristics of one. However, the policy analysis was not
conducted in the cobalt study because the potential for both the CM laws and cobalt laws to achieve
their proposed goals was assumed to be the same. Similarly, it was inferred that implementing
cobalt regulations only, may not be sufficient to limit cobalt global usage. Like with CMs, these
results will open up opportunities for more technical alternatives to inform improvement strategies
for existing policies or establish new ones that will offer more desirable, lasting solutions to the
problems of cobalt global demand. The same AHP tool used in the previous work was used to
conduct the alternatives analysis on cobalt however, all data were cobalt precise. As a part of the
AHP analysis, the feasibility of substituting cobalt was determined via “functional substitution”
analysis. This analysis was done to determine how cobalt content compares in the delivery of
specific battery capacity for EV batteries and by extension, electronics batteries. Results from the
functional substitution analysis show that depending on cathode choice, cobalt content can be
minimized to produce the same battery function. However, this choice comes with some trade-offs
associated with price volatility and product performance (Graedel et al., 2015) and (Coles, 2015).
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Results from the alternatives analysis done in the cobalt case study show that material substitution
has the highest potential for cobalt reduction, followed by recycling and thirdly, alternative supply
chain. The results of this analysis further support past studies that have been done to investigate
these alternatives for cobalt reduction. A recent study that used a scenario analysis to project cobalt
demand and supply into 2030, suggests that future cobalt supply constitutes significant increases
in secondary cobalt recovery and cobalt substitution, however, they are heavily reliant on sufficient
recycling infrastructure and economic incentives. This recent study further supports the inferences
drawn in this thesis that cobalt substitution is a viable option for reducing virgin mineral demand
but may lead to inflated prices and reduced product performance (Fu et al., 2020). In terms of the
cobalt supply chain, our study is supported by another work which, stated that a change in the
supply chain of cobalt from the DRC, will lead to a major distortion in the cobalt global market
(Hamilton, 2017). However, a different view is shared by a recent study which, projected a
geographical expansion in the cobalt supply chain within the next decade (Fu et al., 2020). We
learn from this thesis that although each alternative has the capability to restrict cobalt use, their
relative potential to achieve this goal with minimal impacts is not the same. In other words, with
technical alternatives, comes associated trade-offs that are unique to them and which ultimately,
determine their relative potential to successfully mitigate cobalt risks. Once again, the AHP was
used as a methodical tool to quantify and compare sustainable alternatives with different
characteristics over a common reference line. A good understanding of how these alternatives will
perform will inform better-quality decision making needed to effectively address the social risks
tied to cobalt demand now and in the near or far future. We also learn from this study that like
cobalt, there may be other minerals that are not classified as CMs but have mutual characteristics
as one. Our study, therefore, identifies the need for further research on such minerals and
proactively address any problems that may be linked to their future demand and supply to avoid
potential bottlenecks.
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Uncertainties and Limitations of Study
In this research work, we discuss some of the uncertainties and limitations of the study.
In determining the effectiveness of existing CM laws and regulations, only 10 CM laws and
policies were assessed over the maturity index scale. Although the author’s decision for choice of
CM laws was based on assessing key policies relevant to indicators, we do acknowledge that
several other CM laws were not considered in our method. Therefore, there exists a possibility that
some of the policies not accounted for may reflect higher maturity indices than those assessed in
this study and as a result, may behave recorded more progress than the latter. Realizing a more
progressive system will also show that existing policies may be capable of achieving their
proposed goals. Another limitation is that many of the regulations and policies considered studied
in this work are referenced from non-scholarly articles and non-research journals. This makes it
difficult to evaluate the scientific accuracy of the research work.
To accurately measure the effectiveness of CM laws and policies, it is important to access the
necessary data/metrics from the policyholders directly or from relevant key stakeholders. In this
study, multiple attempts were made to connect with key stakeholders but there was no response.
This led to utilizing the MI tool for our policy analysis. Building off of this, we identify a limitation
of study of having minimal knowledge of how policies are really implemented. This work
recognizes that the primary processes involved in policy applications were not considered in our
policy analysis which can impact the overall quality of the policy assessments.
While conducting the policy analysis, there was no readily available data to help guide the process
of assigning maturity scores at each level of the MI scale. For example, assigning a score for crosssubstituted functionality was particularly challenging because there was little to no information to
determine if laws could be substituted or executed in multiple ways.
In many cases, the MI tool has been used to assess the progress of post-disaster, relief scenarios,
etc. and not those of regulations and policies – they are usually used as an “end-of-pipe”
assessment tool and have been designed as such. However, in this study, the tool was utilized to
proactively inform the progress of a system. This made the score assignment process at each
maturity level difficult because they did not seem applicable for policy assessment.
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Due to the uniqueness of each CM law, the basis for scoring each law across the five maturity
levels varied to some degree. It was almost impossible to assess each law fairly which implies that
some ambiguity may have been introduced.
Despite its versatility across diverse fields, one of the disadvantages of using the AHP is that it is
heavily based on assumptions made by the decision-makers. For example, when doing a pairwise
comparison for a set of alternatives, data from Literature were used to support the metrics which
were then assessed. There are uncertainties associated with the information obtained from
Literature. This is because a different set of data can be collected, and a different set of results may
be obtained – it fundamentally depends on what data sources are being consulted. To this effect,
there is room for multiple variances and discrepancies in the metric assessment which may
significantly impact the interpretive logic process and in turn, the score assigned and ultimately,
the overall ranking of the alternatives.
In the alternatives analysis, we identify uncertainties tied to the metrics assessments. If a different
(or additional) set of metrics were used, compared to those used in our study, the results of the
pairwise comparison may be different. A typical example is found in the metrics used to
parametrize the recycling alternatives - the values assessed for these metrics do not reflect current
estimates. More so, these indices are not unique to consumer electronics rather, they apply to
multiple industrial end-users. Uncertainties as these can impact overall priority weights for each
alternative and consequently, the final ranks for each alternative to restricting mineral demand in
the electronics industries.
This study further recognizes that its AHP analysis was done by only one participant. There is a
high probability that outcomes from a group of decision-makers might be less consistent and more
variable. In situations like these, the process will need to be repeated as many times as possible
until decision-makers can achieve consistent and meaningful outcomes.
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Future Work And Recommendations
In this study, we identified that a CM may not be linked to the DRC and Covered Countries only
as the law defines. Based on this knowledge, cobalt was identified and technical options to address
its social risks were investigated. This study, therefore, recommends that more research be done
to identify such minerals to proactively address their associated social risks before it becomes a
global concern. The policy analysis and alternatives analysis may also be used to further
investigate these minerals.
Another recommendation would be to research more on identifying other indices, metrics and
weighting systems, etc. that can be used to qualify a CM and/or quantify the level of conflict tied
to the mineral. This would make the process of identifying conflict-prone minerals less difficult.
As future work, other conflict-prone minerals that may be identified can be proactively assessed
using the alternatives analysis.
To accurately measure the effectiveness of CM laws and policies, it is important to access the
necessary data/metrics from the policyholders directly or from relevant key stakeholders. This can
be a daunting task but having access to this information will help eliminate variations and
ambiguity tied to the use of the maturity index tool discussed in our limitations of the study section
above. This study, therefore, suggests exploring more alternatives to successfully connect with the
different CM policyholders and access the necessary data. In the future, an assessment tool
specifically designed to assess the efficacy of laws, policies, and regulations, etc. may be utilized
in place of the MI tool.
As future research work, this study recommends assessing more key CM laws in the maturity
index scale. This will give a better and more likely, a more accurate assessment of CM policies to
drive improved decision making for policyholders. This also applies to our alternatives analysis including more metrics for each sustainability strategy will give a more in-depth knowledge of the
work done by each alternative. Consequently, this will improve the quality of evaluations made
by the decision-maker and therefore, improve the overall quality of the results obtained from the
analysis.
Further, since the policies were not assessed based on actual applications/implementations, another
recommendation would be to identify different effective ways of understanding how these
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regulations are really applied. This will inform a more accurate knowledge of policy performance
and areas for improvements.
To address the uncertainties and limitations with the varying metrics, this study suggests using
data sources that are more current and published within a defined period. This would result in a
more systematic approach for metrics evaluations and a fairer decision-making process.
Today, several in-built AHP software applications have been created to conduct the AHP analysis
in an automated way. We recommend conducting AHP analysis using this software and similar
ones to limit human-induced errors.
Building on the previous recommendation, the study suggests conducting the AHP analysis done
in this work using the AHP software. The results of using this tool may be compared to the results
obtained from the AHP analysis done in this study to gain a better understanding of how each
system compares in ranking the alternatives as well as identify the more accurate way of
conducting the analysis.
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Supplementary Information (Appendix)
SI 1 Rubric for Assigning Maturity Scores
Maturity Level
Planning

Planning
Planning
Capability
Capability
Capability
Cross-Substituted
Functionality
Cross-Substituted
Functionality
Cross-Substituted
Functionality
Operational Success
Operational Success
Operational Success
Continuous
Improvements
Continuous
Improvements
Continuous
Improvements

Condition
If there is at least one plan that addresses the situation
e.g. any existing regulation or policy that addresses the
issue.
If there is no plan to address the situation
When a compromise is reached
If personnel are trained (and capable) of implementing
the plan
If personnel are not trained (and are incapable) of
implementing the plan
When a compromise is reached
If there are multiple ways of executing the plan or if the
plan has multiple substitute plans.
If the plan cannot be executed in multiple ways or if
there are known substitute plans
When a compromise is reached

Score
1

If the plan has recorded over 50% successful towards
achieving its goal
If the plan has recorded no success towards achieving
its goal
When a compromise is reached
If there is a system/structure in place to continuously
improve the plan
If there is no system/structure in place to continuously
improve the plan
When a compromise is reached

1
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0
0.5
1
0
0.5
1
0
0.5

0
0.5
1
0
0.5

SI 2 Quotes from Literature/Relevant Online Sources for Assigning Maturity Scores
CM Policy
/Initiative

Maturity
Level

Maturity Basis (quoted text and inferences from
Score
Literature and other relevant sources)

The OECD Due
Diligence

Planning

1

The OECD Due
Diligence

Capability

1

The OECD Due
Diligence

Crosssubstituted
functionality

0

The OECD Due
Diligence

Operational
success

0.5

“The OECD Due Diligence Guidance for
Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from
Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas provides
step-by-step management recommendations
endorsed by governments for global responsible
supply chains of minerals for companies to respect
human rights and avoid contributing to conflict
through their mineral or metal purchasing
decisions and practices”
Source (OECD Due Diligence, 2013)
Since the initiative was created by the OECD, it is
assumed that OECD members are trained to offer
recommendations to companies while following
due diligence practices. Also, the capability of this
guidance is confirmed by the fact that it is the
leading standard referenced by many CM laws and
initiatives today. Source: (OECD Due Diligence,
2013)
The OECD has not established any guidance or
regulation as a substitute for the Responsible
Supply Chain of Minerals From Conflict-Affected
and High-Risk Areas. Although there are existing
regulations that are based on the OECD guidelines,
no evidence/data is indicating that these regulations
have been created as substitutes for the OECD Due
Diligence Guidelines. This guidance is the only
recognized standard and basis for many CM laws
and initiatives.
Source: (OECD Due Diligence, 2013)
Although it has no known substitutes, (which may
imply a maturity score of 0), this study considers
the fact that the OECD Guidance is a leading
global standard referenced by almost all the
existing CM laws and initiatives. This
implementation of many of these laws has recorded
improvements in responsible mining operations.
This study, therefore, assigns its operational
success a score of 0.5
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The OECD Due
Diligence

Continuous
improvement

0.5

Dodd-Frank Act

Planning

1

Dodd-Frank
Act

Capability

1

Dodd-Frank Act

Crosssubstituted
functionality

0

Although, there is no system/structure in place for
continuous improvements. annual forums are held
to discuss implementation challenges and new
supply chain approaches. The study reaches a
compromise and assigns a score of 0.5
“Section 1502 on CMs specifically deals with the
exploitation and trade of minerals originating in
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) that is
helping to finance conflict characterized by
extreme level of violence in the eastern DRC,
particularly sexual and gender-based violence, and
contributing to an emergency humanitarian
situation therein. In particular, Section 1502
requires all companies traded and listed on the US
American stock exchange market to disclose
information on the use of CMs, which are
necessary to the functionality or production of a
product”
Source: (Manhart & Schleicher, 2013)
The Securities Exchange Commission (SEC)
regulates the implementation of the Dodd-Frank
Act. The SEC is responsible for ensuring that
companies comply with the rule.
There is no known substitute rule for the DoddFrank rule. Although there are similar rules issued
by other governing bodies, they are not aimed at
replacing Dodd-Frank in any way. They are simply
similar in operation. It cannot be carried out in
multiple ways, but it is carried out by following a
series of steps
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Dodd-Frank Act

Operational
success

0.5

Dodd-Frank Act

Continuous
0
improvements

The EU CMR

Planning

1

Dodd-Frank Act led to significant improvements in
the transparency of corporate supply chains and a
significant decline in the number of conflict mines
for the 3T minerals in eastern Congo. 0ver 75% of
the world’s smelters and refiners for the 3TGs have
now passed third party audits. As of 2016, over
79% of 3T miners surveyed in eastern Congo were
working in mines where no armed groups are
involved. However, based on “analysis of the
interactive map of ASM”, 56% of the DRC mines
assessed are still experiencing armed presence.
Despite all these improvements, gold mining still
faces continued threats by armed groups, and the
army still employs child labor. (see worse case
below)
In the artisanal gold sector, 64% of gold miners are
still affected by the presence of armed actors, not
too far from 67% experienced in 2009/2010.
Source: (EnoughProject, 2018)(Yannick & Hoex,
Lotte Matthysen, 2016)
There is no system in place to continually improve
the Dodd-Frank Act. Continuous improvement is
unlikely because progress has been slow and is
currently being hampered.
“In 2017, a proposed draft to suspend the rule for 2
years was published.
In 2018, there was a 5.1% drop in the number of
companies that filed a CM disclosure, which is
higher than the average decrease of 4.5% since
2013
Source: (EnoughProject, 2018)
“The EU Regulation aims to:
• Ensure that EU importers of 3TG (tin,
tungsten, tantalum, and goals) meet
international responsible sourcing
standards, set by the OECD
• Ensure that global and EU smelters and
refiners of 3TG source responsibly
• Help break the link between conflict and
the illegal exploitation of minerals
• Help put an end to the exploitation and
abuse of local communities, including
mineworkers, and support local
development”
Source: (EU, 2017)
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The EU CMR

Capability

0

Although EU Member States’ authorities will
examine documents and audit reports. As needed,
they can execute on-the-spot inspections of an
importer’s premises, their capability is in question
because the regulation does not operate till
January 2021
Source: (EU, 2017)

The EU CMR

Crosssubstituted
functionality

0

There is no provision of a substitute
rule/regulation for the EU CM Regulation.
Furthermore, the rule cannot be done in multiple
ways – it will only be executed by following the
laid down steps contained in the rule.

The EU CMR

Operational
success

0

Since this law is yet to be implemented, it is
impossible to determine/measure its success

The EU CMR

Continuous
improvement

0

Similarly, since this law is yet to be implemented,
it is not possible to determine any continuous
improvement measures.
Also, there is no data indicating plans to
continually improve the regulation approach and
implementation.

CCCMC

Planning

1

Section 3.4.6 of Guidelines for Social
Responsibility in Outbound Mining Investments
(GSRM) states:
“Conduct risk-based supply chain due to diligence
in accordance with the Chinese Due Diligence
Guidelines for Responsible Mineral Supply
Chains, to prevent conflict, human rights violation
and other vicious impacts that are directly or
indirectly lead by mining activities”
Source: (CCCMC, 2018)

CCCMC

Capability

0.5

The CCCMC provides the necessary guidelines
for Chinese-mining companies to follow this
regulation. However, implementing the guidelines
is not a substitute for regulation compliance, and
the companies are not mandated to comply.
Source; (CCCMC, 2016)
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CCCMC

Crosssubstituted
functionality

0

Currently, the Chinese Due Diligence Guidelines
for Responsible Mineral Supply Chains is the only
known established regulation guiding the supply
chain management of Chinese-mining companies.

CCCMC

Operational
success

0.5

Although some Chinese mineral processing
companies follow due diligence practices, one of
the challenges associated with this regulation is
that not enough Chinese companies are aware of
the CCCMC guidelines. And few companies
understand the value of supply chain checks –
both for protecting their reputation and sustainable
resource supply, as well as for the communities
and workers who may suffer associated abuse.
Standards in China are currently voluntary, which
means incentives for carrying out supply chain
checks are weak and, where they do exist, are
often due to contractual obligations.
Therefore, much greater effort is needed by the
Chinese government and industry to inform
companies of risk-based due diligence and the
importance of undertaking the process, as well as
build stronger incentives for implementation. Only
then can Chinese companies be confident that they
are operating in line with international
Source: (Parsons, 2017)

CCCMC

Continuous
0
improvements

Since the regulation has not recorded significant
positive impacts, it is difficult to determine if it
can be continually improved upon. More so, there
is no evidence/data indicating work done towards
its continuous improvements.
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iTRi

Planning

1

The International Tin Research Institute (iTRi)
developed iTSCi (iTRi Tin
Supply Chain Initiative), a traceability program to
‘‘bag and tag’’ minerals from the mine to the
processors. iTSCi is an initiative that is designed
to assist upstream companies (from mine to
smelter) in conforming to the OECD DDG at a
practical level, including small- and medium-sized
enterprises, co-operatives, and artisanal, or
small-scale, subsistence mines.”
Source: (Jameson et al., 2016)
“The ITRI Tin Supply Chain Initiative (iTSCi) is
comprehensive due diligence, risk assessment, and
mineral traceability system which is independently
audited and meets all the standards required by
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) and the Conflict-Free
Smelter audit process. The system was developed
in partnership with the governments of the Great
Lakes Region and is operated in partnership with
them.”
Source: (Hayes, n.d.)

iTRi

Capability

1

The iTRi in partnership with the government of
the Great Lakes can provide all requirements and
necessary guidelines companies need to achieve
complete compliance. Key stakeholders have been
put in place to monitor the operations of the iTSCi
program.
Source: (Hayes, n.d.)

iTRi

Crosssubstituted
functionality

0

Although the process involved is carried out by
following a series of due diligence steps, the
iTSCi program cannot be carried out in multiple
ways and there are no known substitutes for the
program.
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iTRi

Operational
success

0.5

Although the program successfully contributed to
reducing risks associated with CM use, it is
binding only to companies that end up joining the
initiative. Some of the positive impacts of the
program include:
•

Over 865 active mines in Central Africa
operate free from any presence of armed
group or human rights abuses

•

Livelihoods of over 67,000 artisanal
miners secured
• Over 3,000 children were reached as part
of a campaign to prevent child labor in
mining etc.
• More than 90% of all tin, tantalum, and
tungsten from the Great Lakes Region now
in the iTSCi system
• More than 50% of global tantalum
production in 2014-2015 in the iTSCi
system etc.
However, the iTSCi program is a mandatory
initiative and does not require all companies to
fully participate. Therefore, the successes
described above are not holistic and therefore, do
not address the problem entirely.
Therefore, a maturity score of 0.5 is assigned.
iTRi

Continuous
0.5
improvements

Although there is no existing system in place to
continuously improve this initiative, 38 Multistakeholder forums have been established – they
meet regularly to monitor implementation of
traceability and all associated issues such as
security, taxation, and human rights.
Source: (Hayes, n.d.)

RMI

Planning

1

“Founded in 2008 by members of the Responsible
Business Alliance and the Global e-Sustainability
Initiative, the Responsible Minerals Initiative has
grown into one of the most utilized and respected
resources for companies from a range of industries
addressing responsible mineral sourcing issues in
their supply chains.”
Source: (RBAFoundation, n.d.; RMI, 2019)
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RMI

Capability

1

Since its creation in 2008, members of the
Responsible Business Alliance, formerly the
Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition and the
Global e-Sustainability Initiative, are responsible
for providing the tools and resources needed for
companies to utilize and participate in the RMI
Source: (RMI, 2019)

RMI

CrossSubstituted
functionality

0

Other initiatives/schemes aimed at achieving the
same goals as the RMIs exist, but there is no
information indicating that these schemes are a
substitute for the RMI.

RMI

Operational
success

0.5

Although the RMI provides companies with the
tools and resources needed to improve their
mining and supply chain management practices,
their success does not address the issue because
only member-companies can benefit from the
initiative. In other words, non-member companies
are at risk of mining irresponsibly. Also, RMI
membership can be cost-intensive.

RMI

Continuous
1
improvements

Therefore, a maturity score of 0.5 is assigned.
The RMI is committed to regular review and
updates of their guidelines - this brings together
hundreds of representatives from industry,
government, and civil society for updates, indepth discussions, and guidance on best practices
on responsible mineral sourcing. Also, the RBA
runs regular workshops on responsible minerals
sourcing issues which contributes to policy
enhancements and topics involving civil society
organizations and governments.
Therefore, a maturity score of 1 is assigned.
Source: (RBAFoundation, n.d.)
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CFSP

Planning

1

CFSP

Capability

0.5

CFSP

Crosssubstituted
functionality

0

CFSP

Operational
success

0.5

The CFSP is a voluntary initiative of the
Conflict-Free Sourcing Initiative (CFSI) in which
an independent third party validates
smelters/refiners management processes by
auditing their procurement and processing
activities to verify that the company has
implemented the necessary due diligence
procedures capable of producing conflict-free
products.
Source: (CFSI, 2016)
Using a risk-based approach, the auditors review
enough documentation to conclude with
reasonable confidence that the minerals being
processed originate from conflict-free sources,
including 3TG containing minerals that originate
in the DRC and the Covered Countries. The
smelter and refiner audit scrutinize purchasing
practices and participants and determines where
corrective actions are needed to provide
validation for the origin of and chain of custody
for the material. The enforcement of the CFSP is
only abiding with interested participants, all
companies are not mandated to participate in the
program.
Source: (CFSI, 2016)
The CFSP has no known substitute program and
it is not implemented in multiple different ways.
“As part of the CFSP, Apple and Intel have
decided to terminate the use of CMs in the
manufacturing of their products. In early 2012,
Nokia published policies halting the use of CMs
originating from the DRC. As of August 2015,
the CFSP has 54 conflict-free gold smelters, 40
for tantalum, 41 for tin, and 20 for tungsten”.
Despite these successes, it is noteworthy that
there still exists, conflict-affected smelters and
refiners. Also, not all companies participate in
this initiative because it is voluntary and not
required of them to follow. Therefore, a maturity
score of 0.5 is assigned.
Source: (Lezhnev & Hellmuth, 2012) (Delaney.I.,
n.d.)(Jameson et al., 2016)
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CFSP

Continuous
0
improvements

There is no structure/system in place to
continuously improve the CFSP. No plan is set
aside to make sure it gets better at achieving its
goals.
Therefore, a maturity score of 0 is assigned

SfH

Planning

1

“Solutions for Hope is a platform that supports
companies, civil society organizations, and
governments working together to responsibly
source minerals from regions experiencing
conflict where market access is limited by opaque
supply chains.”
It is “A Platform to Support Responsible Sourcing,
Peacebuilding, and Community Development”
Source: (SfH, 2015)

SfH

Capability

0.5

“The pilot program was conducted from July
2011 to January 2012, and Gregory MthembuSalter, a former consultant to the UN GoE,
conducted an initial due diligence audit of the
mines and transport routes in June 2011. After
the pilot program was determined to be
trustworthy in January 2012, it was transitioned
into a long-term, full-scale project. Two mines
support the project: Mai Barindi and Luba,
which are located in the northern Katanga
province.”
(Jameson et al., 2016)

SfH

Crosssubstituted
functionality

0

There is no legal substitute initiative/regulation
for the Solution for Hope project.
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SfH

Operational
success

0.5

“Solutions for Hope fosters opportunities for
dialogue and shared learning across
geographies and across minerals. By building
shared knowledge, a SfH platform helps to
identify those challenges that are consistent
across minerals, geographies, and political
contexts. Similarly, in developing an index of
unseen challenges that arise in each new
location, this platform will build an everimproving set of guidance, expediting and
enhancing the development of each new supply
chain.”
“A common platform also creates opportunities
for streamlined administration and sourcing.
As SfH expands within regions, there may be
opportunities to consolidate auditing, shipping,
training, and administrative expenses across
minerals from each region. As these supply
chains grow globally, a broader umbrella
brand can offer a “one-stop shopping”
approach to companies seeking to source any
of the 3Ts or gold. A broader SfH program also
offers opportunities for increased reporting
efficiency and streamlined implementation of
due diligence policies across minerals and
other commodities.”
Source: (SfH, 2015)
However, there is no evidence showing the
positive impacts of SfH implementation.
Although the SfH may be valuable in ensuring
responsible supply chain management, it is
applied mostly in conflict-free regions.
Therefore, this shows that more work needs to
be done to ensure a safe environment for the
citizens of the DRC to enjoy good living
standards.
Source: (Jameson et al., 2016)
Therefore, a maturity score of 0.5 is assigned.
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SfH

Continuous
0
improvements

There is no structure/system in place to
continuously improve the CFSP. No plan is set
aside to make sure it gets better at achieving its
goals.
Therefore, a maturity score of 0 is assigned

IRMA

Planning

1

Created in 2006, IRMA is an initiative that
offers true independent 3rd-party verification
and certification against a comprehensive
standard for all mined materials that provides
“one-step coverage” of the full range of issues
related to the impacts of industrial-scale mines.
They do this by creating value for mines
independently verified to achieve best practices
and share this value with the businesses that
purchase material from the same mines.
Source: (IRMA, 2018)

IRMA

Capability

0.5

A steering committee is in place to govern the
affairs /operations of the initiative. The
committee has members from the mining
industry, downstream purchasers, nongovernment organizations, affected
communities, and organized labor.
The down-side, however, remains that this is a
voluntary initiative – members of the initiative
join only by choice.
Source: (IRMA, 2018)

IRMA

Crosssubstituted
functionality

0

Many initiatives/schemes operate like IRMA
but there is no record that they are substitute’s
schemes for IRMA.
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IRMA

Operational
success

0.5

Although this scheme has been in existence
since 2006, there has not been a record
measuring the success of the IRMA. In 2019,
IRMA was at the stage of testing the Standard’s
metrics, increasing connections through the
Responsible Mining Map, seeking additional
partnerships, and expanding membership. It is
also still at the stage of launching its
independent auditing program for conflict-free
mines. This shows that more work needs to be
done to ensure a safe environment for the
citizens of the DRC to enjoy good living
standards.
Therefore, a maturity score of 0.5 is assigned.

IRMA

Continuous
0
improvements

Legally, there is no system in place to
continuously improve the IRMA.
Therefore, a maturity score of 0 is assigned
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SI 3 Sustainability Metrics for Tungsten Recycling
Recycling metrics
EOL recycling rates (RR)
Global average old scrap ratio (OSR)
Global average recycled content (RC)
feasibility of using old scrap/recycled content in
electronics
Source:
a - (Graedel, 2011)
b - (Zeiler et al., 2018)
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Value
>10 - 25% a, 30% b
> 50% a
> 25 - 50% a, 35% b
Medium b

SI 4 Sustainability Metrics for Alternative Supply Chain - Tungsten
covered
mine production global
global
county?
country
(metric tons) a
percentage rank
Yes/No b
Austria
980
1.20%
5
No
Bolivia
1000
1.22%
4
No
China
67000
81.71%
1
No
Portugal
770
0.94%
8
No
Russia
2100
2.56%
3
No
Rwanda
830
Yes
1.01%
7
Spain
750
No
0.91%
9
United
900
No
Kingdom
1.10%
6
United States
No
Vietnam
6000
No
7.32%
2
Others
1400
1.71%
World
Total
82000
(Rounded)
% global production mined in the DRC & Covered
Countries
<2%
Global % mined in countries with desirable PSAV scores 11.50%
Global % mined in countries with undesirable PSAV
scores
86.50%

Source:
a - (USGS, 2019)
b - (Dodd-Frank, 2010),(Securities & Commission, 2012)
c - Source (WGI, 2019)
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WGIPSAV c
1.19
-0.28
-0.56
0.87
-1.05
-0.08
0.29
0.56
0.7
0.01

SI 5 Sustainability Metrics for Tungsten And Potential Substitute Materials

Mineral
W

Mo

Nb
Ti

Countries of
origin
ranked by
mine
production a

Covered
Country?
(Yes or No)b

China
Vietnam
Russia
China
Chile
United States
Brazil
Canada
China
Japan
Australia
Kazakhstan

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Substitution
feasibility
Price
c
in electronics
($/kg) a
~ 100 N/A
350 *

Density
(g/cm3)d

ds a

HHI a

19.3

40

0.68

low

27

10.28

57

0.26

low

21

8.57

134

0.79

low

220

4.51

163

0.29

2019
PSAV WGIweighted
e
PSAV
HHI a, e
-0.56
0.01
-1.05
-0.56
0.40
0.70
-0.38
1.24
-0.56
0.98
0.90
-0.10

N/A – not applicable
W – Tungsten, Mo – Molybdenum, Nb – Niobium, Ti – Titanium
ds – static index of depletion - calculated as the ratio of reserve base and mine production which
is assumed as the static rate of consumption.
* - finished tungsten product (not tungsten concentrate)
Source:
a – (USGS, 2019)
b - (Dodd-Frank, 2010), (Securities & Commission, 2012)
c - (USGS, 2019), (Zeiler et al., 2018)
d- (READE, 2020) – Specific Gravity Table For Metals, Minerals & Ceramics.
e – Source: (WGI, 2019)
Links to calculations done using MS Excel software:
Static index of depletion (ds) - Static Index of Depletion -tungsten and substitutes .xlsx
HHI & PSAV weighed HHI - HHI & PSAV weighted HHI.xlsx
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-0.37

-0.08

-0.28
-0.06

SI 6 Cobalt Case Study – Functional Substitution Analysis
In the functional substitution analysis, a hypothetical EV battery was analyzed - the 2018 Nissan
Leaf Battery. The following cathode chemistries were considered:

1. Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NMC 622– where numbers denote the ratio of
Nickel, Manganese, and Cobalt on a mole fraction basis)
2. Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NMC 333–where numbers denote the ratio of
Nickel, Manganese, and Cobalt on a mole fraction basis)
3. Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Oxide (NCA)
4. Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP)
5. Lithium Manganese Oxide (LMO)

We have chosen these chemistries as they are the most common types found in electric vehicles.
To carry out our analysis, we use the BatPac model, developed by the Argonne National
Laboratory, Chicago, USA. The Bat Pac model is designed on a Microsoft Excel workbook to
model the cost and the performance Lithium-ion battery in electric-drive vehicles. The battery
function is kept constant by keeping the amount of energy stored within battery the same across
the different cathode chemistries. Below is a step by step break down of our analysis:
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Step 1: Modeled a hypothetical battery after the 2018 Nissan Leaf battery. Energy storage
(39.5 KWh)

Step 2: Collected the following data for battery specifications:
Vehicle: 2018 Nissan Leaf - Electric Vehicle (EV) Module
Cell Type

Laminate Type (pouch cell)

Cathode Chemistry

NMC622 (Lithium Nickel Manganese cobalt oxide)

Battery Pack Energy, KWh

39.5

Rated Capacity, Ah

56.3

Nominal voltage, V

3.65

External Dimensions - Length, mm

261

Width, mm

216

Thickness, mm

7.91

Mass, g

914

Energy density, Wh/l

460

Energy density, Wh/kg

224

Number of cells/battery pack

192

Number of modules/battery pack

24

Number of cells/modules

8

Vehicle Range, miles
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Step 3: The above data was inputted in the Bat Pac model; the cell chemistry was selected the
model was run to determine corresponding cathode requirements. A total of five models were run,
one for each cell chemistry by copying and pasting the selected chemistry into the designated
column in the spreadsheet. For each run, two fundamental quantities were obtained from the Bat
Pac model – 1. mass of material per mass of cathode active material (g/g) and 2. mass of cathode
active material per cell (g/cell). These two quantities were used as the basis for further calculations.
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Step 4: Using these two fundamental quantities, we calculate the quantity of a single material that
makes up each cathode. We use Lithium metal in cathode chemistry NMC 622 to illustrate how
the individual masses of each material were computed. The computation is shown below:

After running steps 1 through 3 on the Bat Pac model, the following data were obtained:
a. Mass of Li per mass of cathode active material given by:
𝐿𝑖
𝑔
( ) = 0.08
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑔

b. Mass of cathode active material per cell
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 306.1 𝑔
=
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
We compute the following:
c. Mass of Li per cell
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐿𝑖 (𝑔)
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐿𝑖 (𝑔)
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝐿𝑖 (𝑔)

= 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑔) ∗
𝑔

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑔)
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑘𝑔

= 0.08 ∗ 306.1 = 25.59 𝐿𝑖 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 0.026 𝐿𝑖 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

d. Mass of Lithium per battery pack:
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐿𝑖 (𝑘𝑔) 𝐿𝑖 (𝑘𝑔) 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
0.026(𝑘𝑔)
192 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
=
∗
=
∗
𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘
= 4.91

𝐿𝑖(𝑘𝑔)
𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘

e. Mass of Lithium per kWh:
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐿𝑖 (𝑘𝑔)
𝐿𝑖 (𝑘𝑔)
1 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘
4.91(𝑘𝑔)
1 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘
=
∗
=
∗
𝐾𝑊ℎ
𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘
39.5 𝐾𝑊ℎ
𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘
39.5 𝐾𝑊ℎ
= 0.12

𝐿𝑖(𝑘𝑔)
𝐾𝑊ℎ

Hence, 0.12 kg of Lithium is required to store 39.5 kWh of energy in the battery.
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This procedure was repeated to determine the mass requirement for each material to store
39.5KWh of energy in the battery. This was also done for the remaining four cathode chemistries
(NMC 333, NCA, LFP & LMO) and the quantity required for each constituent material was
computed.

For cathode materials not represented on the BatPac model, such as Aluminum, Iron, and
Phosphorus, we obtain their mass per cathode active material from stoichiometry and compute
their mass requirement per energy stored as usual. An illustration is shown below using Aluminum.

Given the following data
material/metal (symbol)

molar mass (g/mol)

Lithium (Li)

6.94

Nickel (Ni)

58.69

Manganese (Mn)

54.94

cobalt (Co)

58.93

Aluminum (Al)

27.00

Iron (Fe)

55.80

Phosphorus (P)

30.97

Oxygen (O2)

16.00

Titanium (Ti)

47.87

After running steps 1 through 3 on the Bat Pac model,
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 280.75 𝑔
=
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
We compute the following:
f. the molar mass of NCA:
(1 ∗ 6.94) + (0.8 ∗ 58.69) + (0.15 + 58.93) + (0.05 ∗ 27) + (2 ∗ 16) = 96.08
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𝑔
𝑚𝑜𝑙

g. In 1 molecule of NCA, there are 0.05 molecules of Aluminum. Therefore, in 1 mole of
NCA, there 0.05 moles of Aluminum. Hence, the mass of Aluminum in 1 mole of NCA is:
0.05 ∗

27𝑔
= 1.35𝑔
𝑚𝑜𝑙

h. mass percentage composition of Al in NCA:
Since 1 mole of NCA contains 1.35g of Aluminum and 1 mole of NCA weighs 96.08g, this implies
that in 96.08g of NCA, there are 1.35g of Aluminum
Hence,

the

mass

percent

composition

of

Aluminum

in

NCA

is

computed:

1.35𝑔
∗ 100 = 1.14%
96.08𝑔

i. mass of Aluminum in 280.75g of NCA:
1.41
∗ 280.75 = 3.94 𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑙
100
j. mass of Aluminum per mass of cathode active material:
3.94
= 0.014
280.75
After obtaining the mass of Aluminum per mass of cathode active material (i.e. 0.014), the quantity
of Al required to store 39.5 kWh of energy was computed as usual. i.e. following calculation steps
from c through e above. The computation was repeated using Iron and Phosphorus and their
respective material requirements were obtained. The table showing individual material
requirements for each cathode chemistry is shown in SI 7
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SI 7

Cathode
Chemistry
NMC622
NMC333
NCA
LFP
LMO

Battery Material Requirement Across Different Cathode Chemistries for a 39.5
KWh LIB
Mass of material(kg)/battery pack

Mass of Cathode
Active Material (g)
306.10
363.16
280.75
421.71
521.99

Li
4.91
5.03
4.48
3.73
4.09

Ni
21.93
14.53
26.34
-
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Co
7.34
14.59
4.96
-

Mn
6.84
13.60
62.55

Al
0.75
-

Fe
28.65
-

P
15.87
-

SI 8 Sustainability Metrics for Cobalt And Potential Substitute Materials

Mineral
Co

Ni

Mn

P

Countries of
origin
ranked by
production a
Congo
(Kinshasa)
Russia
Cuba
Indonesia
Philippines
Russia
South Africa
Australia
Gabon
China
Morocco &
Western
Sahara
United States

Covered
Country?
(Yes or No)b

Substitution
feasibility
in electronics

Price
($/kg) a

Density
(g/cm3)c

ds a

HHI a

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

medium

84

8.75

49

0.36

low

14

8.80

39

0.1

low

0.01

7.35

42

0.18

low

0.07*

2.34

260*

ND

No
No

2019
WGIPSAV d

PSAV weighted
HHI a, d

-2.17
-1.05
0.58
-0.60
-0.84
-1.05
-0.18
0.90
0.03
-0.56

-0.73

ND
0.70

* - data indicated for phosphate rock (from which phosphorus metal is made)
ND – no data
• Substitution feasibility in electronics is based on results/inferences drawn from functional
substitution analysis
• ds – static index of depletion - calculated as the ratio of reserve base and mine production
which is assumed as the static rate of consumption.
Source:
a – (USGS, 2019)
b - (Dodd-Frank, 2010), (Securities & Commission, 2012)
c - (READE, 2020) – Specific Gravity Table For Metals, Minerals & Ceramics.
d – Source: (WGI, 2019)
Links to calculations done using MS Excel software:
Static index of depletion (ds) - Static Index of Depletion - Cobalt & Substitutes .xlsx
HHI & PSAV weighed HHI - HHI & PSAV weighted HHI.xlsx
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-0.02

-0.02

ND

SI 9 Sustainability Metrics for Cobalt Recycling
Recycling metrics
EOL recycling rates (RR)
Global average old scrap ratio (OSR)
Global average recycled content (RC)

Recycled content
Feasibility of using old
scrap/recycled content in electronics

Recycling rates in electronics

Value
68%
50%
32%
In 2018, cobalt contained in
purchased scrap (recycled EOL
metal) represented an estimated
29% of cobalt
reported consumption

Data source
(Graedel, 2011)
(Graedel, 2011)
(Graedel, 2011)
(Kb Shedd, 2005;
USGS, 2019)

TBD
(Wang et al., 2014)
(Wilburn, 2008)

0%

TBD – data not found or analyzed
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SI 10 Sustainability Metrics for Alternative Supply Chain – Cobalt
mine
production
country
(metric tons) a
Australia
4700
Canada
3800
China
3100
Congo (Kinshasa) 90000
Cuba
4900
Madagascar
3500
Morocco
2300
Papua New Guinea 3200
Philippines
4600
Russia
5900
South Africa
2200
500
United States
Other countries
7000
World Total
140000
(rounded)

global
percentage
3.36%
2.71%
2.21%
64.29%
3.50%
2.50%
1.64%
2.29%
3.29%
4.21%
1.57%
0.36%
5.00%

global
rank
4
6
9
1
3
7
10
8
5
2
11
12

Covered
County?
Yes/No b
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

% global production mined in the DRC & Covered
Countries
> 60 %
Global % mined in countries with desirable PSAV scores 10 %
Global % mined in countries with undesirable PSAV
scores
> 80 %

Source:
a - (USGS, 2019)
b - (Dodd-Frank, 2010),(Securities & Commission, 2012)
c - Source (WGI, 2019)
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2019
WGI-PSAV c
0.9
1.24
-0.56
-2.17
0.58
-0.4
TBD
-0.6
-0.84
-1.05
-0.18
0.7

